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APPENDIX A
SPACECRAFT MISSION DESCRIPTION
This appendix presents the sequence of phases and related mission
events associated with the spacecraft for the general Voyager Mars
mission. The mission operations begin with flight hardware acceptance
review and shipment of the flight hardware to Cape Kennedy and con-
tinues until termination of the mission. Mission operation as defined
here begins with the launch phase and primarily deals with spacecraft
flight operations. Thus this description serves as a framework for the
detailed flight sequence
As shown in Figure A-i, the mission has been divided into phases
which are continuous periods of time arranged in order of occurrence
and define the sequence in which the mission is conducted. Each phase
is, in turn, made up of one or more periods; each such period of opera-
tion is in turn defined in terms of subsystem operating modes or func-
tions. These operating modes are the functional building blocks for
defining the mission and relate the mission functional requirements to
subsystem design. Definition of operating modes is given in Appendix B
as supporting data for the mission description. In presenting sequence
tables for each mission phase, references are provided to the applicable
mode description in Appendix B.
i. LAUNCH PHASE
The launch phase begins with the initiation of final countdown and
terminates at the initiation of S-IVB stage second burn for injection
into an interplanetary trajectory. Table A-i gives a sequential list of
operating modes and events for the launch phase.
i. i Final Countdown
Confirmation of a Voyager mission readiness condition initiates
the final countdown. The countdown will be conducted in two periods.
During the first period all of the planetary vehicle components which
will operate during launch wiU be turned on and will be monitored.
Spacecraft system status and verification of planetary vehicle-launch
vehicle interface status will be monitored via hard line and radio link
A°l
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Table A- 1. Operating Modes and Events
for the Launch Phase
Appendix B
Reference
1. Launch phase
1. 1 Prelaunch
Countdown initiated
1. Z Space vehicle ascent flight
S-IC stage ignition
Holddown release and liftoff
S-IC stage termination
Vehicle coast
S-IC stage jettison
S-II stage ignition
S-II stage termination
Vehicle coast
S-II stage jettison
S-IVB stage ignition
S-IVB stage shutdown
1.3 Earth parking orbit
Vehicle stabilize and coast
Forward shroud elements jettison
Vehicle stabilize and coast
9.1
while the launch vehicle undergoes preflight propulsion, mechanical,
and electrical subsystem verification. During the second part of the
countdown, the planetary vehicle will continue to be monitored, while
the launch vehicle undergoes power transfer, final ordnance installa-
tion, and cryogenic propellant loading. Final safety and final stattls
checks will be performed, the planetary vehicle will be transferred to
internal power, and the automatic terminal countdown will be conducted.
The terminal countdown ends when the space vehicle is released and
lift s off.
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Figure A-i. Voyager Spacecraft
Mission Phase Sequence
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At liftoff the spacecraft has the following operating status:
Electrical Power. The spacecraft utilizes ground power until
final status check. Prior to final status check electrical power is
switched to internal battery power.
S-Band Radio. The up and down RF links are operative through
the low-gain antennas. The radio transmission is on the low power
transmitter and the high power transmitter is turned off.
UHF Capsule Rela 7 Link. The UHF capsule relay link is non-
ope r at iv e.
Command and Sec_uencing. The command and sequencing subsys-
tem is on and operating. The mission clock is initiated late in the
countdown prior to final status checks.
es
Data and Telemetry. The DS and T is on and operating and on-
board spacecraft data is processed for real-time relay to the ground
station.
Guidance and Control. The gyros are turned on and operated in
the rate mode.
Electrical Distribution and Pyrotechnic Control. The spacecraft
will be coupled to the ground via umbilicals until late in the final count-
down. After electrical power is switched to internal the shroud umbili-
cals for the planetary vehicle are disconnected. The pyrotechnic control
assembly is in the prelaunch safe condition.
Configuration. The planetary vehicles are encapsulated in the
shroud. All antennas, booms, and the PSP are stowed and latched for
launch.
Thermal Control. The temperature control is operative during
the countdown. Heaters will function automatically as required. En-
vironmental control within the shroud compartment is provided by the
launch vehicle system.
Propulsion. The propulsion system is unarmed and nonoperative.
Science Sensors. Science sensors are turned off.
#DS and T stands for data storage and telemetry
A-5
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I. 2 Space Vehicle Ascent Flight
Space vehicle ascent flight begins at Saturn V holddown release
(liftoff) and continues until the S-IVB stage firing is terminated in earth
parking orbit. During this period the Saturn V will automatically per-
form all functions and the spacecraft will be monitored via radio link
transmitted through the shroud.
The first stage, S-IC, of the Saturn V will boost the space vehicle
approximately 40 nautical miles and then separate. The second stage,
S-II, will increase altitude and then be jettisoned. Finally, the third
stage (S-IVB)will insert the remainder of the space vehicle including
both planetary vehicles into a near-circular 100-nautical mile earth
parking orbit. Figure A-Z shows pictorially the relationship between
space vehicle elements and the earth during the launch phase.
4. INJECTION INTO
MARS TRANSIT
FORWARD
SHROUD 3. SEPARATION
ELEMENTS OF FORWARD
 HROUDELEMENT
2. EARTH PARKING ORBIT
\, .y,;L,FTOFF
'\N_//"
EARTH-MARS
INTERPLANETARY
TRANSIT
TRAJECTORY
Figure A-Z. Typical Launch Phase
i. 3 Earth Parking Orbit Operations
During earth parking orbit operations, the nose fairing and shroud
elements enclosing the forward planetary vehicle will be separated and
the space vehicle will cruise until powered flight for injection into the
interplanetary transfer trajectory is initiated. Separation will cause the
A-6
forward shroud elements to increase altitude and slow down with respect
to the space vehicle.
Z. INJECTION PHASE
The injection phase begins with the initiation of the S-IVB stage
second burn and terminates when the aft planetary vehicle is separated
from its planetary vehicle adapter. During this phase, the space vehicle
is injected into an interplanetary transfer trajectory and the planetary
vehicles are separated and prepared for interplanetary operations.
Table A-2 gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes employed
during the injection phase. The major events are shown pictorially in
Figure A-3.
Table A-2. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed
During Injection Phase
Appendix B
Reference
2. Injection phase
2. I Injection
S-IVB stage ignition
S-IVB stage shutdown in earth-Mars
transit trajectory
Vehicle coast period
Z. 2 Forward planetary vehicle separation sequence
IMU initiate separation sequence
Planetary vehicle begins separation
from shroud
C and S start rnission clock
C and S assume control of planetary vehicle
Pyrotechnic control pre-arm
Z. 3 Forward planetary vehicle post-separation
sequence
Planetary vehicle separated from shroud
G and C switched to rate nulling mode
9.2
8.5
7.2
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Table A-2. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed
During Injection Phase (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
2.6
Temperature control appendage drive
heaters turned on (if required)
Radio uplink on low gain reception
Radio downlink switched to low power and
low-gain antenna
Pyrotechnic control armed
Cruise configuration established
Boom mounted low-gain antennas
deployed
High-gain antennas released
Medium-gain antennas released
PSP deployed to cruise condition
Temperature control in normal operating
mode
High-gain antenna pointed to earth
Radio downlink switched to low power and
high-gain antenna
MOS verification of planetary vehicle cruise
configuration
Planetary vehicle ready for acquisition phase
Mid-shroud elements jettison
Aft planetary vehicle separation
Sequence the same as 2.2
Aft planetary vehicle post separation sequence
Sequence the same as 2.3
3.3
8.4 and 8.7
10.1
t0.1
10.1
10.1
10.1
11.1
4.2
3.1
A-8
MIDSECTION
SHROUD ELEMENT
FORWARD __
PLANETARY
VEHICLE
AFT PLANETARY S-IV B
VEHICLE
EARTH SHADOW
I. INJECTION
2. SEPARATION OF FORWARE PLANETARY VEHICLE
3. SEPARATION OF MIDSECTION SHROUD ELEMENTS
4. SEPARATION OF AFT PLANETARY VEHICLE
Figure A-3. Injection Phase
2. I In_ection into Interplanetary Transfer Tra)ectory
The injection into interplanetary transfer trajectory is accomplished
by re-ignition of the S-IVB stage, which provides the velocity increment
required to inject the planetary vehicles onto the specified interplanetary
transit trajectory to Mars, biased to preclude dispersions from re-
sulting in an inadvertent Martian impact.
Z.Z Separation of Forward Planetary Vehicle
Separation of t_,,_ ¢,,,.w_=a nl_n,_t_,-v v,_h_c]_, will be initiated auto-
matically by the Saturn V with the transmission of a separation initiation
signal from the instrument unit to the forward planetary vehicle after
the space vehicle has stabilized from the shutdown transient. Separation
will take place as soon as the spacecraft/DSN communication allows
coverage of separation. The spacecraft of the forward planetary vehicle
physically disconnects and separates with sufficient velocity to ensure
that no interference occurs between it and any other elements of the
space vehicle. During separation, uplink and clownlink communication
with the spacecraft is via the omnidirectional low-gain antenna.
A-9
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Z. 3 Forward Planetary Vehicle Post-Separation Qperations
The planetary vehicle post-separation operations begin when the
planetary vehicle is separated from the space vehicle and continue until
the initiation of celestial reference acquisition. During this period the
planetary vehicle will be allowed to rotate at a low rate after the initial
tipoff rates have been nulled to 0.01deg/secandwill establish the cruise
configuration. Appendages such as booms, antennas, and the PSP are
released from the launch constraints and deployed to their cruise posi-
tion. If required, appendage drive heaters may be turned on by ground
command. All components and subsystems which operate during inter-
planetary transit phases will be turned on after separation has been
completed. During post-separation operations the planetary vehicle
will be in continuous communication, i.e., uplink command, downlink
real-time telemetry, and tracking by the DSN. Command uplink lock-
on is prerequisite to beginning celestial reference acquisition.
Z. 4 Coast Period and Jettison of Aft Shroud Elements
During the coast period, following separation of the forward plane-
tary vehicle, the shroud elements forward of the aft planetary vehicle
adapter will be separated. Jettison of the aft shroud elements will be
initiated automatically by the Saturn V instrument unit.
Z. 5 Separation of Aft Planetary Vehicle
Separation of the aft planetary vehicle from its adapter will be
executed in the same manner as the separation of the forward planetary
vehicle.
Z. 6 Aft Planetary Vehicle Post-Separation Operations
The aft planetary vehicle post-separation operation is the same
as forward planetary vehicle post-separation operations, Section Z.3.
3. ACQUISITION PHASE
The acquisition phase for each planetary vehicle begins after sepa-
ration, and terminates when the vehicle attitude is stabilized on its
celestial attitude references. Table A-3 gives a sequential list of sub-
system operating modes employed during the acquisition phase. It
A-10
Table A- 3. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed
During Acquisition Phase
Appendix B
Reference
. Acquisition phase
DS and T switched to store engineering data
Radio uplink switched to low gain coverage
Radio downlink switched to low power and
low-gain antenna
G and C begins sun acquisition
Electrical power switched to solar arrays
Batteries begin recharge
G and C begins Canopus acquisition
3.3
7.4
i.l
i.i
7.5
should be noted that from initiation of the acquisition phase through the
end of the mission, each planetary vehicle will be considered separately.
Mission operations activities, including tracking and telemetry data
acquisition, wiU be coordinated but independent for each of the planetary
vehicles throughout the remainder of the mission. The remaining phase
descriptions are for one planetary vehicle. Each phase will be dupli-
cated for each vehicle.
3. | Orientation of Planetary Vehicle to Celestial Reference
During this period the planetary vehicle will automatically initiate
and execute a maneuver to acquire the celestial referenced orientation.
The gas reaction control system is used in conjunction with a coarse
sun sensor to align the planetary vehicle aft roll axis with the sun. A
fine sun sensor will be utilized to accurately maintain the sun orienta-
tion. The vehicle will then be oriented in roll by acquiring the star
Canopus. Following the acquisition of the celestial references, the
planetary vehicle will maintain a stabilized attitude for interplanetary
cruise. Figure A-4 shows the orientation of the planetary vehicle at
various times during the acquisition phase.
A-11
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6. POSITION
HIGH GAIN
ANTENNA
TO EARTH;
CONFIRMS
ACQUISITION s  OLLLOCKON
CANOPUSREEERENCE
4. ROLL TO ACQUIRE
"_-_-_ _ CANOPUS
_................_ REFERENCE
_ _ !_i_J_ _ 3. PITCH AND YAW o T_u ^_r_ yaw
LOCK ON SUN 2. rl._ ..........
__ _ 1. ESTABLISH CRUISE
c_ __ _ _ _ CONFGURATION
SUN
Figure A-4. Acquisition Phase
4. INITIAL INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE
The interplanetary cruise phase for each planetary vehicle will be
initiated after the vehicle is initially stabilized on its celestial attitude
references. The initial interplanetary cruise phase for each planetary
vehicle will be interrupted for an arrival date separation maneuver.
Table A-4 gives a sequential list of operating modes employed during
the initial interplanetary cruise phase.
Table A-4. Operating Modes Employed During
Initial Interplanetary Cruise Phase
Appendix B
Reference
, Initial interplanetary cruise
G and C switched to cruise operation
(coarse limit cycle)
DS and T switched to stored data readout
DS and T switched to real-time engineering
data
High-gain antenna automatic reposition
Canopus sensor updated as required
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain antenna
5.1
4.1
7.1
3.6
A-I2
Luring the initial interplanetary cruise the planetary vehicles
rezr, ain oriented with respect to the celestial reference system (sun-
Canopus) and are maintained attitude-stabilized by G and C cruise limit
cycle. Continuous communications with the earth are maintained via
the omnidirectional antenna. Any data stored during maneuvers or the
reorientation period preceding the cruise phase are dumped. The high-
gain antenna will be positioned to earth pointing and its position will be
updated as the angle between the sun-spacecraft and earth-spacecraft
lines change. In the event celestial reference is lost at any time, the
G and C will automatically initiate inertial hold, and when possible will
reacquire celestial references.
During interplanetary cruise, phase tracking data will be acquired
by switching to range code transmission as required to collect sufficient
metric data to calculate periodic trajectory corrections.
Figure A-5 shows the time and spatial relationship between earth,
Mars, sun, and the two planetary vehicles during their interplanetary
transit to Mars. In addition to the arrival date separation maneuver
for each planetary vehicle the other maneuvers performed during transit
are shown.
/ \ MARS ORBIT INSERTION OF
'LANET .VEH,CLENO. / sun L_15FEB_97.
| :/_ I_'MARSORBIT
/_ INSERTION OF
DEPART EARTH /11 PI.AN ETAI_t
21 JULY 1973 , /r/t- VEHICLE NO. I
//// ,,E,,,,,
100_"" TIC MARKS PLACED AT 20-DAY
INCREMENTS FROM LAUNCH
n n I i J
0 0.5 1.0
SCALE (AU)
A ARRIVAL SEPARATION MANEUVER
PLANETARY VEHICLE NO. 2
B FIRST INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
CORRECTION OF PLANETARY VEHICLE NO. 2
C SECOND INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
CORRECTION OF PLANETARY VEHICLE NO. 2
1 ARRIVAL SEPARATION MANEUVER
PLANETARY VEHICLE NO. I
2 FIRST INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
CORRECTION OF PLANETARY VEHICLE NO. I
3 SECOND INTERPLANETARY VEHICLE NO. 1
Figure A-5. Typical 1975 Voyager Mission Interplanetary
Cruise and Maneuvers
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5. ARRIVAL DATE SEPARATION MANEUVER
At preselected times, between 7 and Z0 days after injection, each
of the planetary vehicles will execute ground-commanded maneuvers
designed to provide the time separation in planetary vehicle arrivals at
Mars, and correct for the S-IVB aiming point bias and injection errors
after sufficient tracking data has been acquired and the initial interplan-
tary trajectory has been accurately determined. After the maneuver is
completed, the spacecraft will automatically reacquire the cruise
attitude.
The times selected for the maneuvers may be changed by ground
command if necessary. Each subphase will be automatically sequenced
on board; however, verification by the MOS of the status of the previous
subphase will be required to enable the progression to events. Table A-5
gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes employed to
accomplish the arrival date separation maneuver. Figure A-6 shows
a typical maneuver sequence.
6. VELOCITY 5. VELOCITY 4. VERIFY PLANETARY 3. PITCH
7. REORIENT PLANETARY CORRECTION CORRECTION VEHICLE ATTITUDE ORIENTATION
VEHICLE TO CELESTIAL COMPL(TE 2. ROLL I. MANEUVER
CRUISE - V o
Figure A-6.
SUN
Typical Maneuver Sequence
5. I Preparation for Maneuver
During this period, maneuver preparations are carried out by the
MOS, and the planetary vehicle will receive ground commands updating
maneuver parameters stored in the C and S. Preparation for the arrival
date separation maneuver includes G and C preparations, memory read-
out, and the selection of the appropriate data and transmission modes.
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Table A- 5. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to
Accomplish Arrival Date Separation Maneuver
Appendix B
Reference
5.2
Arrival date separation maneuver
Preparation for maneuver
MOS initiate update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage Z. 1
reception
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission 3.6
C and S memory (maneuver parameters)
updated from ground
G and C begins maneuver preparation 7.7
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout 5.2
MOS verification of C and S memory
Orientation and velocity adjustment
High-gain antenna command reposition (to
be earth pointing after reorientation) 4. Z
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering data 5. l
MOS verification of G and C maneuver
preparation
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C begins attitude orientation 7.8
G and C switched to attitude hold (limit cycle) 7.3
Radio downlink switched to low power and
high-gain transmission 3. 1
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
MOS verification of planetary vehicle attitude
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion
operation 8.5
Propulsion system pressurized 12. !
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission 3.6
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5. 1
A-15
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Table A-5. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Arrival Date Separation Maneuver (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
5.3
G and C switched to engine operation control 7.9
Propulsion system begins low thrust operation t2. 1
Reorientation to celestial references
G and C switched to maneuver completion mode
(to reacquire celestial references) 7. 10
High-gain antenna command repositioned (to
be earth pointing after celestial acquisition) 4.2
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
Electrical power on solar array (recharge
batteries as required) 1. 1
5. ?- Orientation and Velocity Adjustment
During this period, the planetary vehicle thrust axis will be
oriented for the maneuver and the high-gain antenna repositioned to be
earth pointing after the proper maneuver orientation has been achieved.
While the spacecraft is turning, communication will be maintained
through the omnidirectional antennas (which provide spherical coverage
from the spacecraft), the high-gain antenna will be repositioned, and
the propulsion system will be pressurized. The maneuver data will be
recorded on board as well as transmitted in real-time and, after orienta-
tion is complete, the attitude will be verified by switching to the high-
gain antenna and stored data will be played back. After the MOS verifies
the orientation, the engine will be ignited and operated to achieve the
velocity vector required for Mars arrival time separation and to correct
dispersions in the trajectory which may be determined from ground
tracking data acquired prior to the maneuver.
5.3 Reorientation to Celestial References
After the maneuver is completed the planetary vehicle will auto-
matically reacquire the celestial attitude references by turning through
the same angles in a negative direction as those which were turned
A-16
during the orientation for the maneuver. Prior to reorienting, the
communications will be switched to the low-gain antenna for omnidirec-
tional transmission and the data switched to storage in addition to real-
time transmission. When the reorientation is complete, the planetary
vehicle will be aligned with the sun-Canopus references and cruise
operations will be resumed.
6. INTERPLANETARY CRUSE PHASE
The interplanetary cruise phase for each planetary vehicle will be
initiated when the vehicle is initially stabilized on its celestial attitude
references after completion of the arrival date separation maneuver.
Interplanetary cruise phase for each planetary vehicle will be inter-
rupted subsequently for an interplanetary trajectory correction maneu-
ver. Table A-6 gives a sequential list of operating modes employed
during the initial interplanetary cruise phase.
Table A-6. Operating Modes Employed During
Initial Interplanetary C ruis e
Appendix B
Refe rence
, Interplanetary cruise (resume 5)
G and C switched to cruise operation
(coarse limit cycle)
DS and T switched to stored data readout
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
enginee ring data
High-gain antenna automatic reposition
Canopus sensor updated as required
Radio uplink switched to maximum gain
Radio downlink switched to low power high-
gain transmission (for ranging)
5.1
4.1
7.11
Z.Z
3. i
6. I Interplanetary Cruise
During the interplanetary cruise, the planetary vehicles remain
oriented with respect to the celestial reference system (sun-Canopus)
A-17
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and are maintained attitude stabilized by G and C cruise limit cycle.
Continuous communications with earth are maintained via the omni-
directional antenna as long as the gain margin at the ground reception
station is sufficient to provide usable data. When the margin drops
below this level, the spacecraft downlink antenna or power will be
switched to main signal strength at the ground station. The high-gain
antenna will be positioned to be earth pointing and position will be up-
dated as the angle between the sun-spacecraft and earth-spacecraft
lines changes.
The Ganopus sensor has an adequate field of view so that no updating
is required to compensate for the variation in Ganopus position over the
course of the Voyager mission.
Tracking data will be acquired immediately after cruise is estab-
lished to collect sufficient metric data to assess the maneuver and
calculate subsequent trajectory corrections.
7. INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CORRECTION
At a time between Z and 2.0 days after injection, each of the plane-
tary vehicles will execute ground-commanded maneuvers designed to
adjust the interplanetary transit trajectory such that the Mars flyby path
will have the proper Mars-centered periapsis consistent with the position
and arrival time requirements for Mars orbit insertion. After the ma-
neuver is completed, the spacecraft will automatically reacquire the
cruise attitude.
Each subphase will be automatically sequenced on-board; however,
verification by the MOS of the status of the previous subphase generally
will be required to enable propulsion firing. Table A-7 gives a sequen-
tial list of subsystem operating modes employed to accomplish the
interplanetary trajectory correction.
The nominal mission requirements are for up to two interplanetary
trajectories to be performed as required. The accuracy of the first will
determine the requirements for a second. Each is conducted in the same
manner. Table A-7a gives the sequence for the second correction.
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Table A- 7. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Interplanetary Trajectory Correction
Appendix B
Reference
7. Interplanetary trajectory correction
7. i Preparation for maneuver
MOS initiate update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
reception 2. i
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission 3.6
C and S memory (maneuver parameters)
updated from ground
G and C begins maneuver preparation 7.7
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout 5.2
MOS verification of C and S memory
High-gain antenna command repo@ition (to be
earth pointing after reorientation) 4.2
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering data 5. i
MOS verification of G and C maneuver
preparation
7.2 Orientation and velocity adjustment
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
¢" and C • _e_,_rl_ O_.ientatinn 7.8begins ........... :.......
G and C switched to attitude hold (limit cycle) 7.3
Radio dowrdink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 3. i
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion
operation 8.5
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission 3.6
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C switched to engine operation control 7.9
Propulsion system begins low thrust ullage
blowdown operation i2.2
A-i9
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Table A-7. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Interplanetary Trajectory Correction (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
7.3 Reorientation for celestial references
G and C switched to maneuver completion
mode (to reacquire celestial references)
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after celestial acquisition)
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
Electrical power on solar array (recharge
batteries as required)
7.10
I.i
Table A-7a. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Second Interplanetary Trajectory Correction
Appendix B
Reference
7a. Interplanetary trajectory correction (second)
7a. I Preparation for maneuver
MOS initiated update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
reception
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission
C and S memory (maneuver parameters)
updated from ground
G and C begins maneuver preparation
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout
MOS verification of C and S memory
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering data
MOS verification of G and C maneuver
preparation
2.1
3.6
5.1
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Table A-7a. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Second Interplanetary Trajectory Correction (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
7a.2
7a. 3
Orientation and velocity adjustment
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after reorientation) 4. Z
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C begins attitude orientation 7.8
G and C switched to attitude hold (limit cycle) 7.3
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 3. I
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
MOS verification of planetary vehicle attitude
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion operation 8.5
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C switched to engine operation control 7.9
Propulsion system begins low thrust ullage
blowdown ope ration IF-. Z
Reorientation to celestial reference
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after celestial acquisition) 4. Z
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C switched to maneuver completion
mode (to reacquire celestiai references) 7. Au'^
Electrical power on solar array (recharge
batteries as required) i. i
7. i Preparation for Maneuver
During this period, maneuver preparations will be initiated by the
MOS. The planetary vehicle will receive ground commands to provide
maneuver parameters for storage in the C and S memory. Preparation
for the interplanetary trajectory correction includes G and C prepara-
tions, memory readout, and the selection of the appropriate data and
transmission modes. After completion of this period and MOS verifica-
tion, the spacecraft will proceed with orientation for velocity adjustment.
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7.2 Orientation and Velocity Adjustment
During this period, the planetary vehicle thrust axis will be
oriented for the maneuver and the high-gain antenna repositioned to be
earth-pointing after the proper maneuver orientation has been achieved.
While the spacecraft is turning, communication will be maintained
through the low-gain antennas, which provide spherical coverage from
the spacecraft, and the high-gain antenna will be repositioned. During
the turn, in the event that this maneuver is performed beyond the range
for adequate transmission link margin with the low-gain antenna, only
tracking will be available in real-time. The maneuver data will be
recorded on board as well as transmitted in real-time and, after the
orientation is complete and the attitude verified by switching to the
high-gain antenna, the stored data will be played back.
After the MOS verifies the spacecraft orientation, the engine will
be ignited and operated in the low thrust mode to achieve the velocity
vector required for the trajectory correction.
7.3 Reorientation to Celestial References
After the maneuver is completed, the planetary vehicle will
reacquire the celestial attitude references by turning through the same
angles in a negative direction as those which were turned during the
orientation for the maneuver. Prior to reorienting, the communications
will be switched to the low-gain antenna for omnidirectional transmission
and the data switched to storage in addition to real-time transmission.
When the reorientation is complete, the planetary vehicle will again be
aligned with the sun-Canopus references and interplanetary cruise
operations will be resumed. If an additional correction is required,
it will be performed in a like manner.
8. FINAL INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE
The interplanetary cruise phase for each planetary vehicle will be
resumed when the vehicle is stabilized on its celestial attitude refer-
ences following the interplanetary trajectory correction. The inter-
planetary cruise phase for each planetary vehicle will last at least
7. days and be finally terminated approximately 7 days prior to the actual
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Mars orbit insertion, when the preparations for insertion begin by ground
command from the MOS. Table A-8 gives a sequential list of operating
modes employed during the final interplanetary cruise phase.
Table A-8. Operating Modes Employed During
Final Interplanetary Cruise Phase
Appendix B
Reference
8. Final interplanetary cruise (resume 5)
G and C switched to cruise operation (coarse
limit cycle)
DS and T switched to stored data readout
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering data
High-gain antenna automatic reposition
Canopus sensor updated as required
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain antenna when required (approxi-
mately 1 + 70 days)
Radio uplink switch to maximum gain
5.1
4.1
7. il
8. 1 Final Interplanetary Cruise
During the final interplanetary cruise, the planetary vehicles
remain oriented with respect to the celestial reference system and are
maintained attitude stabilized by G and C cruise limit cycle. Continuous
communications with the earth are maintained through the high-gain
antenna until approximately 70 days prior to Mars orbit insertion when
the spatial geometry will allow the medium-gain single-gimballed
antenna to be earth pointed as a backup to the high-gain antenna. Any
data stored during maneuver or reorientation period succeeding the
cruise phase are dumped. The high-gain and medium-gain antennas will
be positioned to be earth pointing and position will be updated as required.
The Canopus sensor has an adequate field of view so that no up-
dating is required to compensate for the variation in the Canopus position
over the course of the Voyager mission.
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During interplanetary cruise phase, sufficient tracking data will
be acquired to accurately calculate the maneuver parameters required
for Mars orbit insertion.
9. MARS ORBIT INSERTION PHASE
The orbital insertion phase will be initiated at preselected times.
This event will occur between several days after the final trajectory
correction is completed and approximately 7 days prior to Mars en-
counter and will be terminated when the planetary vehicle is stabilized
with respect to the celestial references in Mars orbit.
The time selected for the maneuver may be changed by ground
command if necessary. The Mars orbit insertion phase will take place
in full view of the earth. Each subphase will be automatically sequenced
on board; however, verification by the MOS of the status of the previous
subphase will be required to enable the progression to propulsion firing.
Table A-9 gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes em-
ployed to accomplish the arrival Mars orbit insertion maneuver. The
sequence of events is shown in Figure A-7.
MARS
I. CRUISE
INTERPLANETARY_
7. ORBIT OPERATION 6. REORIENT PLANETA
VEHICLE TO CELESTIAL
REFERENCES
/ MARS
t O
/
/
I EARTH SUN i 5.© © .-
GEOMETERIC \RELATIONSHIP /
3. VERIFY ATTITUDE
4. INSERTION INTO
MARS ORBIT
Figure A-7. Typical Mars Orbit Insertion Sequence
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Table A-9. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed
to Accomplish Mars Orbit Insertion
Appendix B
Reference
9.2
Mars orbit insertion
Preparation for maneuver
MOS initiated update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
reception
Radio downlink switched to high power and
medium- gain t ransmis s ion
C and S memory (maneuver parameters) up-
dated from ground
G and C begins maneuver preparation
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout
MOS verification of C and S memory
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
enginee ring data
MOS verification of G and C maneuver
preparation
Orientation and Insertion
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after reorientation)
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
Radio dowr, link switched to high power and
low-gain transmission
G and C begins attitude orientation
Electrical power switched to batteries
G and C switched to attitude hold (limit cycle)
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission
DS and T switched to stored data readout
MOS verification of planetary vehicle attitude
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion operation
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
G and C switched to engine operation control
Propulsion system begins high thrust operation
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3.6
5. t
3.6
7.8
1.2
7.3
8.5
5.5
7.9
12.3
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Table A-9. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Mars Orbit Insertion (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
9.3 Reorient to celestial references
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission (for tracking)
G and C switched to maneuver completion
mode (to reacquire celestial references)
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after celestial acquisition)
Electrical power switched to solar array
(recharge batteries as required)
3.6
7.10
4.2
1.1
9. i Preparation for Maneuver
During this period, maneuver preparations will be initiated by the
MOS. The planetary vehicle will receive ground commands updating
insertion parameters stored in the C and S memory. Preparation for
the Mars orbital insertion includes G and C preparations, memory
readout, and the selection of the appropriate data and transmission
modes. After verification by the MOS that preparations have been satis-
factorily completed, the spacecraft is ready to proceed with the orienta-
tion for velocity adjustment. Updating of maneuver parameters may be
accomplished if required up to the time orientation begins.
9.2 Orientation and Insertion
During this period, the planetary vehicle thrust axis will be
oriented for insertion into Mars orbit. Initially, communications will
be with the medium-gain antenna and later switched to the omnidirec-
tional antenna, which will provide carrier tracking during the turn.
The high-gain antenna will be repositioned to be earth pointing after
the proper maneuver orientation has been achieved. The maneuver
data will be recorded on board after the orientation is completed, the
attitude will be verified by switching to the high-gain antenna, and stored
data will be played back. After the MOS verifies the orientation, the
engine will be ignited and operated in the high thrust mode, to achieve
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the velocity vector required for Mars orbit insertion. The timing of
the orbit insertion maneuver is the most critical of the maneuvers,
since the time in which the insertion may take place will be limited.
Therefore, the orientation will be performed as early as possible to
allow for verification of the attitude and sufficient time for reorienting
the planetary vehicle, if required, prior to engine operation. The con-
straint on starting the turn will be determined based on time allowable
on battery power under the electrical loads developed during the maneu-
ver. In the event of a malfunction of the main engine the C-i engines
are available to take over as a backup for propulsion operations. In
the event that the main engine fails to provide thrust the C-1 engine
will automatically take over as a backup for the orbit insertion pro-
pulsion operation.
9.3 Reorientation to Celestial References
After the maneuver is completed, the planetary vehicle will re-
acquire the celestial attitude references by turning through the angles
required to reorient the planetary vehicle attitude with respect to the
celestial references. Prior to reorienting, the communications will be
switched to the low-gain antenna omnidirectional carrier tracking trans-
mission and the data switched to storage of engineering measurements.
When the reorientation is complete, the planetary vehicle will be
aligned with the sun and Canopus references and cruise operations will
be resumed.
10. POST-INSERTION PLANETARY VEHICLE
ORBITAL OPERATION PHASE
The post-insertion orbital operation (pre-trim) is initiated after
the planetary vehicle is stabilized following Mars orbit insertion and is
interrupted for an orbital trim maneuver. Table A-10 gives a sequen-
tial list of subsystem operating modes employed during this phase.
t0. i Orbital Checkout
During this period, the planetary vehicle will be in orbital cruise
around Mars. The medium- and high-gain antennas will be pointed to
earth and data stored will be played back. Then the spacecraft will be
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Table A- 10. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed During
Post-Insertion Planetary Vehicle Orbital
Operation
Appendix B
Reference
10.
10.1
10.2
Post-insertion orbital operation
Orbital checkout
G and C switched to cruise limit cycle 7.6
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
reception Z. 1
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 3.4
Medium-gain antenna automatically repositioned
(to be earth pointing) 4. 1
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
DS and T switched to real-time engineering and
science data 5.4
PSP switched to. automatic ground tracking 13.3
G and C switched to fine limit cycle 7.3
Orbital science preparations 13. 1
DS and T switched to real-time science and
video data storage
DS and T switched to stored video data readout
and science data storage
DS and T switched to real-time science data
MOS verification of science operation
MOS update of science sequences (if required)
C and S science sequences updating from
ground
DS and T switched to G and S memory readout 5.2
MOS verification of C and S memory
Orbital operation (pre-separation)
Orbital science operation initiated 13.2
DS and T switched to real-time science and
video data storage
5.4/5.5
5.6/5.5
5.4
5.4/5.5
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Table A- 10. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed During
Post-Insertion Planetary Vehicle Orbital
Operation {Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
DS and T switched to stored video data readout
and science data storage
DS and T'switched to real-time science data
See Section 17 for more detailed sequence
brought into the orbital configuration. The PSP will be turned on and
will begin tracking the center of Mars. The science instruments will be
turned on and calibrated (if required), sequence data will be taken and
the instruments will be checked out, the limb and terminator sensors
will be turned on, and the C and S will be switched to automatic science
sequencing. After all subsystems, including the science package, have
been checked out, the MOS can verify the orbital operations and, if
required, update the science orbital sequencing by ground command and
adjustment of science instruments. Following the updating, the space-
craft will begin pro-separation orbital operation.
iO. Z Orbital Operation (Pro-Separation)
After the MOS has verified and updated the orbital operating
parameters, if such updating is required, the spacecraft will begin
orbital operations. The orbital operations will continue for the re-
mainder of the mission; however, interruptions will occur as required
for orbital trim maneuvers before and after separation, the spacecraft
will begin orbital science operation by sequencing the appropriate sensors
and by operating the PSP in automatic Mars tracking mode or by target
pointing as required to obtain the desired data. The data acquired will
be for support of the capsule operations, i.e., surveying landing areas
and obtaining detailed information about the area finally chosen for cap-
sule touchdown. Video and science data will be primarily gathered
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during periods when the suborbital point on the Mars surface is in day-
light between the dawn and evening terminators and near the orbit peri-
apsis. Video data will be stored during the period of video data acquisi-
tion and transmitted to earth during the remainder of the orbital period.
A more detailed description of orbital operations is found in Section 17,
spacecraft orbital operation.
1 1. ORBIT TRIM MANEUVER
An orbit trim maneuver will be performed between orbital inser-
tion and capsule separation. This maneuver will be initiated by ground
command, and will be performed to correct errors in the initial Mars
orbit or to improve the orbital characteristics to support the capsule
landing. After the maneuver is completed, the spacecraft will auto-
matically reacquire the celestial referenced attitude and resume orbital
operations.
The times selected for the maneuver may be changed by ground
command if necessary. Each subphase will be automatically sequenced
on board; however, verification by the MOS of the status of the previous
subphase will be required to enable the progression to events. TableA-li
gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes employed to accom-
plish the orbit trim maneuver.
i 1. I Preparation for Maneuver
During this period, maneuver preparations will be initiated by the
MOS. The planetary vehicle will receive ground commands to enter
maneuver parameters in the C and S memory. Preparation for the orbit
trim maneuver includes G and C preparations, memory readout, and the
selection of the approximate data and transmission modes.
i 1. Z Orientation and Velocity Adjustment
During this period, the planetary vehicle thrust axis will be
oriented for the maneuver and the high-gain antenna repositioned to be
earth pointing after the proper maneuver orientation has been achieved.
The spacecraft is commanded initially on the medium-gain antenna;
however, while the spacecraft is turning, communication will be obtained
through the omnidirectional low-gain antennas, which provide carrier
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Table A= i i. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to
Accomplish Orbit Trim Maneuver
Appendix B
Reference
II.
li.l
ii.2
Pre-separation Mars orbit trim maneuver
Preparations for maneuver
MOS initiated update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
reception
Radio downlink switched to high power and
medium-gain transmission
C and S memory (maneuver parameters) updated
from ground
Orbital science operation inhibited
G and C begins maneuver preparation
DS and T switched to G and S memory readout
MOS verification of G and S memory
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after reorientation)
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
enginee ring data
MOS verification of G and G maneuver
preparation
Orientation and velocity adjustment
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
Radio downlink switched to high power and low-
gain transmission {for tracking)
G and G begins attitude orientation
Electric power switched to batteries
G and G switched to attitude hold (limit cycle)
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmiss ion
DS and T switched to stored data readout
MOS verification of planetary vehicle attitude
Z.i
3.5
4.2
5. i
5;5
3.6
7.8
i.2
7.3
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Table A-I t. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to
Accomplish Orbit Trim Maneuver (Continued)
i
Appendix B
Reference
1t.3
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion operation 8.5
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
G and C switched to engine operation control 7.9
Propulsion system begins low thrust ullage
blowdown operation IZ. Z
Reorientation to celestial references 7.3
DS and T switched to store spacecraft engi-
neering data 5.5
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission (for tracking) 3.6
G and C switched to maneuver completion mode
(to reacquire celestial references) 7. l0
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after celestial acquisition) 4. Z
Electrical power switched to solar array
(recharge batteries as required) t. 1
q
tracking of the spacecraft. The maneuver data willbe recorded on-board
and, after the orientation is complete, the attitude will be verified by
switching to the high-gain antenna and playing back the stored data.
After the MOS verifies the orientation, the engine will be ignited and
operated in the low thrust mode to achieve the velocity vector required
for the orbit trim.
1 I. 3 Reorientation to Celestial References
After the maneuver is completed the planetary vehicle will re-
acquire the celestial attitude references by turning through the same
angles in a negative direction as those which were turned during the
orientation for the maneuver. Prior to reorienting, the communications
will be switched to the low-gain antenna for omnidirectional carrier
tracking and the data switched to storage. When the reorientation is
complete, the planetary vehicle will be aligned with the sun-Canopus
references and cruise operations will be resumed.
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lZ. PRE-SEPARATION ORBITAL OPERATIONS
PHASE (POST- TRII_i)
The pre-separation orbital operations phase begins when orbital
operations are resumed after the planetary vehicle is stabilized with
respect to the celestial references following the planetary vehicle orbit
trim maneuver, and will be terminated when the preparations for
spacecraft-capsule separation are initiated. Table A-12 gives a se-
quential list of subsystem operating modes employed during this phase.
Table A- lZ. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to Accomplish
Pro-Separation Orbital Operations
Appendix B
Reference
lZ. Pre-separation orbital operation
G and C switched to cruise limit cycle 7.6
Radio uplink switched to maximum gain
reception Z. Z
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 3.4
Medium-gain antenna automatically repositioned 4. 1
High,gain antenna automatically repositioned 4. 1
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering and science data 5.4
PSP switched to automatic ground tracking t3.3
G and C switched to fine limit cycle 7.3
Orbital science operations initiated 13. Z
DS and T switched to real-time science and
video data storage
DS and T switched to stored video readout
and science data storage
DS and T switched to real-time science data
5.4/5.5
1Z. I Orbital Operation (Pre-Separation)
After the planetary vehicle orbit trim maneuver is completed, the
spacecraft will begin orbital operations which will continue until capsule
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support operations are initiated. During this period, which precedes
capsule separation, the spacecraft will resume orbital science opera-
tion by sequencing the appropriate sensors and by operating the PSP in
automatic Mars tracking mode or by target point as required to obtain
the desired data. Additional data will be acquired to support the cap-
sule landing operation. Additional details may be found in Section 11.Z,
orbital operation (pre-separation).
13. SPACECRAFT-CAPSULE SEPARATION PHASE
The spacecraft-capsule separation phase will begin at the time the
capsule subsystems are activated for separation, and extend until the
capsule thrust axis is oriented for the capsule deorbit maneuver after
it has separated from the spacecraft. Insofar as spacecraft operations
are concerned, this phase ends when the capsule (lander} is separated
from the planetary vehicle. Table A-13 gives a sequential list of sub-
system operating modes employed during the spacecraft-capsule sepa-
ration phase. A pictorial representation of the sequence of capsule
separation and support is shown in Figure A-8.
13. I Preparation for Separation
During this period, the spacecraft separation sequence will be
initiated. Nominal values for the separation initiation time and the cap-
sule deorbit maneuver parameters, stored in the C and S memory prior
to launch, will be updated by ground command from the MOS, if neces-
sary. The capsule will be activated and checked out and separation
will be enabled and initiated by the spacecraft.
13. Z Capsule Separation
The capsule separation will be initiated by verification of the
capsule readiness by the MOS. The C and S will then send a separation
signal to the capsule. After receipt of the separation signal, the cap-
sule physically separates and moves away from the spacecraft. Nominal
spacecraft-capsule separation requires no maneuvers by the spacecraft.
However, a backup capability for spacecraft orientation of the capsule
prior to separation is available.
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Table A- i3. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed During
Spacecraft-Capsule Separation
Appendix B
Reference
13.
t3.1
13.2
Spacecraft-capsule separation
Preparation for separation
lviOS initiated update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum gain
reception
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission
DS and T switched to real-time capsule data
C and S memory (maneuver parameters)
updated from ground
Orbital science operations inhibited
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout
MOS verification of C and S memory
Capsule lid jettisoned
DS and T switched to real-time capsule engi-
neering and science data
C and S initiate capsule separation sequence
Capsule systems activated
Capsule system checked out
Capsule separation
C and S sent separation signal to capsule
system
Capsule separation from spacecraft
Z.Z
5. Z
Capsule
5.3
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Figure A-8. Spacecraft-Capsule Separation
and Support Sequence
14. POST-SEPARATION CAPSULE SUPPORT PHASE
The post-separation capsule flight phase will begin for the space-
craft when the flight capsule is separated, and continue until the capsule
has landed on the Martian surface and completed landed operations.
Table A-14 gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes em-
ployed during the post-separation capsule support phase. The phase is
shown in Figure A-9.
14. I Post-Separation Orbital Operations
During this period, the spacecraft continues orbital operations and
will support the capsule between separation and landing and (as required)
until the end of operations on Mars by receiving capsule data for re-
transmission by the spacecraft to earth.
When the capsule enters the Mars atmosphere, the capsule will
switch from low rate engineering data to both low rate engineering and
higher rate science data. The data which is relayed to the spacecraft
will be received by the UHF capsule link receiver and then transferred
to the spacecraft data storage and telemetry subsystem for handling and
i
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Table A- i4. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed During
Post-Separation Capsule Support
Appendix B
Reference
14. Capsule separation from spacecraft
Capsule radio link receives capsule engi-
neering data
Cap sule de orbit
Capsule enters atmosphere (800, 000-ft altitude)
Capsule radio link switched to high rate data
Capsule video transmission begins
DS and T switched to real-time capsule engi-
neering and video data storage
Capsule landing
Capsule out of spacecraft line of sight
DS and T switched to stored data readout
Capsule within spacecraft line of sight
DS and T switched to real-time capsule engi-
neering and video data storage
Capsule
Capsule
Capsule
5.3/5.5
Capsule
5.6
5.3/5.5
DSN STATION
Figure A-9. Post-Separation Capsule Support Phase
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retransmission to earth. Data storage will be provided for capsule data
for both video and capsule engineering. The data storage mode will be
used at times when the capsule relay link data rate exceeds the space-
craft transmission capability or for periods in which the downlinks
between the spacecraft and the earth are ineffective or inoperative for
any reason.
15. POST-LANDING ORBITAL OPERATIONS PHASE
Post-landing orbital operations will begin when the flight capsule
has landed on Mars. The spacecraft will either support capsule landed
operations or begin orbital experiments for the acquired scientific data
for transmission to earth. This phase may be interrupted for a space-
craft orbit trim maneuver, if required, for adjustment of the orbit
characteristics.
operating modes.
Table A- 15.
See Table A-15 for a sequential list of subsystem
Subsystem Operating Modes Employed During
Post-Landing Orbital Operations
Appendix B
Reference
15.
15.1
Post-landing orbital operations
Orbital operations (post-separation)
Pyrotechnic bus armed for PSP deployment
PSP deployed to post-separation final
orbital configuration
Initiate orbital sequence
See Table A-17 for detailed orbital sequence
8.7
10.2
15. I Spacecraft Orbital Operation
After the flight capsule has landed on Mars, the spacecraft will
continue in orbit around Mars and accomplish orbital science operation
and will support the flight capsule landed operations as required. Detailed
descriptions of the operating characteristics of the spacecraft during this
period are found in Section 14. I for capsule support, and Sections 17. I,
17.2, I0.2, and IZ. I for orbital science operations. In addition, the
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PSP is deployed to its fully extended position after the capsule has been
separated from the spacecraft.
16. ORBIT TRIM MANEUVER--POST-SEPARATION
One or more trim maneuvers may be required subsequent to cap-
sule separation if orbit adjustments are required to optimize spacecraft
orbital operations. The maneuver will be initiated by ground command
and be performed in a similar manner to the previous orbit trim (see
Section li). After the maneuver is completed, the spacecraft will auto-
matically reacquire the celestial referenced attitude and resume orbital
ope rations.
The times selected for the maneuver will be selected by ground,
based on orbital science requirements and tracking data acquired after
capsule separation. Each subphase will be automatically sequenced
on-board; however, verification by the MOS of the status of the previous
subphase will be required to enable the progression to events. Table A-f6
gives a sequential list of subsystem operating modes employed to accom-
plish the orbit trim post-separation maneuver.
i6. i Preparation for Maneuver
During this period, maneuver preparations will be initiated by the
MOS. The planetary vehicle will receive ground commands to enter
maneuver parameters in the C and S memory. Preparation for the orbit
trim maneuver includes G and C preparations, memory, readout, and
the selection of the approximate data and transmission modes.
16. Z Orientation and Velocity Adjustment
During this period, the planetary vehicle thrust axis will be
oriented for the maneuver and the high-gain antenna will be repositioned
to be earth pointing after the proper maneuver orientation has been
achieved. The spacecraft communication will initially be through the
medium-gain antenna; however, while the spacecraft is turning, com-
munications will be maintained through the omnidirectional low-gain
antennas, which provide carrier tracking of the spacecraft. The ma-
neuver data will be recorded on-board and, after the orientation is
complete, the attitude will be verified by switching to the high-gain
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Table A- 16. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to
Accomplish Orbit Trim Post-Separation
Appendix B
Reference
16.
16.1
16.2
Post-separation orbital trim maneuver
Preparation for maneuver
MOS initiated update of maneuver parameters
Radio uplink switched to maximum coverage
Radio downlink switched to high power and
medium-gain transmission
C and S memory (maneuver parameters)
updated from ground
Orbital science operation inhibited
G and C begins maneuver preparation
DS and T switched to C and S memory readout
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after reorientation)
DS and T switched to spacecraft real-time
engineering data
MOS verification of G and C maneuver
preparation
Orientation and velocity adjustment
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission
G and C begins attitude orientation
Electric power switched to batteries
G and C switched to attitude hold (limit cycle)
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission
DS and T switched to stored data readout
MOS verification of planetary vehicle attitude
Pyrotechnic bus armed for propulsion operation
DS and T switched to engineering data storage
G and C switched to engine operation control
Propulsion system begins low thrust ullage
blowdown ope ration
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2.1
3.5
4.2
5.1
5.5
3.6
7.8
1.2
7.3
8.5
5.5
7.9
12.2
Table A-16. Subsystem Operating Modes Employed to
Accomplish Orbit Trim Post-Separation
(Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
16.3 Reorientation to celestial references
DS and T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
Radio downlink switched to high power and
low-gain transmission (for tracking) 3.6
G and C switched to maneuver completion mode
(to reacquire celestial references) 7. 10
High-gain antenna command reposition (to be
earth pointing after celestial acquisition) 4.2
Electrical power switched to solar array
(recharge batteries as required) 1. 1
G and C switched to limit cycle 7.3
Radio downlink switched to high power
high-gain transmission 3.4
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
DS arid T switched to engineering data storage 5.5
Propellant tanks vented to ambient IZ. 4
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
antenna and playing back the stored data. After the MOS verifies the
orientation, the engine will be ignited and operated in the low thrust mode
to achieve the velocity vector required for the spacecraft orbit trim.
t6.3 Reorientation to Celestial References
After the maneuver is completed, the planetary vehicle will re-
acquire the celestial attitude references by turning through the same
angles in a negative direction as those which were turned during the
orientation for the maneuver. Prior to reorienting, the communications
will be switched to the low-gain antenna for omnidirectional carrier
tracking and the data switched to storage. When the reorientation is
complete, the planetary vehicle will be aligned with the sun-Canopus
references and orbit cruise will be resumed. However, prior to entering
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orbital operations after the final maneuver when it has been determined
that all orbital requirements have been met, the propellant tanks will be
vented to ambient. The tanks are vented one at a time by operating in the
propulsion vent mode. After the tanks are completely vented, the space-
craft will resume the orbital operation phase and continue in this phase
for the remainder of the spacecraft mission life.
17. SPACECRAFT ORBITAL OPERATIONS PHASE
Spacecraft orbital operations will be resumed after the spacecraft
is established following the final spacecraft orbit trim maneuver and
continue through the end of the mission. During this phase, the space-
craft will complete an orbit approximately every 14 hours. This phase
can be subdivided into two types of periods. The first type corresponds
to orbit periods in which the spacecraft is never in the shadow of Mars,
and the second to those orbit periods in which the spacecraft passes
through the shadow of Mars. Figure A-10a shows a typical orbit alti-
tude versus time curve for the Mars orbit, the time is referenced in
hours from periapsis, and markers indicate typical terminator crossings
for dawn and evening. The terminator crossings will initiate the orbital
sequences for the science instruments.
17. 1 Orbital Operation (Noneclipse)
During the orbital operation phase when the spacecraft does not
pass through the shadow of a Mars eclipse, the orbital operation sequence
will be performed per the sequential list of subsystem operating modes
presented in Table A-17. The radio communication to the ground will be
through the high-power and high-gain antenna downlink as long as the
spacecraft is in sight of a DSN station. If the spacecraft is not in sight
of a DSN station, the science as well as engineering data will be stored
on board and transmitted to ground at the earliest convenient time.
The orbital sequence will be initiated by the C and S each orbit by
sensing the spacecraft crossing of the dawn terminator and refined by
signals from the limb crossing sensor. The sensors will be turned on
and warmed up if required, the G and C will be switched to fine limit
cycle, science and the PSP will be switched to automatic Mars tracking.
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Table A- 17. Subsystem Operating Modes
During Orbital Operation
Appendix B
Reference
i7.
17. I
Spacecraft orbital operations
Orbital operation (noneclipse)
Electrical power on solar array I. I
Radio uplink switched to maximum gain reception Z. Z
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 3.4
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
Spacecraft terminator crossing (down)
C and S starts science sequence 13.Z
Science sensors turned on
DS and T switched to real-time science data 5.4
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Table A- 17. Subsystem Operating Modes During
Orbital Operation (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
17.Z
G and C switched to fine limit cycle 7.3
PSP switched to automatic tracking 13.3
Sensors switched to continuous data take
DS and T switched to real-time science and
video data storage
Photo-imaging switched to data take
Science sensors switched to intermittent
data take
Science sensors switched to continuous
data take
Photo-imaging switched off
DS and T switched to real-time science 5.4
Spacecraft terminator crossing (evening)
Electrical power switched to battery
recondition (if required) I. 3
Science sensors switched to intermittent data take
DS and T switched to real-time science and
stored data readout
DS and T switched to real-time science
High-gain antenna automatic reposition (to be
earth pointing) 4. 1
Canopus sensor updated (as required) 7. 1
C and S memory updated (as required)
(Repeat sequence)
Orbital operation (eclipse)
Electrical power on solar array 1. 1
Radio uplink switched to maximum gain
reception 1. 1
Radio downlink switched to high power and
high-gain transmission 2.2
DS and T switched to stored data readout 5.6
Spacecraft terminator crossing (down)
C and S starts science sequence 13.2
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Table A- 17. Subsystem Operating Modes During
Orbital Operation (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
Science sensors turned on
DS and T switched to real-time science data
G and C switched to fine limit cycle
PSP switched to automatic tracking
Sensors switched to continuous data take
DS and T switched to real-time science and
video data storage
Photo-imaging switched to data take
Science sensors switched to intermittent
data take
Science sensors switched to continuous
data take
Photo-imaging switched off
DS and T switched to real-time science
Spacecraft sensors switched to intermittent
data take
DS and T switched to real-time science and
stored data readout
DS and T switched to real-time science
High-gain antenna automatic reposition (to be
earth pointing)
Canopus sensor updated (as required)
C and S memory updated (as required)
Spacecraft enters eclipse
Electrical power switched to batteries
G and C switched to inertial attitude hold
Science sensors switched to continuous
data take
Spacecraft emerges from eclipse
G and C reacquire sun
Electric power switched to solar array
(batteries recharged as required)
5.4
7.3
13.3
5.4/5.5
14. 1
5.4
7.4
1.1
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Table A- 17. Subsystem Operating Modes During
Orbital Operation (Continued)
Appendix B
Reference
G and C switched to coarse limit cycle
Science sensors switched to intermittent
data take
{Repeat sequence at dawn terminator crossing}
7.3
After tracking is established, the appropriate sensors will begin con-
tinuous scanning of the planet, for a short period of time near the dawn
terminator. As the spacecraft approaches periapsis, the photo-imaging
subsystem will begin to view the surface. The data acquired by the video
sensors are stored on board for transmission to the ground at a reduced
playback speed at a later date as link capacity allows.
The science sensors are normally taking intermittent data; how-
ever, some sensors will take a continuous period of data shortly after
passing the dawn terminator and again prior to passing the evening
terminator. The timing between terminators will be detected on the
previous orbit and updated each orbit. After passing the evening termi-
nator, the suborbital point will be in darkness and the science sensors
will again be switched to intermittent data. During the period when the
suborbital point is in darkness, stored data will be dumped and antenna
positioning, sensor update, C and S update, and any other required
housekeeping functions will be performed as needed. Atypical science
sensor operations time line is shown in Figure A-10b for the orbital
operations with no eclipse.
As the spacecraft approaches the dawn terminator, the orbital
sequence will be repeated.
17. Z Orbital Operation (Eclipse)
The orbital operations in orbital periods which pass through the
shadow of Mars are similar to the preceding sequence except for those
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additional functions which result from the eclipse. A list of the sequen-
tial subsystem operating modes for an orbit period with an eclipse is
given in Table A-17.
During the eclipse the spacecraft will be isolated from solar electric
power and sun reference. Therefore, the electric power will be switched
to the batteries and the G and C to attitude hold until the spacecraft
emerges from the shadow. At that time, the G and C will reacquire
celestial references and solar power will be regained. The batteries
will automatically recharge after solar power is regained. As the
mission progresses, the batteries will lose capacity due to the repeated
duty cycle. When required, the batteries will be reconditioned by
command from the MOS.
The science sequencing will also be modified for orbital periods
in which eclipses occur. Atypical science sensor operations time line
is shown in Figure A-10c for the orbital operation with eclipses. During
such periods, the science sensors will be switched to continuous data acqui-
sition during the eclipse in addition to the continuous data acquisition
during the lighted surface pass.
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| APPENDIX B
SPACECRAFT OPERATING MODES
D
This appendix supports the mission description given in Appendix A
by discussing the subsystem operating modes referenced there. These
operating modes represent building blocks for defining the mission and
relate the corresponding functional requirements to the detail subsystem
design as presented in Volumes 3, 4, and 5.
The modes for each subsystem are defined and a detailed sequence
of events is given representing pertinent commands and conditions. The
source of control and the active subsystem is given for each event along
with comments to provide supplementary information. Prerequisites for
the mode are also identified, corresponding to spacecraft generated con-
ditions outside the subsystem concerned. This mode sequence data along
with the general mission flow in Appendix A provides a complete detailed
sequence for the mission. The associated discussion then provides a
narrative mission de s c ription.
I. ELECTRICAL POWER
The electric power subsystem functions in the following operating
modes: solar power, battery power, and battery reconditioning.
I. i Solar Power Mode
The normal operating mode of the electric power subsystem is on
solar arrays. During solar power operation the batteries are charged as
required at a high rate until completely charged, then switched to a
trickle charge rate and remain in this condition until a power load ex-
ceeding the solar power capability causes the batteries to discharge. The
batteries continue supplying power on a load sharing basis with the solar
array until the overload condition is relieved. Regulation of the main bus
is provided by a combined boost/shunt regulation approach. While the
array temperature is high and the output voltage is low, the boost regu-
lator increases the voltage. The main bus voltage is maintained at
50 VDC + I percent except during battery charging, when it drops to the
charging voltage of the batteries. At Mars encounter, when boosting is
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no longer required, the shunt element assembly automatically provides
the main bus voltage limiting function. Table B-1 gives the mode sequence.
Table B-1. Solar Power Mode Sequence
Control Active
It em Eve nt C omm e nt
Source Subsystem
i Presence of sun on solar
panels
2 On solar power with
battery on trickle
charge
3 Power overload
4 Load sharing with battery
power
5 Power overload relieved
6 Off battery power
7 Start charging battery
at high rate
8 Complete battery charged
at high rate
9 Switch to trickle charge
i0 Absence of sun on solar
panels
I i On battery power
Power Power
Power
Power Automatic
Power Automatic as
required
Power Automatic
Power Automatic
Power ;,_
Power Automatic
Powe r Power -",-"
Power
Power Power
..,..
Automatic with battery charging subject to command override
I. 2 Battery Power Mode
The spacecraft switches over automatically from solar power to
obtain battery power, as required, in the absence of sufficient power
from the solar panels to satisfy the loads. The main bus is maintained
between 37 and 50VDG. The spacecraft remains on battery power until
the solar panels are again illuminated. The batteries are recharged when
solar-generated power is available above load demand. Table B-2 gives
the mode sequence.
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Table B-Z. Battery Power Mode Sequence
Item Event
Control Active
Comment
Source Subsystem
I Absence of sun on solar
panels
Z Drop in voltage output
3 On battery power
4 Presence of sun on solar
panel
5 On solar power
Power Power Automatic
Power Power Automatic
Power Power Automatic
I. 3 Battery Reconditionin_ Mode
To regain full battery capacity after the irregular discharges
occurring during maneuvers, reconditioning of the battery is planned
prior to the start of the eclipse season. This occurs on command from
the ground while the spacecraft is on solar power and no overload condi-
tion exists or is foreseen for at least Z4 hours. One battery is switched
to a dummy load and is completely discharged. After battery discharge
is complete, the battery is then recharged. This sequence is repeated
for each of the three batteries.
Battery reconditioning at the end of the eclipse season is also
desirable. Table B-3 gives the mode sequence.
Z. S-BAND RADIO UPLINK
The S-band radio uplink functions in the following operating modes:
high-gain reception, medium-gain reception, and low-gain reception.
Z. I Low-Gain Reception Mode
Maximum coverage of reception from earth is obtained by the low-
gain reception mode, which utilizes the two low-gain spacecraft antennas.
If the low-gain antennas have been commanded for transmission they will
also be selected for reception. They may also be selected for reception
by direct command.
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Table B- 3. Battery Reconditioning Mode Sequence
Item Event
C ont rol Active
C omm ent
Source Subsystem
Prerec_uisites
• On solar power
• Available power exceed
load, to allow charging
i Enable battery recondi-
tioning
2 Switch battery charge
regulator to dummy load
3 Begin battery discharge
4 Complete battery
discharge
5 Switch battery to charge
6 Begin battery charge at
high rate
7 Complete charge at high
rate
8 Switch to trickle charge
MOS C and S
C and S Power
Powe r
Ground command
Powe r Automatic
Power Automatic
Power Power Automatic
Power Power Automatic
Power Automatic
Power Power Automatic
As shown in Figure B-I, the detected low-gain receiver outputs are
combined in the low-gain antenna selectors and fed to the receiver selector
to serve as the selected uplink channel for coherent drive, range code,
and command data. If the receivers for the low-gain antennas are below
threshold the receiver selector will choose the output from the receiver
connected to the high-gain antenna. If this is also below threshold, the
output of the receiver connected to the medium-gain antenna will be
selected. In any event that no coherent drive is available, the transmitters
will operate in a noncoherent mode.
The low-gain reception mode sequence is given in Table B-4.
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TELEMETRY
C AND S BASEBAND
RANGE
CODE
J COHERENT IDRIVE
t
50 WATT ___
TRANSMITTER
I WATT
TRANSMITTER
C AND S
TRANSMITTER
SELECTOR
HIGH GAIN MEDIUM GAIN LOW GAIN
H 1
! L*COM ND
Figure B-I. Low-Gain Reception Mode Block Diagram
Table B-4. Low-Gain Reception Mode Sequence
Item
C ont r ol Act iv eEvent
Source Subsystem
Comment
Prerequisites
• Radio power supply on
• Receivers turned on
• Select transmission
mode and antenna
Receive uplink signal
Lock on low-gain antenna
signal
3 Select receiver (low-gain)
4 Provide coherent drive
to transmitter
5
6
Provide signal to command
subsystem
Provide range code to
t r ansmitt e r
TDAS
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
P r eflight
Preflight
Automatic if no
lock, switch to
nonc ohe rent
Automatic
Automatic
Override if
desired
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2.2 Hi_h-Gain Reception Mode
Maximum gain reception from earth is obtained by the high-gain
reception mode, which utilizes the high-gain antenna. If the high-gain
antenna has been commanded for transmission, it will also be selected
for reception. It may also be selected for reception by direct command.
The description and operating sequence of this mode is similar to
the low-gain reception mode except the high-gain receiver feeds directly
into the receiver selector, as shown in Figure B-2.
TELEMETRY
C AND S
_i BASEBAND J-_
I
CODE
i
COHERENT
J DRIVE
I
50 WATT
TRANSMITTER
I WATT k
TRANSMITTER
i
TRANSMITTER
SELECTOR
CIRCULAR
SWITCH
HIGH GAIN MEDIUM AIN
-- C AND S J
J
/
C AND S "_
/
I
RECEIVER
SELECTOR
LOW GAIN
7
H LOW GAIN
ANTENNA SELECTOR
Lm_COMMAND
Figure B-2. High-Gain Reception Mode Block Diagram
Z. 3 Medium-Gain Reception Mode
For operations requiring reception of ground signals by the medium-
gain antenna, the medium-gain reception mode may be selected in a
manner similar to the high-gain reception mode of Z.Z.
3. S-BAND RADIO DOWNLINK
The downlink radio functions in the following operating modes: low-
power and high-gain transmission, low-power and medium gain trans-
mission, low-power and low-gain transmission, high-power and high-gain
transmission, high-power and medium-gain transmission, and high-power
and low-gain transmission.
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3. I Low-Power and High-Gain Transmission Mode
The transmission mode sequence is initiated by the command for
low-power and high-gain transmission mode selection. The appropriate
exciter power supplies and amplifier power supplies are turned on and
the low-power transmitter is selected. After an appropriate warmup
period is completed, the high-gain antenna is selected which _utomatical-
ly switches transmission to the desired antenna and transmitter combina-
tion. In addition, an option for range code and coherence may be selected.
Prerequisites for selecting transmission modes are the completion of
antenna positioning, and selection of telemetry data rate and data mode.
Low-power and high-gain transmission is utilized during interplanetary
cruise when the geometry of the spacecraft-earth allows for high-gain
antenna communication with earth and the data requirements are modest.
The associated block diagram is shown in Figure B-3 and the mode
sequence is given in Table B-5.
I | TRANSMITTER J "iI ,_S=N0
"-i c,_R
, I ,WA-I__
NgE 'RAN_,,TER[
t-----C_NOS[
TRANSMITTER I
SELECTOR I
J COHERENT
DRIVE
HIGH GAIN MEDIUM GAIN
#
LOW GAIN
I -' H '°w°A'NIC AND S SELECTOR ANTENNA SELECTOR
I L-_CO_NO
Figure B-3. Low-Power and High-Gain Transmission
Mode Block Diagram
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Table B - 5. Low-Power and High-Gain Transmission Sequence
Item
C ont rol Active
Event Comment
Source Subsystem
Prerequisites
• Transmitter and ampli-
fier power supply on
• Antennas positioned
1 Enable transmission mode
selection
2 Select transmission option
for low-power and high-
gain
3 Select transmitter
(low-power)
4 Switch transmitter on
5 Start warrnup timer
6 Switch amplifier exciter
on
7 Complete warmup
8 Select antenna option
9 Switch to desired
antenna (high-gain)
10 Begin transmission
1 1 Turn off previous
transmitter
MOS
C and S
Radio
C and S
C and S
C and S
Radio
Radio
C and S
C and S
Radio
C and S
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
Will normally be
in coherent
ope ration if
receiver is
locked on
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3.2 Low-Power and Medium-Gain Transmission Mode
Near earth, when transmission power requirements are low and
the spacecraft is being oriented, it may be possible to utilize the medium-
gain antenna for transmission while the high-gain antenna is pointing away
from earth (Figure B-4). This mode operation is similar to Mode 3. i
except for the selectlon of the medium-gain option with the low-power
transmitter. This causes the transmitter selector to switch the antenna
control to medium-gain.
HIGH GAIN MEDIUM GAIN LOW GAIN
C AND S
50 WATT I DIPLEXI
TRANSMITTER
BASEBAND 1 2
CIRCULAR
SWITCH
RANGE
CODE
1 WATT
TRANSMITTER
TRANSMITTER JRECEIVE
SELECTOR 1 2
t T
ICOHE'ENTJCANOS-- RECE'VE H LOWOA'NIDRIVE SELECTOR ANTENNA SELECTOR
1' f L-- co, N0
Figure B-4. Low-Power and Medium-Gain Transmission
Mode Block Diagram
3.3 Low-Power and Low-Gain Transi_ission _w_"^'_^v,,_
The low-power and low-gain transmission mode is used for initial
acquisition of the spacecraft, or when neither of the directional antennas
is pointing to earth, or if both are eclipsed by elements of the spacecraft.
This mode of operation is similar to Mode 3. i except for the selection of
the low-gain antennas (Figure B-5).
3.4 Hi,h-Power and Hish-Gain Transmission Mode
This mode is similar to Mode 3. i except the high power option is
selected. The high-power and high-gain transmission mode is utilized
when the spacecraft orientation and the volume of data being transmitted
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TELEMETRY
C AND S
I-LEICODE i
HIGH GAIN MEDIUM
ElTRANSMITTER I1_ II _I!
:ANDS
TRANSMITTER
SELECTOR
l RECEIV
1
,AIN
\
RECEIVER
SELECTOR
LOW GAIN
H LOW GAIN ]ANTENNA SELECTOR
_ COMMAND
Figure B-5. Low-Power and Low-Gain Transmission
Mode Block Diagram
require this mode. This mode allows for high data rates transmission
and verification of spacecraft orientation. This mode operates similar
to Mode 3. I except selection of this mode causes the high power trans-
mitter to be turned on a block diagram of the high-power and high-gain
transmission mode is shown in Figure B-6.
HIGH GAIN
TELEMETRYcANDS.I _ _ANOI"_ [-_ I --'J _0WATTL.. ¢I
TRANSMITTER V
TRANSMITTER F
TRANSM,TTERI I
SELECTOR
COHERENT C RECEIVER
DR VE SELECTOR
! I
MEDIUM GAIN
_J
LOW GAIN
H LOW GAIN
ANTENNA SELECTOR
[----_ COMMAND
Figure B-6. High-Power and High-Gain Transmission
Mode Block Diagram
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3.5 Hi_h-Power and Medium-Gain Transmission Mode
This mode is similar to Mode 3.4 except the medium-gain antenna
option is selected.
3.6 Hi_h-Power and Low-Gain Transmission Mode
This mode is utilized for normal operation when data rates are not
excessive but the distance to earth requires high power. The mode opera-
tion is similar to Mode 3.4 except for the selection of the low-gain antenna
option.
4. ANTENNA POINTING
The antenna pointing function involves the following operating modes
(Figure B-7): automatic positioning, position high-gain antenna, and
position medium-gain antenna.
FROM
C AND S
ANTENNA
CONTROL
ELECIRONICS
T
POWER
d
-I
HINGE
DRIVE
MECHANISM
SHAFT
DRIVE
MECHANISM
HIGH
GAIN
ANTENNA
HINGE _ MEDIUM
DRIVE GAIN
MECHANISM ANTENNA
Figure B-7. Anterma Automatic Repositioning
Mode Block Diagram
4. i Antenna Automatic Positionin_ Mode
The high- and medium-gain antennas are automatically repositioned
to point to earth. The pointing commands are provided by a function gene-
rator in the C and S to actuate the antenna gimbal driver.
4. Z Hish-Gain Antenna Command Reposition Mode
The high-gain antenna will be positioned upon command. The
antenna drive power will be turned on and the antenna will start rotating
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about the hinge axis until proper hinge orientation has been accomplished,
the antenna will then begin to rotate about the shaft until the proper posi-
tion has been achieved and the drive power turned off.
4.3 Medium-Gain Antenna Command Reposition Mode
The medium-gain antenna will be positioned upon command. The
antenna drive power will be turned on and the antenna will begin rotating
about the hinge axis until the desired orientation with respect to the
spacecraft body attitude has been achieved.
5. ON-BOARD DATA HANDLING
The data handling functions correspond to the following operating
modes: spacecraft real-time engineering data transmission, command
and sequencer memory data readout, real-time capsule descent data
transmission, real-time science data transmission, data storage, and
spacecraft stored data playback.
5. I Spacecraft Real-Time Engineering Data Mode
Spacecraft real-time engineering data (including hard wire capsule
data) is continuously transmitted to the ground at 5lZ bits/sec by means
of the S-band radio subcarrier, which is devoted exclusively to this
function. The data is normally biorthogonal coded, but this coding may
be switched out by command from the ground. The block diagram for this
mode is given in Figure B-8. The mode sequence is given in Table B-6.
I SPACECRAFT H DATA _L[ ENGINEERINGENGINEERING HANDLING RECORDERDA TA
f
J ELEX,BLEIC AND S II FORMAT II
GENERATOR I
J TRANSMITTER J
Figure B-8. Spacecraft Real-Time Engineering Data
Mode Block Diagram
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Table B-6. Spacecraft Real-Time Engineering Data Sequence
It em
Control Active
Event Cornment
Source Subsystem
Pre r e c_uis ire s
@ Turn on appropriate
instruments and
sensors
• Switch biorthogonal Telemetry Normally
code r included
• Position antennas, as Radio
required
• Select transmission Radio
mode
i Select data handling mode, C and S Data
spacecraft real-time
engineering data
Z Begin transmission of Data This mode is
data always in
ope ration
5. Z Computer and Sequencer Memory Readout Mode
The computer and sequencer memory readout may be accomplished
by selecting this mode. The memory data is transmitted over the main
carrier simultaneously with the real-time engineering and low-rate science
data which is transmitted over the subcarrier. After the data readout is
complete, the data is verified by the MOS. The mode block diagram is
given in Figure B-9 and the mode sequence in Table B-7.
5.3 Real-Time Capsule Data Mode
By selecting the real-time capsule data, the telemetry mode is
switched to provide the output of the capsule (low rate) radio link to the
spacecraft high-data-rate channel for modulation of the S-band radio
main carrier. Real-time spacecraft engineering data will continue to be
transmitted utilizing the subcarrier. The mode block diagram is given
in Figure B-10 and the mode sequence in Table B-8.
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SPACECRAFT
ENGINEERING
DATA
C AND S
DATA ENGINEERING
HANDLING RECORDER
FLEXIBLE
FORMAT
GENERATOR
CODER
TRANSMITTER
CODER
RECORDER
Figure B-9. Computer and Sequencer Memory Readout
Mode Block Diagram
Table B-7. Computer and Sequencer Memory
Readout Sequence
Item
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
Comment
Prerequisites
• Turn on appropriate
instruments and
sensors
• Switch biorthogonal
coder
• Position antennas, as
required
• Select transmission
mode
Telemetry
Radio
Radio
Normally
included
2
Select data handling mode,
computer and sequencer
memory dump and
verification
Switch C and S
memory readout
C and S
C and S
Data
Data
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Table B-7. Computer and Sequencer Memory
Re adout Sequence
Item Event
Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
4
6
Begin transmission of
data
Complete transmission
of data
Verify C and S
memory data
Select next data
mode
Data
DATS C and S
MOS
C and S DATS
CAPSULE I
VIDEO
CAPSULE
ENGINEERING
SPACECRAFT
DATA
ENGINEERING HANDLING
DATA
C AND S
J SCIENCEDATA
J SPACECRAFT
VIDEO
DATA
I FLEXIBLE J
Jl FORMAT
GEN RATOR
H VIDEO _
DATA
ENCODER
I
ENGINEERING
RECORDER
SCIENCE I
RECORDER
VIDEO
RECORDERS
CODER
CODER
C AND S
READOUT
TRANSMITTER
Figure B-10. Real-Time Capsule Engineering Data
Mode Block Diagram
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Table B-8. Real-Time Capsule Engineering
Data Sequence
Item
C ont r ol Act iv e
Event
Source Subsystem
C omm ent
Prerequisites
• Separation of capsule
Turn on appropriate
instruments and
sensors
• Switch biorthogonal
coder
Telemetry
• Position antennas, as Radio
required
• Select transmission Radio
mode
Normally
included
i Select data handling C and S Data
mode, real-time cap-
sule data
2. Switch to capsule engi- Data Data
neering data
3 Begin transmission Data Radio
of data
4 Complete transmission Data Radio
of data
5.4 Real-Time Science Data Mode
Real-time science data is transmitted in a manner similar to
Mode 5.3 except the data mode selection is set at medium-rate science
output. The mode block diagram is given in Figure B-It and the mode
sequence in Table B-9.
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I
SPACECRAFT DATA ENGINEERING J
ENGINEERING HANDLING RECORDER J
DATA
C AND S FLEXIBLE
FORMAT
GENERATOR
CODER
TRANSMITTER
SCIENCE DATA SCIENCE
DATA HANDLING RECORDER CODER
Figure B-If. Real-Time Science Data Mode Block Diagram
Table B-9. Real-Time Science Data Sequence
Item C ont rol Act iveEvent Comment
Source Subsystem
Prerequisites
• Turn on appropriate
instruments and
sensors
• Switch biorthogonal
coder
• Position antennas,
as required
• Select transmission
mode
Telemetry
Radio
Radio
Normally
included
i Select data handling
mode, real-time
medium-rate science
data
Z Switch to medium-rate
science data
3 Begin transmission
of data
4 Complete transmission
of data
C and S
C and S
Data
Data
C and S
Data
Radio
Radio
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5.5 Data StoraGe Mode
In addition to the transmission of spacecraft engineering data in
real-time, additional data may be stored on one or more tape recorders
for later transmission. The instruments, sensors, or TV having been
turned on, the appropriate tape recorder is switched to record and
turned on. Any or all of the recorders can record data simultaneously,
while one of the data modes is operating to provide data transmission.
The mode block diagram is given in Figure B- iZ and the mode sequence
in Table B-I0.
CAPSULE
VIDEO
CAPSULE
ENGINEERING
Figure B-I2. Data Storage Mode Block Diagram
5.6 Stored Data Readout Mode
Stored data may be transmitted simultaneously with the real-time
engineering data after selecting the stored data readout option, i.e.,
engineering, science or video option. The selected recorder output is
switched in to the high data rate channel for transmission, the recorder
is switched to playback and turned on. When the playback is completed,
the recorder is turned off and the data select switch repositioned for
the next data storage operation. The mode block diagram is given in
Figure B-13 and the mode sequence is given in Table B-11.
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Table B- I O. Data Storage Sequence
Item Event
Cont rol Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
Prerequisites
• Data input available
Z
4
Select data handling
mode, data storage
Select tape recorders
(for record)
Engineering
Science
Spacecraft tele-
vision (4)
Switch tape recorders
to record
C and S Data
C and S Data
C and S Data
Switch tape recorder Data Data
off input
Any c ombinations
of recorders may
be selected
SPACECRAFT
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
DATA RECORDER
C ODER
FLEXIBLE I
I FORMAT I
J GENEeATORl
'¢tSCIENCE H SCIENCEDATA DATA HANDLING RECORDER
CAPSULE J
VIDEO
CAPSULE
ENGINEERING
j SPACECRAFT H VIDEO _O_ VIDEO
VIDEO DATA RECORDERS
DATA ENCODER
l TRANSMITTER I
Figure B-13. Stored Data Readout Mode Block Diagram
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Table B- lI. Stored Data Readout
Item Event
Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
Prerequisites
Turn on appropriate
instruments and
sensors
• Position antennas,
as required
• Select transmission
mode
Radio
Radio
2
4
Select data handling mode,
data storage readout
Switch tape recorder
Enginee ring
Science
Video
Switch tape recorder to
playback
Turn on tape recorder
power
Start recorder
Begin transmission of
data
Complete transmission
of data
8 Turn off tape recorder
power
9 Rewind tape recorder
C and S C and S
C and S Data
C and S Data
C and S Data
C and S Data
Data Radio
Data Radio
C and S Data
C and S Data
Only one re-
corder selected
for playback at
a time
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6. DATA RATE CONTROL
The telemetry high-data-rate channel functions in the various
possible data rates under control of the computer and sequencer or by
direct ground command. The following modes are used:
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7.
(51.Z kbits/sec data rate)
(25.6 kbits/sec data rate)
(IZ.8 kbits/sec data rate)
(6.4 kbits/sec data rate)
(3.2 kbits/sec data rate,
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
emergency)
The attitude control section of the guidance and control subsystem
functions in the following modes: boost, rate hulling, limit cycle, sun
acquisition, Canopus acquisition, cruise flight, maneuver preparations,
attitude maneuver, engine operation, maneuver completion, Canopus
sensor update, and inertial attitude mode.
7. 1 Boost Mode
The boost mode is activated during prelaunch operations and con-
tinues through planetary vehicle separation. After the guidance and
control subsystem has been turned on and the boost mode selected, the
gyros are electrically caged until active control of the spacecraft is
initiated by the guidance and control at planetary vehicle separation from
the shroud. The mode block diagram is given by Figure B- i4 and the
mode sequence by Table B-12.
7. Z Rate NuUing Mode
The rate nuUing mode is initiated at planetary vehicle separation.
The reaction control system is activated and set at the 3-pound thrust
level. The spacecraft begins nulling attitude rates until the rates are
reduced to 0.01 deg/sec. The mode block diagram is given in Figure B-i5
and the mode sequence in Table B-13.
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FROM
C AND S
CURRENT
GENERATOR
GYRO
TORQUER AMPLIFIER
CONTROL _JELECTRONICS
RCS
PITCH, YAW,
ROLL JETS
Figure B-J4. Boost Mode Block Diagram
Table B-12. Boost Mode Sequence
Item
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
Comment
Prerequisites
• G and C turned on and
checked out
• Countdown initiated
i Gyro power on
2 Enable boost mode
3
4
5
6
Switch gyros to caged
Begin measuring attitude
rates
Lift off
Planetary vehicle
separation signal
7 Enable rate nulling
mode
C and S
C and S
C and S
IU
C and S
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
SI-C
Mechanical
G and C
After warmup
period
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C AND S
1
I o .oCURRENTGEN ERATOR CONTROL RCS
ELECTRONIC_
PITCH, YAW,
ROLL JETS
TORQUER AMPLIFIER
A
Figure B-16. Rate Nulting Mode Block Diagram
Table B-i3. Rate Nulling Mode Sequence
Control Active
Item Event
Source Subsystem
Comment
I Set RCS to high thrust
level (3 ib)
g Planetary vehicle sepa-
ration signal
3 Initiate separation timer
4 Enable rate nulling mode
5 Enable RCS solenoid valve
6 Close control electronics
switch
7 Start rate-nulling
8 Achieve rate-nulled
condition
C and S G and C
Mechani- C and S
cal
C and S C and S
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
G and C
C and S Rates reduced to
0.01 deg/sec
9 Timer initiated backup
signal
C and S C and S
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7. 3 Limit Cycle Mode
The limit cycle operation is controlled by the switching amplifier
in the control loop. The amplitude of the spacecraft limit cycle is
governed by the deadband in the switching amplifier (+0.5 or +__0.2.5degree
according to control requirements). During the cruise flight (in earth-Mars
or Mars orbit cruise) the amplitude of the limit cycle is +0. 5 degree
which is required to meet the high-gain antenna pointing accuracy.
For PSP imaging operation, a limit cycle rate of less than 10/deg hr
is required in addition to +0.25 degree limit cycle requirement. For
capsule separation, the +0.25 degree limit cycle is maintained to meet
capsule attitude requirements.
7.4 Sun Acquisition Mode
When sun acquisition is enabled, the attitude control is switched
to coarse sun sensor control with caged cyros and the spacecraft begins
to pitch and yaw at controlled (0.2 deg/sec) until the sun is acquired in
the field of view of the fine sun sensor. Control is then switched to the
fine sun sensor and pitch and yaw rates are automatically reduced to
limit cycle levels (less than 0.001 deg/sec). The spacecraft roll axis
is aligned with the sun line within +0.5 degree.
In the presence of a sun acquisition enable, the sun acquisition
mode is automatically initiated at any time the alignment of the roll axis
deviates from the sun, causing loss of the sun by the fine sun sensor.
The mode block diagram is given in Figure B-16 and the mode sequence
in Table B-14.
7. 5 Canopus Acquisition Mode
The Canopus acquisition mode begins when Canopus acquisition
enable is commanded after the sun acquisition gate has been activated.
A bias roi1 rate (0. 1 deg/sec) is initiated with the roll gyros caged to
provide the spacecraft with roll damping. The roll rate continues until
the star Canopus appears in the field of view of the Canopus sensor;
roll attitude control is then switched to the Canopus sensor. When
lock-onhas occurred, the roll rate is hulled and roll control is switched
to limit cycle operation for maintenance of the spacecraft orientation,
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SUN SENSORS
I CSS PITCH AND
FSS
_, =I CONTROL HELECTRONICS RCS
C AND S ACQUISITION
GATE oO
Figure B-16. Sun Acquisition Mode Block Diagram
Table B-14. Sun Acquisition Mode Sequence
Item Event Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
1
Z
4
Prerequisite s
• Sun sensors on
Enable sun acquisition
Gyros turned on and
caged
Set RCS to high thrust
level
Switch control electro-
nics to coarse limit cycle
Switch control to coarse
sun sensor
Connect pitch and yaw
gyros to control
electronics
Begin pitch and yaw at
high rate
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
Coarse and fine
Warmup required
C and S G and C _+0.5 deg/sec
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
G and C Both rates
0. Z deg/sec
B-Z5
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Table B-L4. Sun Acquisition Mode Sequence
(Continued)
C ontrol Active
Item Eve nt C ornme nt
Source Subsystem
9 G and C Automatic
I0 G and C
8 Sun appears in field of +10 degrees
view of fine sensor of LOS
Switch control to fine
sun sensor
Rates reduced to limit
cycle values
11 Achieve roll axis align- G and C +0.5 degree
ment with sun of LOS
Signal sun acquisition12 G and C C and S
i. e. , hold Canopus sensor axis on the spacecraft-Canopus line (within
0.5 degree) and the Canopus acquisition gate closes. After verification
of the spacecraft attitude from MOS, the gyros are disconnected and
turned off, and the reaction control jet thrust level is switched to the
low setting (0.2 pound). The mode block diagram is given by Figure B-17
and the mode sequence by Table B-15.
STARACQUISITION t ACQUISITIoNCANOPUSIGATE ROLL
JETS
CANOPUS
SENSOR CONTROL
RCS
ELECTRONICS
GYRO GENERATORS
0. I DEG/SEC
TORQUER
AMPLIFIER
Figure B-L7. CanoPus Acquisition Mode Block Diagram
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Table B-15. Canopus Acquisition Mode Sequence
Item Event Control Active
Source Subsystem
C omment
Prerequisites
• Canopus sensor on
• Sun acquisition complete
1 Enable Canopus acquisi- C and S C and S
tion
Z Gyros turned on and C and S G and C
caged
3 Set RCS to high thrust C and S G and C
level
4 Switch control electro= C and S G and C
nics to coarse limit
cycle
5 Switch roll bias genera- C and S G and C
tor to low rate
6 Switch roll bias rate on C and S G and C
7 Canopus appears in field G and C
of view of sensors, and
switch control to Canopus
S ens or
8 _zop roll rate and con- ,_ _ ....
verge to roll limit cycle
9 Signal Canopus acquisi- G and C C and S
tion and switch gyros
out
Warmup required
if not previously
on
0.01 deg/sec
7.6 Cruise Flight Mode
After completion of sun and Canopus acquisition, the roll axis and
zero degree clock angle plane of the spacecraft are in the celestial
reference system defined by the sun and Canopus lines of sight. Both
sensor acquisition gates are closed, allowing the gyros to be turned off
B -27
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to conserve electrical power. The reaction control jets are switched
to the low thrust level (0.2 pound) by deactivating the high pressure
regulator in the gas supply line. The G and C maintains the spacecraft
attitude within a +0.5 degree limit cycle about the celestial reference
axes during cruise flight mode. The mode block diagram is given in
Figure B-18 and the mode sequence in Table B-16.
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Figure B-18. Cruise Flight Mode Block Diagram
Table B-16. Cruise Flight Mode Sequence
Item
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
C omm ent
Prerequisites
• Sun acquisition complete
• Canopus acquisition
complete with gyros
switched out
Attitude reference veri-
fication
Turn off gyro power
Switch RCS to low thrust
MOS
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
If required
0. Z pound
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7.7 Maneuver Preparations Mode
Prior to any propulsive maneuver, the guidance and control system
completes a set of premaneuver events. After the maneuver preparation
has been initiated, the gyros are turned on and allowed to warm up, and
the accelerometers and the TVC actuators are activated. After TVC
power has been turned on, the gain is selected (high or low depending on
thrust level of the maneuver), the TVC gimbal test is accomplished by
actuating in pitch, then yaw, and returning the gimbal to center. Veri-
fication from the ground that the gyros, accelerometers, and TVC are
ready, combined with a verification of antenna position, communica-
tion mode selection, and the C and S memory, allows the spacecraft to
proceed to the attitude maneuver mode. The mode sequence is given
in Table B-17.
7.8 Attitude Maneuver Mode
The attitude maneuver mode begins when the spacecraft attitude
maneuver is enabled, inhibiting sun and star acquisition. The pitch,
yaw and roll gyros are uncaged, and the reaction control thrust is
regulated to thehigh setting (3 pounds). The control system is then
switched to maneuver mode and commanded to rotate at 0. Z deg/sec
in sequential yaw, pitch, and roll until the proper orientation has been
established. The rates are hulled and the system converges to an
inertial hold limit cycle operation. The communications are switched
to the high-gain antenna and verification of spacecraft attitude by the
IVIOS enables engine operation.
After engine operation has been enabled, the TVC and accelerom-
eter are activated and pitchand yaw attitude control is switched to the
TVC during the engine start signal. A backup timer is started at engine
operation enable which automatically shuts down the engine in event of
normal shutdown signal failure and returns control of pitch and yaw atti-
tude to the RCS.
The mode block diagram is given in Figure B- 19 and the mode
sequence in Table B-18.
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Table B- 17. Maneuver Preparations Sequence
Item Event
Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
Initiate maneuver
preparations
Turn on gyro power
Begin gyro warmup
Turn on accelerometer
power
Turn on TVC actuator
power
Turn on TVC electronics
Initiate gimbal test
Actuate TVC (pitch)
End TVC pitch
Actuate TVC (yaw)
End TVC yaw
Return TYC to center
Complete TVC centering
Gyro warmup completed
Initiate gyro test
Complete gyro test
Initiate accelerometer
test
Complete accelerometer
test
Verification of space-
craft readiness
Enable spacecraft
attitude maneuver
C and S
C and S G and C
G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
C and S G and C
G and C C and S
C and S G and C
G and C C and S
MOS
MOS C and S
Or by MOS
command
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Figure B-19. Attitude Maneuver Mode Block Diagram
7.9 Guidance and Control Engine Operation Mode
During main engine operation, pitch and yaw control are switched
from RCS to TVC and pitch, yaw, and roll gyros are uncaged. The con-
trol gains set during maneuver preparation allow for engine gimbal con-
trol under high or low engine thrust levels. The mode block diagram is
given in Figure B-Z0 and the mode sequence in Table B-i9.
7. i0 Maneuver Completion Mode
The maneuver completion mode begins when an engine shutdown
signal or engine shutdown backup signal is generated. The control sys-
tem is switched to coarse limit cycle (+_0.5 degree), and TVC and
accelerometers are turned off. The comparator in the C and S which
registers the angular position change commanded during the attitude
maneuver mode commands a spacecraft maneuver equal in angular magni-
tude and of opposite polarity to the attitude maneuver to reacquire the
sun-Canopus celestial attitude reference. The automatic sun-Canopus
acquisition modes serve as a backup capability for celestial reference
acquisition.
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Table B-18. Attitude Maneuver Mode Sequence
Item Event Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
4
5
6
7
8
i0
Ii
IZ
13
14
Prerequisites
• Communication mode
• Gyros uncaged
Initiate spacecraft atti-
tude maneuver
Switch control electro-
nics to fine limit cycle
Set RCS to high thrust
level
Switch spacecraft
control to gyros
Inhibit sun sensor
Inhibit Canopus sensor
Start yaw at 0.2 deg/sec
Stop yaw and converge to
limit cycle
Start pitch at 0.2 deg/sec
Stop pitch and converge to
limit cycle
Start roll at 0.2 deg/sec
Stop roll and converge
to limit cycle
Verify maneuver com-
plete
Enable engine operation
C and S
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S
C and S
MOS
MOS
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
G and C
C and S
3 pounds
+0.25 degree,
automatic
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AND YAW
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CONTROL HELECTRONICS
TVC _ MAIN
ACTUATOR I " _=_J ENGINE
GYRO (ROLL)
I CONTROL IELECTRONICS
ROLL JETS
Figure B-Z0. Engine Operation Mode Block Diagram
Table B-19. Engine Operation Mode Sequence
Item Control ActiveEvent
Source Subsystem
C omm ent
Prerequisites
o Enable by MOS
i Initiate G and C engine
ope ration
Z Switch gyros to uncaged
3 Switch pitch and yaw
RCS off
4 Engine start
5 Engine shutdown
6 Switch pitch and yaw
RCS on
7 Switch TVC off
8 Initiate G and C ma-
neuver completion
mode
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
All gyros
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7. 11 Inertial Attitude Hold Mode
Inertial attitude hold is also required to hold the spacecraft on
inertial references any time the celestial references are lost. Gyros
are uncaged and switched to position hold. The spacecraft will maintain
a limit cycle operation within_+0.5 or +0.25 degree as was the case
prior to loss of the celestial references. The celestial references are
re-established whenever this is possible.
8. PYROTECHNIC CONTROL
The electrical distribution subsystem functions in the following
operating modes: prelaunch, launch, planetary vehicle adapter-space-
craft separation, antenna deployment, propulsion system operation for
maneuvers and orbit injection, tank venting, and experiment package
deployment.
8. 1 Prelaunch Mode
During prelaunch, the pyrotechnic control assembly is normally
in the "safe" condition because the separation switches are held open
by the planetary vehicle adapter. A command override for this inter-
lock is provided to allow testing. Reset of the interlock is accomplished
by applying a control signal through the system test connector from
ground test equipment. This cannot be accomplished after launch.
The distribution control unit allows individual on/off control of
each spacecraft primary power bus through the systems test connectors
from ground test equipment. A single decoder command is available
for use after launch to step all relays to the On position, in case some
disturbance causes one or more to move to the Off position.
8.2 Launch Mode
As part of the countdown for launch, the external umbilical cable
from the launch complex to the shroud is disconnected.
8.3 Pre-Arm Mode
As part of the preparation for separation, the ordnance-operated
umbilical connector between each spacecraft and its planetary vehicle
adapter is ejected following receipt of firing signals from the launch
vehicle.
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DSeparation between the spacecraft and planetary vehicle adapter
occurs as a result of pyrotechnic action controlled by the launch vehicle.
Separation is sensed by the planetary vehicle adapter-spacecraft inter-
face microswitches which send a signal to the pyrotechnic control assem-
bly and the computer and sequencer. In the pyrotechnic control unit, this
signal is used to operate the master or "pre-arm 'w arming relay, causing
it to make electrical power available to the arming and firing circuits.
In case of failure to accomplish this function, a backup command is
provided.
8.4 Arm Antenna Deployment Mode
For this operation, the pyrotechnic control unit receives signals
from the computer sequence or decoder and, in response, delivers firing
signals to appropriate pyrotechnic devices.
8.5 Arm Propul_si0n System Operation Mode
For propulsion operation, the pyrotechnic control unit and the
distribution control unit receive command signals from the computer
sequence or decoder and, in response, deliver firing signals to appro-
priate pyrotechnic devices. For the second midcourse maneuver, sig-
nals are received only from the distribution control unit.
8.6 Arm Tank Venting Mode
Following all propulsion firings, firing signals are obtained from
the pyrotechnic control unit to accomplish venting of the propulsion sub-
system tanks.
8.7 PSP Deployment Mode
For this operation, the pyrotechnic control unit receives command
signals from the computer sequence or decoder, and in response, de-
livers firing signals to appropriate pyrotechnic devices.
9. PLANETARY VEHICLE SEPARATION
Separation of the two planetary vehicles involves the following
operating modes: nose fairing jettison, planetary vehicle separation, and
aft shroud jettison.
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9. t Forward Shroud Elements Mode
The shroud nose fairing and forward section is jettisoned in earth
parking orbit. The signal to jettison the fairing is generated by the S-IVB
stage. Firing the initiators on the circumferential splice ordnance opens
the forward splice, and allows the spring mechanism to release. The
springs cause the nose fairing section of the shroud to separate from the
space vehicle at a predetermined relative velocity. The jettisoned ele-
ment will increase in altitude and slow down so as not to interfere with
the remaining vehicle.
9. Z Planetary Vehicle Separation Mode
The planetary vehicles are separated shortly after Mars transfer
trajectory is achieved. The separation sequence is initiated by a sepa-
ration signal resulting from either second S-IVB shutdown (for the
forward planetary vehicle) or by confirmation of aft shroud elements
jettison (for the aft planetary vehicle). Initiation of the separation se-
quence causes the S-IVB to be properly oriented and attitude-stabilized
for the separation event. Once S-IVB attitude hold has been achieved,
the planetary vehicle is separated by firing explosive holddown bolts
between the planetary vehicle and the planetary vehicle adapter; once
released, the spring separation mechanism imparts a prescribed velocity
difference to the planetary vehicle to separate it from its adapter.
9.3 Mid-Section Elements Jettison Mode
Aft elements of the shroud, forward of the second (aft) planetary
vehicle, are jettisoned in Mars transfer trajectory after the first plane-
tary vehicle has been separated. The S-IVB is attitude-stabilized and
the aft shroud jettison signal fires the initiators which open the aft cir-
cumferential splice, allowing the spring mechanism to separate the
shroud elements in a manner similar to Mode 9. t.
10. CONFIGURATION
Changes in configuration will occur by means of the following
operating modes: establish cruise configuration and orbital operation.
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t0. I Establish Cruise Configuration Mode
After separation of the planetary vehicle from the shroud, the cruise
configuration is established by deploying stowed antennas and booms, and
extending the planetary scan platform to its intermediate position. All of
the appendages and articulated elements are released and deployed as
soon as possible after the planetary vehicle becomes stabilized to enhance
the probability of mission success.
10. _ Orbital Operation Mode
After capsule-spacecraft separation during the Mars orbital opera-
tion, the planetary scan platform is rotated to its fully deployed position.
It remains in this configuration for the remainder of the mission.
1 I. THERMAL CONTROL
The temperature control subsystem functions in the following op-
erating modes: normal operation, activation of high-gain antenna shaft
drive heater, activation of high-gain antenna hinge drive heater, activa-
tion of high-gain antenna shaft drive heater, and activation of medium-
gain antenna hinge drive heater.
! I. 1 Normal Operation Mode
During the mission and subsequent to separation from the shroud,
the temperature control subsystem provides automatic control of the
thermal environment by use of bimetallic louvers and thermostatically
controlled heaters.
1 1.2 Activation of High-Gain Antenna
Shaft Drive Heater Mode
Upon ground command, the high-gain antenna shaft drive heater is
actuated for a prescribed period of time and turned off. The remainder of
the temperature control system functions automatically.
1 1.3 Activation of High Gain Antenna
Hinge Drive Heaters Mode
Upon ground command, the high-gain antenna hinge drive heater is
activated for a prescribed period of time and turned off. The remainder
of the temperature control system functions automatically. Sequential
operation is the same as Mode ! 1.2.
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11.4
is actuated for a prescribed period of time and turned off.
of the temperature control system functions automatically.
operation is the same as Mode 11.2.
11.5 Actuation of Gimbal Platform Drive Heater Mode
Upon ground command, the planetary science package gimbal plat-
form drive is actuated for a prescribed period of time and turned off.
The remainder of the temperature control system functions automatically.
Sequential operation is the same as Mode ll.Z.
t2. PROPULSION
The propulsion system operates in the following modes: low thrust,
active pressurization; low thrust; ullage blowdown; high thrust; and pro-
pellant tank venting.
12. ! Low Thrust, Active Pressurization Mode
This firing mode is used ordy for the arrival date separation firing.
All subsequent midcourse corrections, if required, and the orbit trim
maneuvers are conducted using low thrust, ullage blowdown operation
(Mode IZ.Z). The pressurization system is activated, pressurizing the
propellant tanks, by firing open the normally-closed electro-explosive
pressurant, fuel tank, and oxidizer tank isolation valves. With the pro-
pellant tanks pressurized, engine firing is accomplished by opening the
start tank (with the pintle commanded to the low thrust position), then
the engine quad bipropellant solenoid valves. After four seconds of
engine operation to allow propellant settling in the main tanks, the main
prevalves are opened and the start tank valves closed, so as to retain
propellant for subsequent starts. The mode sequence is given in
Table B-20.
IZ.2 Low Thrust, Ullage Blowdown Mode
This firing mode is used for all firings except the arrival date
separation and orbit insertion firings. The engine operation sequence is
the same as for Mode tZ. 1; however, the pressurization system is not
Actuation of Medium-Gain Antenna
Hinge Drive Heater Mode
Upon ground command, the medium-gain antenna hinge drive heater
The remainder
Sequential
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Table B-20. Low Thrust, Active Pressurization Sequence
Item Event
Control Active Comment
Source Subsystem
PrerecLuisites
• Accelerometers on
• TVC on
• MOS verification and
enable
• Pyrotechnic valves
armed
• Attitude maneuver
completed
• Communications mode
selected
• Data and telemetry
mode selected
2
3
4
Enable engine low thrust
mode
Open first leg pressuri-
zation NC isolation
valve s
Tank pressure rise to
Z35 pR_
Pintle actuator to low
thrust position
Open start tank quad
bipropellant solenoid
valve
Open engine low thrust
quad bipropellant
solenoid valve
Engine starts
Start integrating
accele romete r
MOS C and S
C and S Pyrotechnic 3 valves
Propulsion
Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
Propulsion
C and S
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Table B-20. Low Thrust, Active Pressurization Sequence
{Continued}
Control Active
Item Event Comment
Source Subsystem
9 Start engine operation C and S C and S
timer
t0 Switch pitch-yaw attitude C and S G and C
control to TVC
l ! Open main propellant C and S Propulsion
tank prevalves
12 Close start tank quad
bipropellant solenoid
valves
Propul- Propulsion Signaled by pre-
sion valve open limit
switch
13 Timer commands start C and S Propulsion Backup signal
tank valves closed
14 Sense required level of C and S
integ rated accele ration
15 Close low thrust sole- C and S Propulsion
noid valve
16 Timer commands low C and S Propulsion Backup signal
thrust solenoid closed
17 Engine shutdown Propulsion
18 Switch attitude control C and S G and C
to RCS
19 Close main propellant C and S Propulsion
tank prevalves
20 Close first leg pressuri- C and S Pyrotechnic 3 valves
zation NO isolation
valves
activated prior to engine operation and the propellant expulsion is accom-
plished by allowing the ullage gas already in the propellant tanks to ex-
pand. The mode sequence is shown in Table B-Z1.
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Table B-21. Low Thrust, Ullage Blowdown Sequence
Item Event
Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
3
4
5
6
7
8
Prerec_uisites
• Accelerometers on
• TVC on
• MOS verification and
enable
• Pyrotechnic valves
armed
• Attitude maneuver
completed
• Communications mode
selected
• Data and telemetry
mode selected
Enable engine low thrust
mode
Pintle actuator to low
thrust position
Open start tank quad
solenoid valve
Open _ng_,_ low thrust
quad bipropeUant
solenoid valve
Engine starts
Start integrating
accelerometer
Start engine operation
timer
Switch pitch-yaw atti-
tude control to TVC
MOS C and S
Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
C and S
Propulsion
C and S
C and S C and S
C and S G and C
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Table B-21. Low Thrust, Ullage Blowdown Sequence
(Continued)
Control Active Comment
Item Event Source Subsystem
9 Open main propellant C and S Propulsion
tank prevalves
10 Close start tank quad Propul- Propulsion
solenoid valves sion
Signaled by pre-
valve open limit
switch
11 Timer commands start C and S Propulsion Backup signal
tank valves closed
IZ Sense required level of C and S
integrated acceleration
13 Close low thrust sole- C and S Propulsion
noid valve
14 Timer commands low C and S Propulsion Backup signal
thrust solenoid closed
15 Engine shutdown Propulsion
16 Switch attitude control C and S G and C
to RCS.
17 Close main propellant C and S Propulsion
tank prevalves
1Z. 3 High Thrust Mode
The high thrust firing mode is used only for the orbit insertion
firing. The operation is essentially the same as Mode IZ. 1, except that
after the engine has started, the main shutoff ball valves are open, the
quad bipropellant solenoid valves are closed, and the pintle commanded
to the high thrust position. The mode squence is shown in Table B-ZZ.
12.4 Propellant Tank Venting Mode
After all propulsion system operations are completed, the system
is vented and residual propellants depleted. The tanks remain vented
open during the orbit operations. Venting is accomplished by opening
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Table B-22. High Thrust Sequence
Item Event Control Active
Source Subsystem
C omm ent
Prerequisites
• Accelerometers on
• TVC on
• MOS verification and
enable
• Pyrotechnic valves
armed
• Attitude maneuver
completed
• Communications
mode selected
• Data and telemetry
mode selected,
2
3
4
5
6
Enable engine low thrust
mode
Open first leg pressuriza-
tion NC isolation valves
Tank pressure rise to
235 psia
Pintle actuator to low
thrust position
Open start tank quad_
bipropeUant solenoid
valve
Open engine low thrust
quad bipropeUant sole-
noid valve
Engine starts
Start integrating
accelerometer
MOS C and S
C and S Pyrotechnic
Propulsion
Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
C and S Propulsion
Propulsion
C and S
3 valves
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Table B-ZZ. High Thrust Sequence (Continued)
Item
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
Comment
9 Start engine operation
timer
10 Switch pitch-yaw atti-
tude control to TVC
i 1 Open main propellant
tank prevalves
1Z Close start tank quad
bipropellant s olenoid
valves
i3 Timer commands start
tank valves closed
14 Command main ball
valves open
i5 Shuttle pintle to high
thrust position
16 Close low thrust sole-
noid valves
17 Sense required level of
integrated acceleration
18 Close low thrust sole-
noid valve
19 Timer commands low
thrust solenoid closed
2 0 Engine shutdown
Z1
ZZ
Z3
Switch attitude control
to RCS
Close main propellant
tank prevalves
Close first leg pressuri-
zation NO isolation valves
C and S C and S
C and S G and C
C and S Propulsion
Propul- Propulsion
sion
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
Pr opuls ion
Propulsion
Propulsion
Propulslon
Propulslon
P r opuls ion
P ropuls ion
Propul- C and S
sion
C and S G and C
C and S Propulsion
C and S Pyrotechnic
Signaled by pre-
valve open limit
switch
Backup signal
Backup signal
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the normally closed explosive vent valves. The pressure in the oxidizer
tank is vented first, and after a suitable delay the fuel and pressurant
tanks are vented. The mode sequence is given in Table B-Z3.
13. PSP CONTROL
The PSP control system functions in the following operational modes:
orbital science preparation, orbital science operation, and automatic
tracking.
13. i Orbital Science Preparation Mode
The spacecraft will orbit for several days prior to the orbit trim
maneuver. During the initial period for applicable orbits, the terminator
and limb crossing sensors are turned on and the crossing signals are
utilized by the C and S to establish the science orbital program. For
other orbits the stored orbital experiment preparation sequence is acti-
vated by the C and S, following celestial acquisition. The PSP is also
turned on as required and the acquisition angles are supplied by the
C and S so that the PSP can begin tracking Mars. The science experi-
ments will be turned on and, following a warmup period, will be cali-
brated. The science subsystem will then acquire data and telemeter it
to earth for verification of the planetary experiments operation. The
mode sequence is given in Table B-24.
13. Z Orbital Science Operation Mode
During a six-month period following insertion into Mars orbit, the
spacecraft will perform a prescribed automatic controlled science pro-
gram. The automatic science program sequence will be stored in the
C and S and turned on when the spacecraft is not supporting orbit trim
maneuvers or capsule operations. The orbital sequence will be initiated
for each orbit by a timer which is set and updated twice each orbit at the
dawn and evening terminator. A description of the use of the terminator
crossings for automatic sequencing of science operations was given in
the TRW Phase iA Task B Final Technical Report, Volume l, of
17 January i966.
The orbital sequence will automatically turn on each instrument,
start and stop measurements, switch data modes, turn on and off tape
recorders, and switch transmission modes as required.
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Table B-23. Propellant Tank Venting Sequence
It em
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
C omm e nt
Prerequisites
• All engine operations
completed
• Pyrotechnic valves
armed
• Pressurization system
locked up
Pyrotechnic
Pyrotechnic.
All pressure
lines valves
closed
i
2
4
5
6
8
9
10
ii
Enable oxidizer tank
Open normally closed
oxidizer tank explosive
vent valve
Oxidizer tank pressure
reduced to zero
Oxidizer tanks empty
Enable fuel tank venting
Open normally closed
fuel tank explosive vent
valve
Fuel tank pressure
reduced to zero
Fuel tanks empty
Enable pressurant tank
Open NC pressurant
tank vent valve
Pressurant tank pres-
sure reduced to zero
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
C and S
Pyrotechnic
Propulsion
Propulsion
C and S
Pyrotechnic
Propulsion
Propulsion
Pyrotechnic
Propulsion
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Table B-24. Orbital Science Preparation Sequence
Item Event Control Active
Source Subsystem
Comment
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
l Turn on limb detection
Z Turn on terminator
detector
3 Initiate orbital science
preparation
4 Start mode timers
5 Turn on planetary science
power
6 Turn on photo-imaging
Turn on broadband IR
spectrometer
Turn on high resolution
IR spectrometer
Turn on IR radiometer
Turn on UV spectrometer
Turn on Mars sensor
Begin high-gain antenna
positioning
Complete high-gain
antenna positioning
Begin medium-gain
antenna positioning
Complete medium-gain
antenna positioning
Complete science sub-
system warmup
Switch high resolution
IR spectrometer to
calibrate
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S C and S
C and S C and S
C and S Photo
C and S Science
C and S Science
C and S Science
C and S Science
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
G and C C and S
C and S G and C
G and C C and S
C and S C and S
C and S Science
See photo-
imaging sequence
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Table B-24. Orbital Science Preparation Sequence
(Continued) G
Item Event
Control Active
Source Subsystem
C omm e nt
18 Switch G and C to fine
limit cycle
19 Switch PSP to auto-
matic control
20 Enable science experi-
ments
2_1 Switch to data Mode 4
22 Begin data readout
23 Complete data readout
2.4 Switch to data Mode i
25 Switch G and C to
coarse limit cycle
2.6 Verification of science
operation
2.7 Initiate orbital science
sequence
C and S G and C
C and S G and C
C and S C and S
C and S Data
Data Science
Data C and S
C and S Data
C and S G and C
MOS C and S
C and S Science
9
During Mars orbit, the high-gain and medium-gain antennas will
be repositioned every nine hours and the Canopus sensor will be updated
as required. During periods of long eclipses, operation of some of the
science experiments will be reduced automatically if required for con-
servation of electrical power.
The orbital science operations sequence will be optimized for the
entire mission although emphasis and priority will be placed on the early
acquisition of data. The orbital science operations can be updated and
revised by ground command after verification of initial orbital operations
success criteria have been met. The flexibility of ground update of the
sequence after initial period of orbital operation has been evaluated and
will allow for maximum utilization of the spacecraft science sensors for
satisfaction of the program objectives.
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13.3 Automatic Mars Tracking Mode
The PSP will accept angle and angle rate commands from the Mars
sensors, and will be capable of operating in an automatic tracking mode
so as to point its boresight axis toward the center of Mars.
The PSP will be capable of aligning the boresight axis of the plat-
form to the center of the planet Mars. While tracking, the random
angular motion of the PSP will be limited so that it will be compatible
with the operation of the mounted science equipment.
The mode sequence is given in Table B-25.
Table B-25. Automatic Mars Tracking Sequence
Control Active
Item Eve nt C omm ent
Source Subsystem
Prerequisites
• Stabilized in Mars Orbit
• Terminator and limb
crossing sensors on
G and C
G and C
I Enable PSP Mars tracking
Z Turn on PSP power
3 Turn Mars sensor
4 Switch Mars sensor to
PSP drive electronics
5 Set Mars acquisition
angles
6 Begin tracking Mars
7 Enable PSP science
experiments
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
C and S PSP
14. SPACECRAFT SCIENCE
The spacecraft science subsystem functions in the following operating
mode: photo-imaging sequence.
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14. 1 Photo-Imaging Sequence Mode
The photo-imaging sequence is the same for all photo-imaging
devices, and is given in Table B-26.
Table B-26. Photo-Imaging Sequence
Control Active
It em Eve nt C omme nt
Source Subsystem
1 Initiate photo-imaging C and S
sequence
2 Turn on photo-imaging
electronics
3 Set color filter
4 Set shutter speed
5 Select image motion com-
pensation rates (if
required)
6 Signal .photo-imaging
system warmup complete
7 Switch G and C to fine
limit cycle
8 Switch PSP control option
Automatic control
Command pointing
9 Enable science experi-
ments
10 Actuate image motion
compensation
11 Actuate shutter
12 Acquire photo image
13 Switch to data mode
C and S Photo
C and S Photo
C and S Photo
C and S Photo
Photo C and S
C and S G and C
C and S PSP
G and C C and S
C and S Photo
C and S Photo
Photo Photo
C and S Data
Sequence timed
from termination
crossing or by
command
Only one PSP
mode
See PSP control
modes
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Table B-Z6. Photo-Imaging Sequence
It em
Control Active
Event
Source Subsystem
Comment
14 Begin reading camera
data
15 Complete reading camera
data
Data C and S
Data C and S Repeat l0 through
i 5 until photo
sequence is com-
pleted
i6 Complete photo sequence
17 Switch to data mode
18 Switch PS1 m off
i9 Switch G and C to coarse
limit cycle
20 Turn off photo-imaging
electronics
C and S C and S
C and S Data
C and S PSP
C and S G and C
C and S PSP
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SELECTED MARS ORBIT DATA FOR THE 1973 MISSION
APPENDIX C
SELECTED MARS ORBIT DATA FOR THE 1973 MISSION
Seven representative earth-Mars trajectories have been selected
for the 1973 Mars opportunity and calculation for a number of related
orbits at Mars have been carried out and presented here. The appropri-
ate launch-arrival dates and hyperbolic excess speeds (Vco) at Mars
encounter are presented in Table C-l, along with an identification
number for each trajectory.
Table C-1. Mars Encounter Data
Trajectory
No. Earth Launch Date Mars Arrival Date V (km/sec)
CO
1 21 July 1973 7 February 1974 3. 017
2 12 August 1973 7 February 1974 3. 044
3 3 September 1973 7 February 1974 3. 231
4 8 August 1973 21 March 1974 2. 580
5 5 September 1973 21 March 1974 2. 494
6 22 August 1973 25 April 1974 2. 669
7 11 September 1973 25 April 1974 2. 586
All data contained in this appendix are presented for various com-
binations of the following Mars orbit parameters.
Orbit size (h_ x h ):
p
Inclination (i):
periapsis altitude and apoapsis altitude,
measured with respect to a spherical Mars
(radius 3395 kin).
measured with respect to the Mars equator;
inclination is designated either S or N, de-
pending on whether the initial target point in
the R-T plane is south or north of the
T-axis.
C-1
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Apsidal orientation angle (k_): locates the orbital line of apsides
with respect to the approach asymp-
tote vector (-_); it is measured from
the negative approach asymptote
vector (---_)to the ellipse radius vec-
tor (r_) in the direction of orbital
£-
motion.
Time: measured from the impulsive orbit
injection point (also commonly refer-
red to as "insertion" or "encounter"}.
Three different orbit sizes are considered in the analysis, l, 000 x
I0,000, I, 000 x 15, 000, and l, 000 x 20,000 km. Time plots of attitude and
true anomaly for these orbits are presented in Figures C-l through C-3.
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Pertinent Mars orbit insertion data for each of the seven 1973 - 74
earth-Mars trajectories are presented in Tables C-2 and C-3. The
apsidal orientation angles and AV requirements for optimum cotangential,
impulsive transfers into three different Mars orbits are presented in
Table C-Z. For comparison, the AV requirements for apsidal orientation
angles of 60, 90, and 150 degrees are presented in Table C-3. Also
included in this table are the transfer point true anomalies on the approach
hyperbola {VH) and the elliptical capture orbit (rE), for the optimum trans-
fers, VH = VIE = 0 deg.
Table C-Z. AV Requirements for Optimum Cotangential
Periapsis Transfers into Mars Orbits
G
Trajectory
No.
Orbit Size AV
( deg ) (kin) (km/sec)
1 121. 131
Z 120. 834
3 118.871
4 126. 453
5 IZ7.6Z5
6 125.289
7 126.375
i000 x I0,
1000 x 15,
i000 x 20,
i000 x 10,
i000 x 15
i000 x 20,
i000 x I0,
i000 x 15,
i000 x ZO,
1000 x 10,
i000 x 15,
I000 x 20,
i000 x I0,
I000 x 15,
I000 x 20,
I000 x i0,
i000 x 15
i000 x ZO,
lO00 x I0,
i000 x 15,
1000 x 20,
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
1
1
1
1
1
516
38l
Z97
53Z
396
1 31Z
1. 640
1.5O4
1.420
1. Z8Z
1 147
1 063
1 239
1 104
1 019
i 328
1 192
1 108
I 285
1 150
1. 066
ql
q
C-4
0 .,-4
m
Q;
k R
I
Q;
I II I I
0
u_
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This appendix is divided into seven sections, one for each earth-
Mars trajectory considered. For the combinations of orbit size, inclina-
tion, and apsidal orientation specified in Table C-4, the following
parameters are presented as a function of time from orbit injection.
• Orbital inclination with respect to the Mars
ecliptic
• Latitude of the sub-periapsis point
• Angle from periapsis to the terminator plane;
+ (-) indicates that the sub-periapsis point is
on the light (dark) side of Mars
• True anomaly at entrance into,, and duration of
sun, earth, and reference star" (Canopus)
oc cultations
• Angles between the normal to the orbit and the
Mars-sun and Mars-earth lines
• Cone and clock angles of the normal to the orbit
(see Figure C-4); tick marks designate 30 day
inte r val s
SUN
Figure C-4. Cone and Clock
Angle Definition
,:4 Data for Canopus occultation is included only for the 6 non-zero cases
(6, 15, 21, 26, 32, 37).
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Table C-4. Index to Data
Orbit Size
Trajectory h x h (krn)
No. p a Inclination, i
Apsidal Orienta-
tation, _ Case
(deg) No.
I000 x 15,000
1000x 10,000
1000 x 20, 000
I000 x 15,000
1
20os
20°N
40°S
40°N
60°S
60°N
40°S
60
90
150
121.131 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
2 1000_ 15,000 40°S li0.834 12N 3
3 I000 x. 15,000 40os 118. 871 14
40°N [ 15
4 1000 x 15,000 126.453zo°s
20°N
40°S
40°N
60°S
60°N
40°s
L
60
90
150
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
5 1000_ 19,000 40os i_7. 625 "_=
&a :,,P
40°N 26
6 1000 x 15,000 125. 28920°S
20°N
40°S
40°N
60°S
60°N
40iS
6O
9O
150
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
7 I000 x 15,000 40Os
40°N
126. 375 36
37
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Latitude is measured from the Mars equator,
to the meridian containing the Mars-sun line.
tics are indicated on each display.
In addition, for cases 1-6, 16-21, and 27-32, orbit displays are
presented on a uniform latitude, longitude grid at three different points
in time: injection, 90 days after injection, and 180 days after injection.
and longitude is referenced
The following characteris-
The Mars ecliptic
The locations of the sun, earth, and Canopus
The terminator plane
The suborbital track
Location of the periapsis radius vector
Location of the approach asymptote vector
(at encounter)
Designation of intervals corresponding to
sun, earth, or Canopus occultations
Tick marks on the suborbital track designating
variations in altitude, and time from periapsis.
Time ticks are presented along the top of the
track, and altitude ticks along the bottom as
illustrated in Figure C-5.
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APPENDIX D
TRAJECTORY ACCURACY ANALYSIS
This appendix discusses several topics in support of the trajectory
accuracy analysis discussed in Section 3.4.
I. COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR TERMINAL PARAMETERS
The terminal parameters were computed in a B. T, B. R coordi-
nate system. The impact parameter, B, is defined as a vector originating
at the center of the target and perpendicular to the incoming asymptote,
We define a unit vector _ lying in a plane parallel to the eclipticv
according to
--_ -4b
V xk
T -
where _ is a unit vector normal to the ecliptic plane and pointing
.=_
towards the north. The R axis is defined by
V xT
"_ GO
R -
Iv x
The impact parameter, B, lies in the R-T plane and has components
B. T and B- R.
Z. INJECTION ERRORS
The injection errors were computed in a u, v, w coordinate
system. This right hand inertial coordinate system has its origin at
the nominal injection point; the u axis points radially out from the
center of the earth, the v axis points downrange and the w axis is
parallel to the angular momentum vector. Position and velocity in-
jection errors in the u, v, w coordinate system may be expressed as
position and velocity errors in the x, y, z coordinate system by the
following matrix equation
6X = U T 6u
D-1
T_I_$ YST£M$
where U is a 6 x 6 matrix that rotates the x, y, z coordinate system
• )Tinto the u, v, w coordinate system, and u = (u, v, w, u, v, w .
The assumed injection error covariance matrix in the u, v, w
coordinate system, Eu' is shown in Table D-1. The diagonal elements
Z
of the symmetric injection covariance matrix are au., the square of
• are piff i(_ j,the l(y injection errors The off diagonal elements o½ _u
is independent of (_. when
where Pij is the correlation coefficient. (_i 3
• when the absolute
Pij is zero while, conversely, a i is amultiple of a 3
value of Pij is unity.
The assumed injection error covariance matrix shown in Table D-1
is extrapolated from an early analysis of an Apollo launch of the Saturn V.
The injection error covariance matrix in the x, y, z coordinate system
is then
= E(6X6X T) = uT_ U
x u
The uncorrected miss at Mars due to injection errors in the u,
v, w coordinate system is obtained from
6TC = S 5X = SU T 6u
where S is the 3 x 6 midcourse sensitivity matrix at injection• The
elements of S are 5TC/SX, the partial derivative of the terminal condi-
tions with respect to the components of the spacecraft position and
velocity vectors at time t. The terminal conditions are B" T, B" R,
and flight time.
The covariance matrix of uncorrected miss due to injection errors
is then
= E (6TC)(6TC) T = S _ S T
s x
where _ is a 3 x 3 matrix,
s
t
Z x 2 matrix, Z
8 p
but we will only consider the upper left
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where a I is a(B" T) and (_2 is a(B" R). The la miss ellipse will be
in a rectangle of size 2_[, and 2(_2 centered at the aim point in B" T
and B" R coordinates. The square roots of the two eigenvalues of E's
are the lengths of the semimajor and semiminor axes of the la un-
corrected miss ellipse. The eigenvectors associated with each eigen-
value are the direction cosines of the semimajor and semi_minor axes.
The semimajor and semiminor axes of the i(_ uncorrected miss
ellipse are 399, 149 and 66,316 kin, respectively. Figure D-I shows
the orientation of the la uncorrected miss ellipse.
-4
-3
-2 /
/ /
I
2 /
3
4
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3
B.T, 1000 KM
Figure D-I Uncorrected Miss Ellipse
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3. VELOCITY EXECUTION ERRORS
The covariance matrix of velocity execution errors was computed
in a u', v', w' coordinate system. The v' axis points in the direction
of the velocity correction, the w' axis points in the direction of the
R x AV vector, and the u' axis completes the right-handed set.
Thus, the 3(; velocity execution error covariance matrix in the
U l , V l ,
_EX =
w' coordinate system is
t
Z
0  0.00111 v + (0 0z4)z 0
0 0 z
4. TRACKING
The simulation of the Voyager mission requires three ground up-
dates of the spacecraft. The updates are required before the separation
maneuver and each of the two midcourse corrections. An update is the
process of using recently acquired tracking data and considering the
effects of systematic errors to obtain a new and revised estimate of the
vehicle's state vector. The modeling of these updates will be described
below.
4. 1 First Ground Update
The spacecraft is assumed to be under surveillance from insertion
to 5 days by stations at Goldstone, Madrid, and Woomera. At 5 days, a
ground computer would perform a weighted least squares fit to form an
estimate of the state vector. This estimated state vector is then propa-
gated to the R-T plane and the estimate used to compute the separation
maneuver. Systematic errors (uncertainties in data biases, station
locations) were solved for in this update.
4. Z Second Ground Update
The second ground update used the tracking information from 5
to 30 days. The systematic errors were solved for in this update. The
D-5
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estimated state vector was propagated to the impact parameter plane
and was used to compute the first midcourse maneuver. This covariance
matrix was compared with unpublished JPL data and the agreement was
excellent.
4.3 Third Ground Update
The third ground update used the information from the second
ground update plus tracking from 30 to 191 days. The three ground sta-
tions tracked continuously from 30 to 40 days and from 186 to 191 days.
Only Goldstone tracked the spacecraft between 40 and 186 days and the
coverage during this period was 12 hours of tracking every two days.
The estimated state vector was propagated to the impact parameter
plane and was used to compute the second midcourse maneuver.
In addition to solving for the systematic errors, the effects of
state noise were considered in this update.
State noise may be considered as random forces which act upon
the spacecraft and thus slightly alter the trajectory. Venting (unbalanced
attitude control pulses or very slow leaks) was considered but was found
to be of such small magnitude that it did not affect the trajectory. Solar
winds and radiation pressure may also be considered a state noise as
well as computer roundoff. It was decided that the state noise would
produce a total velocity uncertainty of 0. 0375 m/sec during the flight
time along each axis.
The JPL specification (1Ref. D-1) limits unpredictable trajectory
- 3
perturbations due to the spacecraft to 0.6 x 10 7 cm/sec averaged
over one hour. The 0. 0375 m/sec 3 figure assumed for the entire transit
phase is 250 times as great as the specification, assuming the noise to
be completely uncorrelated from one hour to another. It is four times as
great, even if the noise were completely time-correlated over the entire
mission. In fact, such noises are probably partially time-correlated;
thus the noise estimate used appears reasonably conservative.
The combined estimate of the state vector was obtained by adding
the state noise covariance matrix to the tracking covariance matrix at
D-6
regular intervals (30 days). Thus, at 150 days the combined estimate
Ai50, is given by
Ai50 = AI-210
-II-I+I s) (ATwA)-120-5 I(s)T] 4- SQS T
where
A12 0 is the covariance matrix of the combined estimate at
17.0 days in the R-T coordinate system
--(ATwA)-1 is the tracking normal matrix in xyz coordinates
1Z0-150 resulting from tracking from IZ0 to 150 days
Q is the covariance matrix of state noise in the xyz
coordinate system. The matrix Q was assumed to
be diagonal. A diagonal element of Q would be
Z-_--I) (0. 0375) 2 mZ/sec 2.
5. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE VOYAGER
MIDCOURSE MANEUVERS
5. I Gene ral
The Monte Carlo method relies on the ability to repeat the system
simulation a sufficient number of times so that distribution functions of
output variables are faithful reproductions of the true but unknown distri-
butions. Thus, there is a basic compromise, which must be made in any
substantial simulation, between the accuracy of the simulation and the
running time of the problem. The system may be very accurately
modeled so that all the possible details are included and a small statis-
tical sample taken or approximation can be made in the less critical
phases, substantially decreasing the running time and allowing a statis-
tically more complete representation of the distributions. The only
generalization that can be made is that run times should not be greater
than 90 minutes because of machine (i.e., digital computer) mean-time-
to-failure, assuming that cost and machine availability are not constraints.
Apart from this general rule, the compromise made in any particular
problem will depend on the needs of the user and the skill of the analyst
in separating what is fundamental to the proper representation from
what can be ignored or less perfectly simulated.
D-7
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When one uses the results of a Monte Carlo study it often occurs
that the largest values of some quantity computed in the study are as
important as the mean value and variance of that particular quantity.
The statistical interpretation of the largest samples leads directly to
the question of the number of Monte Carlo runs that should be made in
conducting the study and the statistical confidence that can be placed on
the results. The number of Monte Carlo runs which are to be made can
be determined by selecting ,f and P such that one is 100_ percent sure
that at least 100P percent of the population lies below (above) the largest
(smallest) value of the random sample from that population. For
example, with 528 samples the confidence level is 0. 995 that at least
99 percent of the population lies below the largest value of the random
variable under consideration; a confidence level of 0. 999 would require
688 samples. In this study, 1001 samples were taken.
5.2 Description of the TAPP VI Error Analysis Program
and the Statistical Processor Program
The TAPP VI program may be visualized by referring to Figure D-Z,
which is a flow chart of the main program. In the diagram, the K loop
J READ IN PROP BOXES J
÷
J READ CARD iNPUTS J
4,
I I
4,
I I'
,I,
J READ P TABLE TOFIND P;
,l,
J WRITE PROCESSOR 1IAPE
+
J ADVANCE _ BY I J
J ;: 1MA x .J_
J STOP J
i t"
K: KMA X J
I'
ADVANCE K BY 1 J
i
Figure D-2 TAPP VI Main Program
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refers to the Monte Carlo cycle being processed and the i loop deter-
mines the phase of the mission which is being processed. Each phase
has an associated PROP box which simulates the activities of the phase.
The output of the TAPP VI simulation is a tape containing the
samples from the Monte Carlo simulation. The tape is used by the
Statistical Processor Program to generate means, variances, and
cumulative distribution functions of variables which statistically
describe the results of the Monte Carlo simulation (Ref. D-Z). For
purposes of completeness a brief description of what statistics are
available in the processor program follows below.
In essence, the statistical processor can compute sample means,
sample covariance matrices of scalars and vectors, cumulative distri-
bution functions of scalars or of the individual components of vectors,
cross variance matrices, and multiple mean squared correlation co-
efficients. The sample mean is computed in the obvious manner, namely
N
f
sample mean = _ _1 yjj_-
y__represents a specified vector produced by the simulation, the subscript
j indexes the number of the Monte Carlo run, and N is the total number
of runs. The sample covariance matrix is computed using the following
equation:
T
sample covariance matrix - N- Y;Y - Y;
The processor also computes the sample correlation matrix, which is
.th
the above matrix modified by dividing the i, 3 element by (aicr_)
where a i is the square root of (i, i) TM element of the sample covariance
mat rix.
The cumulative distribution routine first orders all of the samples
in increasing numerical order and then produces a graph of the number
of samples less than a specified number. This is done by plotting, say,
every 10th sample versus the numerical value of every 10th sample. By
simply noting that each sample increases the cumulative distribution
function by (!/N), the routine has the capability of changing the increment
D-9
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of the distribution function between points so that one can study the tails
of the distribution without having to print out an excessive number of
points in the middle.
Quite often in the statistical results of an error analysis it is
desirable to determine how a variable in one phase is related to a differ-
ent variable in a different phase. For example, in terms of the Voyager
mission, the following question could be asked, "How do the conditions
at the end of injection affect the separation maneuver?" The purpose
of the statistic involving the multiple correlation coefficients is to answer
questions similar to this and provide the analyst additional insight into
the relationship between variables of interest.
To answer this type of question let X denote the variable from one
phase whose effect on a second variable Y is to be determined. The
multiple correlation statistic assumes that Y is linearly related to X by
a matrix A and uses the samples of X and Y from the Monte Carlo
simulation to compute the matrix A. The details of computing the A
matrix are as follows.
It has been assumed that the variables are linearly related and
also that there is an (unknown) component of X which does not contribute
to Y. (In the case where Y is completely uncorrelated with X, this
component of X would be the complete X vector.) Thus, the relation-
ship between X and Y can be written as
Y = AX+N
N is that part of X which does not contribute to Y. The matrix A can
be computed by multiplying the above equation by X T and then taking the
expected value of both sides of the resulting equation. This gives
_-_"Y X = A )-_'XX
or
A _.
Now, the A matrix computed in this manner is very dependent upon the
units of both X and Y and at times is difficult to interpret. To this end
D-IO
the covariance matrix that the variable Y would have if X were the only
variable that affected Y is computed. If this covariance is denoted
by _ ' ' then _ ' ' is computed using the following equation:YY YY
E}} : AExxAT
Lastly, the multiple squared correlation coefficients are computed by
the ratios of the diagonal terms of E_ to the diagonal terms oftaking
Eyy. This ratio is a measure of the contribution of X to the total
variation of Y, and indicates the degree of correlation between X and Y.
The information flow of the Monte Carlo simulation of the Voyager
mission (from injection to second midcourse maneuver) is shown in
Figure D-3 and is self-explanatory.
J COMPUTE INJECTION J
DISPERSION IN THE
R-T PLANE
',i'
J PROPAGATE AND JTRACK TO 5 DAYS
',1'
I COMPUTE TRACKING JUNCERTAINTY
't
J COMPUTE ]SEPARATION MANEUVER
T
J COMPUTE DISPERSION J
DUE TO MANEUVER
EXECUTION R RS
',1'
J PROPAGATE AND [TRACK TO 30 DAYS
T
I COMPUTE FIRST IMIDCOURSE MANEUVER
"1,
I COMPUTE DISPERSION J
DUE TO MANEUVER
EXECUTION R RS
I PROPAGATE AND ITRACK TO 191 DAYS
t
I I
t
I COMPUTE DISPERSION J
DUE TO MANEUVER
EXECUTION RORS
Figure D-3. Information Flow of the Monte Carlo
Simulation of the Voyager Mission
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Figures D-4 through D-6 show the cumulative distributions of the
separation maneuver, first midcourse maneuver, and second midcourse
maneuver, respectively. Figures D-7 through D-15 show the cumulative
distributions of the dispersions after injection, separation maneuver,
and first midcourse maneuver. Table D-2 summarizes the data in table
form.
6. ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF MARS ORBIT DETERMINATION
This appendix presents the theoretical basis of a study to determine
the accuracy of estimates of elements of a vehicle's orbit about Mars.
The numerical results were obtained using a TRW precision orbit deter-
mination program.
The matrix equation expressing the tracking residuals is given by
6R = A6X A + B6Z A + N (i)
where 6R is a column matrix (nxl) of actual observations minus the
reference observations; A is an nx6 matrix, the elements of which are
the partial derivatives of the observations (range, azimuth, etc.) with
respect to the reference state vector at some epoch; B is an nxm matrix,
the elements of which are the partial derivatives of the observations with
respect to the systematic errors (uncertainties in radar station locations,
biases in the observational data, and uncertainties in physical constants);
6X A is a column matrix (6xi) of deviations between the actual state
vector at epoch and the reference state vector at epoch (6X A = X A - XR);
and where 6Z A is a column matrix (mxl) of systematic errors and N is
a column matrix (nxl) of random noise with zero mean and known variance.
First assume that 6Z A = 0, the Equation (1) reduces to
6R = ASX A + N (Z)
If W is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the reciprocals of
the variances of the radar observations, then the weighted least-squares
estimate of the deviation from the reference (without a priori information)
is
6X E = (ATwA) -1 ATw6R (3)
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Table D-Z. Summary o£ Statistical Results
Mt_GI_ITUD_ OF Tt_E _CTUAL SEPARATICN M_NEUVER - METERS/SEC
IvE_N = I. 0,,42_02D 02
SI'ANC_kU _EVIATIC_ ................. -:- ...... -?;2]-265C40 00
5MALLESI S_MFLE = 8,60C8321E 01
5TH PE_CENIILE S_MPLE = _,3985_5E O1
]OTH PERCEkTILE SAMPLE = g,a2782_E Ol
90TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE : 1,1411383E. 02
_5TH PEkCENIILE SAMPLE = IolSE248BE 02
L_RGEST SAMPLE : 1,55529C7E 02
MAGhlI'ODE EF THE _CIUAL FIRST MICCOUR_E MANEUVER - MEIERSI_EC
MEAN = 2, 55E8575D O0
STANC_RD CEVIATICh = 5° 51@8524D-01
SMALLPST SAMFLE = 9,8110251E-01
5TH PERCEhTILE SAMPLE = 1°_7564S2E OC
IOTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = I.ed206SSE OC
90Trt. PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 2°2937802E 0C
CSTH FERCENIILE SAMPLE = 3°4930C44E 0C
LARGEST SAMPLE = 4.4921732E OC
MAGhITtJDE OF THE ACTUAL SECENC _ICCCbRSE MANEUVER - ME]ERS/SEC
MEaN
STANE_RD
SMALLEST S_MFLE
5TH PERCEhTILE
lCTH PE_CEN'ilLE
_OTH PERCEN'T ILE
q5TH PERCE_T ILE
......... L_RGEST SAI_ PL E
6. 74956510-01
CEVIATICh = 4. 250566eO-01
= Oe
S_MPLE = | °68<_0080E-CI
SAMPLE = 2,2769952E-OI
SAMPLE = I°28b_307E O0
SAMPLE = I,=_I_75E_ no_
= 2,5158535E CC
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Table D-Z. Summary o£ Statistical Results (Continued)
CIS FERSIGN I_ B CuT 'i LFiER--1NJ--E-CTIC-_-- KM ...............
_EAN = -E.IOE?TeSD 03
Si ANi_t,O _EVlATIC_ .... : -i. 842642_D05 .........
SM,_LLEST SAMPLE : -4,824967_E C5
5TH PERCErw'IILE S_MPLE = -3.2UO5183E 05
IOTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE ............ =-- -2o31C_5_b62E 0-5 .......
90TH PERCEhTILE SAMPLE = _°3103453E 05
_5TH PERCEN'ilLE SAMPLE = 2._5C7820E 05
L_,RGE_4' SAMPLt ............. -- ..... _L48148GiE 05 ........
  SFERSIGn tne Lc' AFTER SEP)--R-AYIC MANvUVEk--KK
MEAN = -7. 0268c}73D Ol
STANEAI.D UEVIATIC_ ..... = _"575028iD 03
SPALLEST SAMFLE = -I.7221562E 04
5TH PE_CI-NTILE SAMPLE = -c;.42C830CE 03
IOTH PERCEN'IILE S_MPLE ...... -- ....."l.iT50924E 03 .....
_GTH PERCEN'TILE S_MPLE : 7.10084/7E 03
C,5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 8,,_630039E (]3
L_RGES'i SAMPLE = I.ECIZ3CgE C4 .......
OISFERSION IN B hOT T-A-Fi_ER---Fi-_-_Y MICCCURSE "--KM-_--
MEAN = -2.55666510-01
STANCARD DEVIATIA_ = I..-,0844730 C2
SMALLEST SAMFLE = -4.EOI7724E 02
51"H PERCE_I ILE S_MPLE = -2.42080C8E 02
IOTH PERCEf_'(ILE S_MPLE = -1;852241-2E (]2
90TH PEr, CENTILt SAMPLE = 1.9545239E 02
55TH PERCENTILE S_I_PLE = 2.5344751E 02
LARGESI SAMPLE = 5.1243i88E C2-
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T able D-2. Sumrnar 7 o£ Statistical Results (Continued)
CISFERSICN Ik B i]01 _ ] AFTER SECCNI; MICCCURSE - KM ---
MEAN =
.(TANCARD CEVIATICh =
S_ALLEST SAMFLE =
5TH PERCEI_TILE SAMPLE =
]OTH PERCENYILE SAMPLE =
_OTH PERCE_TILI: SAMPLE =
ISTH PERCEhTILE SAMPLE =
LARGEST SAMPLE =
-I, 858_351D-Gl
I,7911520D 01
-lo 30.37_6(=E 02
-2,2221679E 01
-I.7117737E 01
],7540814E OX
2°3252075E 01
g,S246581E Ol
.-. =.
CISFERSI[I_ IN B C_T R-A-FTER INJECIICI_ - KM
MEAN .=
STANCAR_ DE_IATJEh =
SMALLEST SAMPLE =
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE =
]OTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE =
_OTH PEECENTILE SAMPLE =
_STH PERCENTILE SAMPLE =
L_RGEST SAMPLE =
7°2834534D 03
3,437_852D 05
-1°637100_E 06
-5° 76231_:2E 05
-4. 35285-C3E 05
4,.387838E C5
5°E272311E G5
I,GOI8990E O6
--I]iSPERSICN IN B tiC1 R AFTER SEPtRAT_CI_ MAhELIVER - KM
MEAN =
STANCARL) DEVIATICI_ =
SMALLEST S_MFLE =
5TH PERCEI_TILE SAMPLE =
]0TH PEkCENTILE SAMPLE =
5CTH PE_.CE_TILE SAMPLE =
_STH PEKCEhT ILE SAMPLE =
LARGEST SAMPLE .... =
-3.09C3E5_D 02
i° 2355';86D 04
-3,7754828E 04
-2°1359484E 04
-I.E257EC7E 04
1°5438900E 04
2°cgE6328E C4
3.7924873E (;4
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Table D-Z. Summary of Statistical Results (Continued)
BISPEKSIGN IN B DCT r _FTI:I_ FIRST MISCOURSE - KM " -
MEAN = -I. 1634_46D CI
S'i'A_C_R8 OEVIATIC_ = -:o3_51555-[J 02
SMALLEST SAMFLE = -_°956_941E 02
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -5._900616E 02
..... ]OTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -_°4554712E 02
5Cl'H PERCEN'IILE SAMPLE = 4.0290e/_gE 02
55TH FERCEN]ILE SAMPLE = 5°5685876E 02
tw:RGE_T SAMPLE = 1.C391044E C3
- DISPERSION IN B DOf-R-AF-T__R-S-ECONI) --MIbCOOR-SE "_<M ....
MEAN = 1.681153gD-Ol
STANDARD DEVIATICN : 2.0582645D Ol
SMALLEST SAMPLE = -I.142943LE 02
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -2°8801880E Ol
IOTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -2.1660583E 01
9OTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 2.2877502E Ol
95TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 2.9200222 _ Ol
L_RGEST SAMPLE = 1.0314IIIE 02
DISFE_SICN IN TIME CF FLIGHT AFIER INJI-CTICN - SEC
MEAN
STANDARD
S M._LLESI SAMFLE
5TH P EECENT ILl:
IOTH PERCENTILE
_CTH PERCENTILE
_STH P EP,CEI_T ILL
LARGES] SAMPLE
= 2.7703262D 03
8EVIATIC_ =
SAMPLE =
I. 283887_D 05
-5.865945CE 05
-2. I165C50E 05
SAMPLE =
SAMPLE =
SAMPLE =
-I°_445325E 05
I,6866475E 05
2.2615325E 05
3o 7633_0E 05
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Table D-Z. Summary of Statistical Results (Continued)
DIS FERSICN Ih TIME DF FLIGHT AFIER SEPARATION
MEAN = -l,2928allD
STANCAkD CEVIAI'ICh .......................5-,1669515G 03
SMALLEST SAMFLE = -1,7711750E C/_
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -8,e36-7500E 03
IOTH PERCENT XLE SAMPLE = -6,70_75COE 03
_CTH PERCENI!LE SAMPLE = 6,6427500E 03
_5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = e,6OSOOCOE 03
LARGEST SAMPLE = I,6425250E 04
MAkEUgEK - $_C
02
OISFERSICN IN TIME C_ FLIGHT AF]ER FIRSf MIDCObRSE - SEC
FEAN = -4.2969530D 00
5IANSAKU £E_IATIC_ = 1.6525816D 02
SMALLEST SAMFLE : -5.42250C0E 02
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = .-2,7375000E 02
IOTH PERCENTILE-SAMPLE = -_.1425OCCE 02
_OTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 2.1225000E 02
_5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 2.6125000E 02
LARGEST SAMPLE = 5,25250c-cE 02
OISFERSICN I_ TIME CF FLIGHT AFIEN SECC.'_C MIDCCt_RSE - SEC
MEAN = 2.35C14gg0-01
....... STANCARO CEVJATIL_ = £,_2432JQ0 CC
. =,47500GGE Ol{MALLES7 SAMfLE = -_
5TH PErCEnTILE SAMPLE = -_.25COCCCE OO
]0TH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = -6,5000C00E O0
_CTH PERCENT ILk SAMPLE = 6._5C0 _u_u_ vv'_n
_STH PERCENTILE SAMPLE = 8,5000000E O0
.........[_RGEST SAMPLE = _.67500_0E Ol
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Table D-Z. Summary of Statistical Results (Continued)
TOTAL VELOCITY USED _URTNG TH_ THREE MANEUVERS - METERS/S_C
MEAN =
STANDARD DEVIATION =
SMALLEST SAMPLE =
5TH PERCENTILE SAMPLP =
tOTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE =
qOTH PERCENTILE SAMPLE =
9_TH PERCENTILE S_MPL r- =
LARGEST SAMPLE =
1.07651830 02
7.27405680 O0
8.g6&og57E 01
9.729778IE OI
q,g333644E Oi
1.1722216E 02
1.2002124F 07
1.59_6@88E 0Z
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Substitution for 6R from Equation (Z) yields
6X E _ 6X A = (ATwA) -I ATwN
The covariance matrix of the error in the estimated state vector due to
tracking is
(4)
AT : E [(6X E - 6XA)(6X E - 6XA )T] (5)
Substituting Equation (i)into (5)and making the assumption that
E(NN T) = W -i, yields
AT = (ATwA) -I
The tracking covariance matrix is of order 6x6 when 6Z A =
root of the diagonal elements yields the standard deviations of the six
components of the state vector.
(6)
0; the square
If systematic errors are to be estimated along with the orbit
parameters, Equation (i) should be rewritten as
0R:F4 +N
6Z
A
(7)
or
6R = C 6Y A + N
Since Equation (8) has the same form as Equation (Z),
have the same form; namely,
6y E = (cTwc) -I cTw6R
The covariance matrix of the error in the estimate is given by
A S = (cTwc) -i
(8)
the estimate will
(9)
(io)
D -38
and is similar in form to the covariance matrix for orbit parameters only,
except it has larger dimensions. The square root of the diagonal elements
of A S are the standard deviations of the six components of the state
vector and of the systematic errors.
If systematic errors are neglected in forming the least-squares
estimate but are considered in the analysis of the estimate, the residuals
can be written in the form of Equation (1). Since B6Z A is neglected in
the curve fit
6X E = 6X A+ (ATwA) -1 ATw(B6ZA+ N) (ll)
the error in the estimate is
(6XE _ 6XA) = (ATwA) -1 ATw (B6Z A+ N)
The covariance matrix of the error in the estimate state vector is
or
Ac : [(6x - 6x l (6x - 6xJ]
AC = {ATwA) -t 4- (ATwA) -I (ATwB)A Z (BTwA)(ATwA) -1
where
and
A C is a 6x6 matrix.
(tz)
(13)
(14)
A Z = E [(6Z A) (6ZA)T] (15)
E(NN T) = W "1 (16)
Since the systematic errors cause an error in the
curve fit which is uncorrelated with the errors caused by noise, the
square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are larger
when systematic errors are considered than when only noise is considered.
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APPENDIX E
RELIABILITY ANALYSES AND DATA
This appendix collects Voyager spacecraft reliability data, such
as structural reliability analyses and failure rates.
Section 1 presents the structural reliability analysis, including
adapter separation. Propulsion system firing and vent sequences appear
in Section Z. Detailed temperature control reliability calculations appear
in Section 3.
Failure rates and probability of success are listed for Voyager
subsystem equipment in Tables E-1 through E-16.
I. STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR VOYAGER
I. 1 Stress-Strength Approach
An estimate of the structural reliability may be obtained from the
values used for the factor of safety and the margin of safety in the design
of the spacecraft structure.
Each of the structural members in the Voyager is subjected to one
or more stresses of varying magnitude during the mission. Of the
stresses which are applied to an individual member, often one stress
is predominant and when failure occurs, it is almost always due to this
stress. This critical stress is used in the sizing of each member.
The second factor which determines the reliability of a member is its
strength or ability to withstand stress. A part will fail only if the applied
stress or stresses exceed its strength. The probability that this occurs
is defined as the unreliability of the part.
Let X be the strength of the part and Y be the maximum stress
placed on the part during the mission where X and Y are independent
random variables. Then reliability is defined as
R : P(X >Y) (E-I)
Assuming that the probability densities of X and Y are reasonably
approximated by independent normal distributions; i. e., X is normal
with mean _X and standard deviation _X' Y is normal with mean _y
and standard deviation _y, we may let
E-1
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D = X - Y (E-Z)
and write R = P (X >Y) = P (D'0). By the addition theorem for normal
variables, D has a normal distribution with
Mean of D = #D = _X - _Y (E-3)
Standard Deviation of D = aD=_ aZX + a zY (E-4)
Note that distributional assumptions of normality which may not be
precisely satisfied for X and Y will tend to be more satisfied for D since
by the central limit theorem, the difference of two variables will be
more normal than either of the two.
Thus, /.oo D-P Z
I 1 _____qD
R = P (D>0) =J0 aD---_exp -_ (aD ) dD (E-5)
Letting
t .__
dt = dD
a D
/ tzoo 1 t Z D / aD 1 exp - dtR = -- exp - dt = -- -_-
_ _D / crD ,_,_ _- ,f27r
by symmetry of the integrand
(PD) = _PX - _Y)R = ¢I' "_D aX2 + Z
= ¢ (z) (E-6)
where ¢ is the cumulative distribution function of the standardized
normal variable.
This procedure can be used as the basis for estimating the relia-
bility of structural members. In stress analysis, it is customary to
E-Z
design in terms of a factor of safety, F. S., margin of safety, M. S. ,
and the stresses or loads. These are related by the equation
F. S. (M. S + 1) = Allowable Stress (E-7)
• Limit Load
The allowables are determined based upon material properties
found in MIL-HDBK-5A. Both 99 or 90 percent guaranteed values
(95 percent confidence) are used. Similarly, the limit load is usually
taken as some value above the expected maximum stress. Thus,
employing normal distribution notation:
gX - _7_X
F. S. (M. S. + I)= (E-8)
jUy +mo-
Y
For the Voyager a safety factor of 1. Z5 is used• A margin of safety
as close to zero on the positive side as possible is desired. Substituting
these values in the above, one has
or
Ox- nax
_y + m_y
= I. Z5
1 +m( _y/ _y)
The quantity v = q/g is called the coefficient of variation and measures
the spread of the distribution relative to the mean.
If the four quantities, n, m, v X, Vy were known, they could be
substituted and the ratio between the means determined from Equation
(9).
Rewriting the quantity
Z -- _X _Y X
Z
+ :y
E-3
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Z ._
aX PX + ay
Z
+ 2V
Y
Thus, reliability can be determined as in Equation (E-6)
R = 4_ (Z) (E-11)
provided n, m, VX, and V y are known.
1. 1. 1 Estimation of n, m, v X and V y in Voyager Design
The allowable and limit stresses are not known with complete
precision in any given situation. Materials Vary from batch to batch,
loads vary from vehicle to vehicle. Thus the quantities, allowable and
limit stresses, in Equation (E-7) can be considered as variables with
probability distributions, again approximable by the normal. The
needed quantities are estimated in the following sections.
1. 1. 1. 1 Estimation of n
For the Voyager,
determining allowables.
PX
99 percent guaranteed values were used in
Thus,
-na X = allowable stress
is such that 99 percent of samples chosen will withstand the tabulated
value of stress without breaking, cracking, or otherwise failing
catastrophically in any way. As maybe determined from a normal table,
the number of standard deviations below the mean corresponding to
99 percent probability is 2. 33. Thus, n is estimated as 2.33.
E-4
1. 1. 1.2 Estimation of v X
Two tabulated values are given in the Handbook of Material
Properties,* one 90 percent guaranteed, the other 99 percent. For
7075-T6 aluminum (heat treated and aged) which makes up the large
majority of Voyager structural items, these two values are 78 and 76
ksi, respectively. Thus,
P (X<76) = O. O1
P (X< 78) = O. lO
or
X- PX 76 - _X )
P v = 0.01
a X a X
78 - UX _ : O. I0
Again consulting a normal table shows that the 0.01 and 0. 10 lower
values are -2.33 and -1.28. Thus,
76- _X
X
= -Z. 33
78 - UX
a X
= -i. 28
Solving these equations for .u__ and a__ :
a : 1. 905 ksi
X
X : 80.4387 ksi
s o that
a X 1. 905
X X 80. 4387
= O. 0237
MIL-HDBK-5, February 8, 1966; Table 3.2.7.0(b), p. 334
E-5
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1. 1. 1. 3 Estimation of m
In the case of estimating m, it is difficult to assess the degree of
conservatism exhibite'd in determination of the loads. A rough estimate
was obtained in discussions with TRW personnel that actual loads would
be less than those specified with a probability of 90 percent. In terms
of m, this percentage corresponds to
90 percent: m = 1.28Z best estimate
1. 1. 1.4 Estimation of
Y
In order to obtain some feeling regarding possible load varia-
bility, the following question was asked of several structures people.
"Assuming that actual load data is available from previous payloads
which are similar enough to be meaningful to the Voyager structure,
what do you estimate as the probability that actual limit loads will fall
within +25 percent of conscientiously obtained best estimates of limit
loads?" Note that the question was phrased not in terms of possible
conservatism of specified loads, but predicated upon the assumption that
these loads were best estimates. Thus, answers reflect estimates of
the uncertainty associated with load prediction with possible conservatism
being accounted for in the estimation of m.
Answers to this question ranged over a considerable spread
although most felt that the past actual load information would greatly
improve the accuracy of present load estimates. A best answer to the
question is felt to be 95 percent. The computation of _y for a value of
95 percent is used in this analysis as follows:
Assuming a 95 percent probability that the actual loads will be
within +__25 percent of the predicted implies that 95 percent of the pro-
bability distribution will lie between ,y + 0.25 and ,y - 0.25 _y. This
implies, from the normal table that
= _y + 1.96 _y1.25 .y
O. 25 .y
O. 128
= 1.96_
Y
0.25 _Y
Y
-- p
Y
E-6
i. I. Z Computation of Reliability for One Structural Member
Since all structural members are being designed with the same
general design guidelines, it is a good first approximation to assume
that all have equal reliability.
Computation of the reliability estimate is done through the use of
Equations (E-9), (E-10), and (E-11). Values of n, m, Vx, Vy are
substituted into Equation (E-10), which results in a value for Z. The
reliability is then obtained from
R = ¢ (Z)
by consulting a normal table.
_X
In this case, _Y - 1.5402, Z = 4. 0586 and R = 0.94753
1. 1.3 Spacecraft Structure and Booster Adapter Structure
Reliability. Estimate s
Rss, the spacecraft structure reliability estimate,
assuming 100 independent structural members, i.e.
is derived
Rss = (0. 94753) 100 = 0. 99753
R A, the booster adapter structure reliability, is derived assuming
116 independent structural members, i.e.
R A = (0.94753) 116 = 0.99714
1.2 Separation ' Reiiabiiity Analyses
Details of the squib, cable assembly, and coil spring reliability
analyses are shown in Tables E-l, E-2, E-3 and E-4.
Separation Nut:
q = 48,000 x 10-9/cycle (based on TRW test history)
Dual redundant, therefore,
q =k2 = Z304 x 10 "12
E-7
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Since there are 12 sets of nuts required for separation
Q =Nq = 12 x 2304 x I0 -12 = 27, 648 x I0 "12
R = 1 - Q = 0.97724
Separation Reliability
Rseparation = Rsqui b x Rcabl e assembly x Rcoil spring
x R
separation nut
Rseparation = (0.95892) (0.96793) (0.93604) (0.97724)
Rseparation = O. 93603
2. PROPULSION SYSTEM
2. 1 Firing and Vent Sequences (Figure E-l)
2.1. 1 Gas Pressurized Hish-Thrust Firins*
There is one of this type (Mars Orbit Insertion) and one gas
pressurized low thrust firing (Orbit Trim).
2. 1. 1. 1 System Pressurization (prior to zero "g" Start)
1) Fire open one (of one) normally closed explosive valve in
one (of two) branches of each of explosive valve units (A),
(B), and (C). Open redundant pre-valve unit (M).
a) Actuation of units (A) and (M) in conjunction with power
to the Pintle actuator (D) solenoid valve allows regula-
ted gas to drive the pintle actuator to the high thrust
position (it is spring loaded to a normally low thrust
position) and also pressurizes the valve actuator (E)
of the shutoff valve {F).
b) Actuation of units (B) and (C) allows regulated gas
to pressurize the propellant tanks.
2.1. 1.2 Zero "g" Start
1) Open redundant solenoid valve units (G) and (G) and
redundant shutoff valve (F).
The only difference between the gas pressurized high thrust firing
described here and the gas pressurized low thrust firing is that the
pintle actuator solenoid valve is not actuated and the pintle actuator
thus remains at the low thrust level.
E-8
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Figure E-I. Voyager _'ropulslon _uDsysLem Schematic
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2.1.2
2. I.Z. 1
l)
Z.l.Z.2
I)
a) Actuation of solenoid valve units (G) and (H) allows
propellant from the start tanks to flow to the shutoff
valve (F). Actuation of shutoff valve unit (F) results
in zero "g" engine start.
E__n_ine Firing
Open redundant pre-valve units (I) and (J) (motor driven
poppet valves) and close redundant solenoid valve units
(G) and (H).
a) Actuation of units (I) and (J} allows propellant flow from
the propellant tanks. De-activation of units (G) and (H}
stops propellant flow from the start tanks.
Engine Shutdown
Close redundant shutoff valve unit (F), redundant pre-valve
units (I), (J), and (M) and fire close one (of one) normally
open explosive valve in each of the branches of units (A),
(B) and (C) previously opened.
a) All propellant and gas flow is stopped.
Blowdown Mode Low Thrust Firings (Interplanetary Trajectory
Corrections)
Zero "g" Start
Open redundant solenoid valve units (G) and (H) and redun-
dant solenoid shutoff valve units (K) and (L).
a) Actuation of solenoid valve units (G) and (H) allows
propellant from the start tanks to flow to the solenoid
shutoff valve units (K) and (L). Actuation of solenoid
shutoff valve units (K) and (L) results in zero "g"
engine start.
Engine Firin_
Open redundant pre-valve units (I) and (J) (motor driven
poppet valves) and close redundant solenoid valve units
(G) and (H).
a) Actuation of units (I) and (J) allows propellant flow
from the propellant tanks. De-activation of units (G)
and (H) stops propellant flow from the start tanks.
Engine Shutdown
Close redundant solenoid shutoff valve units (K) and (L),
and redundant pre-valve units (I) and (J).
E-IO
Z. Z Vent
1) System venting is accomplished after the last orbit trim
firing.
a) Fire open normally closed explosive valves numbered
67, 68, and 69 to vent the oxidizer and fuel pressurant.
. DETAILED TEMPERATURE CONTROL
RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS
3.1 Heaters
Of the 1Z Type I heaters, eight of these are located in the equip-
ment module, and four are located in the propulsion module. For
purposes of this analysis, the equipment module heaters are called
Type I, and the propulsion module heaters are called Type IH. The
four Type II heaters are located on the deployed booms. Mission heater
success is defined as no more than one failure of Type I heaters (that
is seven of the eight heaters in the equipment module must work), and
no failures of the Type II heaters (that is, four of the four boom
heaters must work), and no more than one failure of the Type III
heaters (that is, three of the four propulsion module heaters must work).
Mathematically this is expressed as follows:
RHeater s = R (7/8, Type I) x R (4/4, Type II) x R (3/4, Type HI)
kHeater = 20x 10 -9 per hour
kThermoswitch = 500 x 10 -9 per hour
= 350 x 10 -9 per hour
kRelay, 4 Contact
Therefore
k (heater-thermoswitch) = 520 x 10 -9 hour
X (heater-relay = 370 x 10 -9 per hour
t (mission) = 6800 hours @ 50 percent duty cycle
.'.Probability (0 failure Type I, or Type IH) = Probability
(0 failure, heater on) + Probability
(0 failure, heater off)
E-11
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Probability (0 failure, Type I, Type llI)= 520 x 10
6800 [1 + 0. 10] = 0. 0019448
-9
x0.50x
Similarly,
Probability {0 failure,
[I+o.lO]
Type IT) = 370 x I0-9 x 0.50 x 6800
= 0. 0013838
Using the binomial equation (1),
Probability (no more than k failures occur in n trials)
i p)n-i= Cn, i p ( 1 -
i----O
n!
Where Cn, i = i! (n-i) !
Probability (7/8, Type I Survive) = 0. 93895
Probability (4/4, Type II Survive) = 0. 994465
Probability (3/4, Type IH Survive) = 0. 94774
RHeater s = 0. 93895 x 0. 994465 x 0. 94774
Therefore,
RHeater s = O. 994338
(i)
3. Z Louvers
(Spring} = 1. Zl x 10 -6 per cycle based on OGO temperature
control louver tests
t (Mission) = 2500 cycles
Probability of one louver failure occurring =
1.Zl x 10 "6 x ZS00 = 0. 0030Z
E-IZ
Using the binomial theorem:
Type Ilouvers - Prob (<3 of 8 louvers fail) = RType I = 0. 96755
Type II louvers
•". RLouver s =
- Prob (<_ 5 of 30 louvers fail) = RType H
(RType i)2 (RType H) 9
= 0. 99585
RLouver s = 0.96 507
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Table E-5. Propulsion Component Data
Percent of
Component Component Failure Mode Total Component Component Failures
Number Failure Rate Source by Mode Failure Rate/Mode
1-5 Tank A Leak or rupture 0. 026 x I0 "6 (I) 100 0. 026 x 10 -6 fallures/hr
failures/hr
6-10 Filter A Loss of filter function 0. 052 x 10 -6 (l) I00 0. 032 x 10 -6 failures/hr
11-14 Regulator A Leak to space 0. 400 x 10 -6 (I) 4 0. 016 x 10 -6 fallures/hr
B Fail closed 15 0. 060 x 10 -6 fallures/hr
C Leak downstream 81 0. 524 x 10 -6 failures/hr
(including loss of
regulation function)
15-22 Check valve A Leak downstream 0. 045 x 10 "6 (1) 100 0. 045 x 10 "6 failures/hr
failures/hr
B Fall closed Negligible Negligible
25-24 Relief Valve A Leak to space 0. 250 x 10 "6 (1) 100 0. 250 x 10 "6 failures/hr
failures/hr
B Fail closed Negllgible Negligible
0.016x 100 _0016x10"6fall..../hrand
25-26 Start tank (bellows) A Leak l fail .... /IO-6,,_ (1)
O. 010 x 10 -6 010 x 10 -6 failures/cycle
failures/cycle
27-30 Pre-valve (motor-driven A Leak to space _ 1. 319 x 10 -6 (1, 2) l I00poppet valve) failures/hr [ 0007 x 10 -6
failures/br
B Leak downstream _ 0. 004 x 10 -6 23 0. 300 x 10 -6 failures/hr and
failures/cycle {0. 002 x 10 -6 failures/cycle
C Fall closed 76 I. 012 x i0 "6 failures/hr and
(inoperative motor) {0. 002 x 10 -6 failures/cycle
31-48 Solenoid valve A Leak to space 0. 365 x 10 -6 (I) 2 I0- 007 x 10 .6 failures/hr
failures/bY
_0. 004 x 11 "6 (1) 0. 0!
- failures /cycle
B Fail closed 16 0. 058 x 10 -6 failures/hr and
0. 002 x 10 -6 failures/cycle
C Leak downstream 82 0. 300 x 10 -6 fallures/hr and
0. 002 x 10 "6 failures/cycle
fail0"390 x.... 10" {
49 Pintle actuator (solenoid A Leak to space . "h-- 6 (I, 2) 6 0. 023 x 10 -6 failures/hr and
valve -bellows ) !
O. 014 x lO "6 O. 010 x 10 -6 failures/cycle
failures/cycle
0. 058 x 10 -6 failures/hr and
B Fail closed 15 _10. 002 x 10 -6
failures/cycle
79 _0. 309 x 10 -6 failures/hr andC Leak downstream
_0. 002 x l0 -6 failures/cycle
4. 33Z x 10 -6 1 O. 021 x 10 -6 failures/hr
50-55 Valve actuator, propellant A Leak to space -failures/hr (2)bail valves units (a, b, c)
_0. 004 x 10 -6 0.0
failures/cycle
B _'_] closed Z3 _ O. 994 x 10 -6 fallures/hr and
(0. 002 x I0 -& taiiures/cycle
C Leak downstream 76 3. 317 x 10 -6 failures/hr and
0. 002 x I0 "6 failures/cycle
54 Thruster (injector- A Structural failure, 40 x 10 -6 (3) I00 48 x i0 -6 failures/sec
combustion chamber) leak, burnthrough failures/sec 172,800 x 10 .6 failures/hr
55-69 Explosive valve A Premature fire Probability of (4) I 0 Probability of premature
explosive valve fire = O. 00019
failure = 0. 0019
B Fail to fire 90 Probability does not fire =
0. 00171
70-71 Burst disc A Premature burst Probability of (2) 50 Probability of premature
burst disc failure burst = 0. 00025
= O. 0005
B Fail to burst 50 Probability does not burst
= 0. 00025
Data Source
(I) FARADA (Bureau of Naval Weapons, U. S. Naval Fleet Missile Systems Analysis and Evaluation Group,
Corona, California) adjusted to reflect TaW failure rate experience on satellite systems.
(2) Taw estimated.
-6 .
(3) TRW test data: LMDE (Injector: 91,274 firing seconds with 0 failures = .a6fallure rate _ 10 x i0 fa*lures/second:
Chamber: 24, 135 firing seconds with 0 failures = a failure rate < 38 x I0- failures/second @ 60 percent level of confidence).
(4) Vendor rellabillty prediction based on applicable test results.
E-19
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Table E-6. Voyager Standard Level Failure Rates
Part Type
Failure Rate
(Failures / 109 hr)
Resis
Diode
tot
Carbon composition
Metal film
Carbon film
Wire-wound accurate
Wire-wound power
Wire-wound variable
Carbon variable
Analog
Zener
R e ctifie r
Digital
T unnel
Varactor
# wave mixer
wave detector
Germanium
SCR
Pin
Capacitor
Ceramic
Ceramic feed-through
Glass
Mica dipped
Mica button
Paper
Plastic
Paper plastic
IZ
8
8
40
50
6O
40
30
73
30
14
100
65
5O
50
50
150
50
14
24
6
8
8
25
Z5
Z5
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Table E- 6. Voyager Standard Level Failure Rates (Continued)
Part Type
Failure Rate
(Failures / 109 hr)
Tantalum foil
Tantalum solid
Tantalum wet slug
Miscellaneous variable
Connector
Coaxial
General
Multilayer
Transistor
Silicon general
Silicon switching
Field effect
Germanium
Transformer
IF, 4 term
RF, 4 term
General, 4 term
General, 5 term
General, 6 term
Puls e
Magnetic amplifier
Z winding
3 winding
Thermistor
Crystal
Memory Cores/hundred
Relay
General, Z contact sets
8O
40
8O
39
6O
10
5
100
4O
6O
150
30
30
30
4O
5O
45
30
4O
10
76
1
300
E-Z1
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Table E-6. Voyager Standard Level Failure Rates (Continued)
Part Type
Failure Rate
(Failures/109 hr)
Coil
General, 4 contact sets
Latching 1 winding
Latching Z winding
Sense
C o axial
General
RF
Integrated Circuits
Digital
Analog
Crystal Filer
Tube
R e ctifie r
Klystron (LP)
Klystron (HP)
TWT
Waveguide
Switch (LP)
Switch (HP)
Section
C oupling
Cavity filter
Resistive termination
Battery cell
Connection
Wire -wrap
Fuse
LC filter
350
450
500
400
475
I0
4
50
150
ZOO
I,Z50
1O, 000
X5,000
1O, 000
1,000
5,000
I0
I00
I00
I0
150
1
3
ZOO
73
E -ZZ
Table E-6. Voyager Standard Level Failure Rates (Continued)
Part Type
Failure Rate
(Failures/10 9 hr)
Meter
Switch, toggle DPDT
Lamp
Video amplifier
Operational amplifier (not IC)
Shaft encoder
Indicator
Mixer
Crystal oscillator
Cavity
Circulator
Step recovery diode
Resolvers
Circuit breaker
Nixie
Brush
Solar cell
Thermal switch
Motor
FEB, encoder
FSU
Gyro
Sun sensor
Engine actuator
Drive actuator assembly
Array drive
Resistor network
1/2 Integrated circuit gate
Pressure tank
Cold gas filter
Regulator
500
I00
1,000
5,000
800
Z, 000
0
I, I00
850
I00
I00
200
6,000
500
I, 000
40
I0
5OO
3OO
135
4, 900
10,000
685
I00
100
I00
30
Z5
Z6
3Z
400
E-Z3
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Table E-6. Voyager Standard Level Failure Rates (Continued)
Part Type
Failure Rate
(Failures / 109 hr)
Pintle actuator 404
Check valve 45
Start tank 26
Relief valve 250
Propellant ball valve actuators 4336
Propellant tank 26
Propellant filter 32
Bipropellant valve motor driven poppet valve 1323
Bearing 500
Cable 438
Gear 77
Hinge 66Z
Motor Z 30
Pulley 154
Roller 4Z 3
Spring 1 1 0
Track 123
Latching mechanism 12 5
Heater Z0
Temperature transducer 335
Pressure transducer 1400
Fill valve 21
Diffuse r 3Z
Bellows Z6
Solenoid valve 3619
E -Z4
Table E-7. Voyager Cyclic Failure Probabilities
Component
Failure
Probability
Explosive valves (N/O)
Explosive valves (N/C)
Start valves (N/C)
Burst disc
Bimetallic spring
Solenoid valve per cycle
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0005
0.000001Zl
0.000001
Table E-8. Environmental Factors
Mission Condition Factor
Boost
Interplanetary cruise
Midcourse corrections
Orbital ins ertion
Orbit cruise
Orbit trim
100
1
10
50
1
10
E -Z5
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Table E-9. Guidance and Control Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rat e_
(Failures per 10" hr)
Probability
of Success
Probability
of Success
(Redundant Conf. )
Canopus sensor 6494
Coarse sun sensor 980
Fine sun sensor 790
Gyro control assembly 9640
Control electronics 5000
Reaction control 6727
Thrust vector control 1000
Accelerometer 350
Total
0. 9570
0. 9933
0. 9947
0. 9350
0. 9666
0. 9552
0. 9932
0. 9976
0. 958
0.9993
0.9999
0.9999
O. 9960
m
0. 9980
0,9999
Table E-10. Command Unit Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rate 9
(Failures per 10 hr)
Probability of
Success
Bit synchronizer detector
Detector selector
Input decoder
Output decoder
Output drivers
9417 0.938
300 0.998
2250 0.985
3900 0.974
2100 0.986
Total (Redundant Configuration) 0. 995
E -26
Table E-11. Command and Sequencer Unit Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rate 9
(Failures per 10 hr)
Probability of
Success
(Redundant Conf. )
Decoder and drivers 10,890
Memory and timers 18,965
Accelerometer counter 1,200
Counter backup 500
Function generator 1,500
Antenna pointing backup 500
Command events register
Total (Redundant Configuration} 0. 981
O. 929
O. 879
O. 992
O. 997
O. 99O
O. 997
Table E-12. S-Band Radio Subsystem Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rate 9
(Failures per 10 hr)
Probability of
Success
(Redundant Conf. )
Baseband assembly
Exciter and TWT
Transmitter selector
Receiver selector
High-gain antenna and diplexer
High-gain receiver
Circulator switch
Medium-gain antenna and diplexer
Medium-gain receiver
Circulator switch and selector
Low-gain antenna and receiver
Total IRedundant Configuration)
4,000
20, 350
2,342
1,219
42,760
17,200
25O
21, 150
17,200
I, 500
17,400
0.916
O. 9732
O. 8708
O. 9841
O. 9917
O. 7477
O. 8894
O. 9983
O. 8639
O. 8894
O. 9898
O. 8894
E -Z7
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Table E-13. Telemetry and Data Storage Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rate
(Failures per 109 hr)
Probability of
Success
Hard-wired programmer
(subcarrier)
Hard-wired programmer
(main-carrier)
Flexible format generator
Bit rate generator and sync
generators
Subcarrier and main carrier
multiplexer s
Engineering data direct output
Engineering data tape recorder
Science data direct output
Science data tape recorder
Video data tape selector
Video data tape recorders
Data output coder and switch
330 0. 9978
Z40 0. 9983
6,067 0. 9595
Z, 730 0. 9816
4,035 0.9730
910 0.9938
12,000 0.9210
60 0.9999
12,000 0.9210
150 0.9990
IZ, 000 0.9210
150 0.9990
Total (Redundant Configuration} 0. 921
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Table E- 14. Electrical Power Subsystem Component Reliability
Component
Probability of Success
Failure Rate 9 Single Redundant(Failures per 10 hr) Component Configuration
Solar array and shunts
Boost regular
Synchronizer
400-Hz inverter
Load control
Battery and control
Telemetry
0.9985
4000 0.9732 0.9997
3800 0.9745 0.9996
7100 0.9529 0.9989
7500 0.9503 0.9988
7000 0.9535 0.9937
600 0.9959 -
Total (Redundant Configuration} 0.985
Table E- 15. Electrical Distribution Subsystem
C omponent Reliability
Component
Probability of Success
Failure Rate 9 Single Redundant
(Failures per 10 hr) Component Configuration
Electrical distribution
unit
1650 O. 9888 O. 9999
Pyro-Group 1: One safe/
arm unit and seven pyro
control units
5850 0. 9986 0. 9999
Pyro-Group 2: One safe/
arm unit and three pyro
control units
3450 0. 9975 0. 9999
Pyro-Group 3: Two safe/
arm units and nine pyro
control units
8700 0.9544 0.9999
Total (Redundant Configuration) O. 999
I E-29
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Table E-16. Planetary Scan Platform Component Reliability
Component
Failure Rate Probability of Success
(Failures per 109hr) For Mission
PSP drive and electronics
Mars sensor electronics
Mars sensor
3583 0.9740
2585 0.9826
2454 0.9986
Total (Redundant Configuration) 0.955
E-30
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3. SUPPORTING DATA AND DISCUSSION F-2 1
APPENDIX F
MASS PROPERTIES DATA
The weight and mass properties of the recommended spacecraft
are presented in this appendix. Data is displayed in tabular and
graphic form, together with a discussion of supporting data.
The weights of the planetary vehicle are 20, 107, 22, 166, and
2.4,097 pounds including capsule weights of 5000, 6000, and 7000 pounds
respectively. These planetary vehicle weight estimates include a
propulsive capability of 1.95 km/sec and weight allocations of 400 pounds
for the spacecraft science and 50 pounds for the capsule radio link (as
per the requirements and guidelines of References F-1 and F-2.). The
configuration incorporating the 5000 pound capsule of Case A for the
study (Reference F-2) meets the maximum weight requirement of
Reference F-l, i.e., that the gross weight of the planetary vehicle
including adapter must not exceed ?2, 000 pounds.
The spacecraft also meets other basic criteria established during
the course of the study:
• Powered flight slosh stability requirements
are met with a reasonable margin.
• Adequate main engine gimbal moment arm
for control purposes is provided throughout
all phases of the mission.
1. WEIGHT DATA
Tables F-1 and F-2 give summary and detailed weight estimates
for the planetary vehicle, utilizing the guideline format supplied by
MSFC. This data is also given in Tables F-B, F-4, and F-5 in terms
of a format based on the breakdown of the spacecraft into two major mod-
ules. Table F-6 gives a mission weight history for the reference velocity
profile given in Section 3. 15 and for capsule weights of 5000, 6000, and
7000 pounds.
The weight estimates shown are predicated upon the use of a 5 per-
cent weight contingency as per the MSFC guideline of Reference F-2..
This is considered to be an optimistic assumption for the present state
of configuration definition.
F-1
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Table F- 1. Summary Weight Estimates--Recommended Configuration
(Guideline Format)
Weight (lb)
Item Case A Case B
Structure
Basic shell
Meteoroid protection
Support s
Separation mechanism
Propulsion
Engine (main)
Fuel system
Oxidizer system
Pre s s ur iz ation
Supports
Secondary engine installation
Equipment and Instrumentation
Structure
Guidance, control and navigation
Instrumentation
Electric power
Electric networks
Temperature control system
Attitude control system
Science equipment
Balance Weights
Contingency
Total Dry Spacecraft
Unusable Fluids
Propellant residuals
Pressurant residuals
Total Inert Spacecraft
Usable Propellant
Total Spacecraft at Liftoff
w
Capsule
Total Planetary Vehicle at Liftoff
913.0 913.0 913.0
Ztl.4 Zll.4 Zll.4
562, 6 562,6 562, 6
110.4 110.4 110.4
2-8,6 28,6 28,6
I, 568.7
408 5
232 1
237 I
348 8
308 2
34 0
2, 276. 0
180.0
168.Z
397, 7
443, 5
298, 0
2.38,5
150. 1
400. O*
i, 568.7 I, 568.7
408. 5 408.5
23Z. I Z3Z. I
237. I 237. I
348.8 348.8
308, Z 308, Z
34, 0 34, 0
2,340,6
180, 0
168 Z
397 7
443 5
298 0
238 5
214 7
400 0*
2,340.6
180 0
168 Z
397 7
443 5
298 0
238 5
214 7
400 0_
15.0 15.0 15.0
216. 1 g17.7 217.7
4, 988.8 5, 055.0 5, 055.0
455. i 458.2 461.2
412.9 416.0 419.0
42. Z 42.2 42. Z
5,443.9 5,513.2 5,516.Z
9,663. I I0,652.5 ii, 580.5
i5, 107.0 16, 165.7 17,096.7
5, 000.0 6, 000. 0 7, 000. 0
Z0, 107.0 ZZ, 165.7 24, 096.7
JPL specification payload weight allocation. See Volume 5, Appendix G,
for weight estimates of science payloads described in that volume.
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Table F-2. Planetary Vehicle Weight Estimate (5000-1b Capsule)
(Guideline Format)
Item Weight (lb)
Structure
Basic shell
Rings and frames 77.0
Stringers and longerons 96.6
Longerons 75.6
Radial members 21.0
Miscellaneous 37.8
Attachment s -- equipment
module 23.5
Attachments --propulsion
module 14.3
Meteoroid protection
Panels --equipment module 510.0
Panels--propulsion module 52.6
Supports
Supports--antenna 36.9
Support --medium -gain
antenna 12.5
Support--low-gain antenna 2.0
Support--high-gain antenna 22.4
Support--planetary scan platform 38.5
Supports--solar array 35.0
Separation mechanism
Propulsion
Engine (main)
Fuel system
Tanks and supports
Tanks
Start tank
Tank supports
Plumbing
Fill/drain coupling
Pre-valve
Quad solenoid valve
Filter
Pressure transducer
Temperature transducer
Hardware
Fuel lines
Miscellaneous
Electrical harness
Electrical junction box
146.0
25.0
22.0
0 9
10 0
5 0
2 3
0 3
0 5
2 1
13 0
2.5
2.5
193.0
34. 1
5.0
211.4
562.6
110.4
28.6
408.5
232. 1
913.0
1, 568.7
F-3
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Table F-2. Planetary Vehicle Weight Estimate (5000-1b Capsule)
(Guideline Format) (Continued)
Item Weight (lb)
Oxidizer system
Tanks and supports
Tanks
Start tank
Tank supports
Plumbing
Fill/drain
Pre-valve
Quad solenoid valve
Filter
Pressure transducer
Temperature transducer
Hardware
Oxidizer lines
Miscellaneous
Electrical harness
Electrical junction box
Pressurization
Bottles and supports
Pres surant tanks
Pressurant tank supports
Plumbing
Fill/vent coupling --helium
Fill/vent coupling--
propellant
Explosive valves
Filter
Quad pressure regulator
Quad check valve
Burst disc and relief valve
Pressure transducer
Temperature transducer
Hardware
Line s
Supports
Engine supports
System supports
Main cross beams
End beams
Center beams
Base panel
Secondary engine installation
Engines (4)
Valves (Z)
Plumbing
Supports
193.0
146.0
25.0
Z2.0
39. f
0.9
I0.0
5.0
Z.3
0.3
0.5
2.1
18.0
5.0
2.5
Z.5
300.0
264. 0
36.0
48.8
0.3
0.9
12.0
0.9
12.0
1.8
1.6
0.8
0.5
3.0
15.0
7Z.0
48.0
ZO.O
136.4
31.8
276.4
29.2
1.0
1.8
2.0
Z37. I
348.8
308.2
34. 0
F-4
Table F-2. Planetary Vehicle Weight Estimate (5000-1b Capsule)
(Guideline Format) (Continued)
Item Weight (lb)
Equipment and Instrumentation
Structure
Equipment mounting panels
Guidance, control and navigation
Sensors
Canopus sensor (2)
Coarse sun sensor (4)
Fine sun sensor (2)
Limb and terminator
crossing detector (2)
Compute r / sequence r
Primary computer and
sequencer
Backup computer and
sequencer
Control computer
Inertial reference
assembly (2)
Guidance and control
electronics
Servo actuators
TVC actuators
Instrumentation
Radio
S-band radio
Baseband assembly 1.0
Modulator exciter (2) 6.0
l-watt transmitter 3.0
Power amplifier and
power supply (2) i5.6
Transmitter selector 1.0
Receiver (4) 14.0
Receiver selector 1.0
Low-gain antenna
selector 0.5
Circulator switch
assembly 7.5
Diplexer (4) 4.0
Preamplifier (4) 2.0
Interconnecting cables 8.0
Antenna drive
electronics 5.0
Capsule radio link
30.2
2.4
0.4
1.2
18.0
16.0
50.0
13.0
37.0
68.6
50.0
180.0
34.2
34.0
63.0
37.0
118.6
180.0
168.2
397.7
2,276.0
F-5
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Table F-2. Planetary Vehicle Weight Estimate (5000-1b Capsule)
(Guideline Format) (Continued)
Item Weight (Ib)
Command 12.5
Command unit I0.5
PSP remote decoder Z. 0
Telemetry 15.0
Telemetry data handling unit ii. 0
PSP video remote
multiplexer Z. 0
PSP remote multiplexer 2.0
Data system 116.0
Video tape recorder (4) 80.0
Engineering and science
tape recorder (i) 36.0
Antennas 135.6
Low -gain antenna (g} 6.0
Low-gain antenna feed (2) 6.5
High-gain antenna 5Z. I
High-gain antenna feed 6.4
High-gain antenna drive 30.0
Medium-gain antenna 1Z. 4
Medium-gain antenna feed 5.2
Medium-gain antenna drive 17.0
Electrical power
Solar panels
Batteries (3)
Power control
Inverter I0.0
Converter (8) 40.0
Power control unit g0.0
Shunt element assembly (I) 6.0
Electrical networks
Networks
Cabling and connectors-
equipment module Z07.0
propulsion module 5.0
Junction box--propulsion
module 5.0
Junction box (6) 44.0
Distribution control unit tZ. 0
Pyrotechnics 25.0
Pyrotechnic control assembly 25.0
Temperature control system
Insulation-equipment module 127.6
Insulation-propulsion module 31.9
Louvers and mechanisms 36.3
Other devices 13.4
Insulation-engine Z9.3
F-6
217.5
150.0
76.0
Z73.0
443.5
_98.0
Z38.5
Table F-2. Planetary Vehicle Weight Estimate (5000-1b Capsule)
{Guideline Format) {Continued)
Item Weight (lb)
Attitude control system
Bottles (2) 56.0
Plumbing 2.0
Thruster assembly {4) 2.4
Mounts i I. 0
Controls 16. Z
Regulator--low pressure 2.4
Regulator--high pressure 5.0
Solenoid valve 7.2.
Selector valve I. Z
Fill valve 0.4
Miscellaneous I. 4
Transducer--low pressure 0.2
Transducer--high pressure 0.2
Transducer--outlet 0. I
Nitrogen gas 61. l
Usable N 2 56.3
Residual N 2 4.8
Science equipment
Scan platform
Science instruments
Balance Weights
Contingency
Total Dry Spacecraft
Residuals
Propellants
Tanks
Lines and engine
Pressurant
Total Inert Spacecraft
Usable Propellants
Fuel
Oxidizer
Total Spacecraft at Liftoff
Capsule
Total Planetary Vehicle at Liftoff
145.0
255.0
359.8
53.1
i50. i
400. O*
41Z.9
4Z. Z
3, 716.6
5,946.5
15,0
216. I
4,988.8
455. I
5,443.9
9,663. 1
15, 107.0
#
JPL Specification payload weight allocation. See Volume 5, Appendix G,
for weight estimates of science payloads described in that volume.
F-7
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Table F-3. Recommended Planetary Vehicle Weight Summary
(Format Based on Modularity)
(5000-1b Capsule)
Item Weight
(lb)
Capsule
Spacecraft Science Subsystem
Capsule Radio Link
Spacecraft Equipment Module
Structure
Thermal control
Electrical power
Electrical distribution and pyrotechnic control
Guidance and control
S-Band radio
Telemetry and data storage
Command and sequencer
Balance weights
Contingency (5 percent)
Spacecraft Propulsion Module
Structure
Thermal control
Electrical distribution and pyrotechnic control
Thrust vector control actuators
Engine
C- 1 engine installation
Propellant feed
Pressurization system
Residuals (propellant and helium)
Contingency (5 percent)
Impulse propellant
Planetary Vehicle Gross Weight
Planetary Vehicle Adapter
Structure
Electrical distribution and pyrotechnic control
Shroud modification
Separation system
Contingency
Planetary Vehicle Gross Weight + Adapter
5,000.0
400.0
50.0
2,677.8
1, 008.5
177. 3
443 5
Z88 0
236 3
Z04 Z
131 0
46 5
15 0
127 5
11,979.2
483.7
61.2
I0.0
37.0
408.5
34.0
4Z5. Z
312-.8
455. I
88.6
9,663. I
Z0, 107.0
685. 5
474. X
8.0
134.7
36.0
32.6
Z0, 79Z. 5
F-8
Table F-4. Detailed Weight Estimate--Equipment Module
It em W e ight
(Ib)
Structure
Equipment panels (6)
Meteoroid protection panels (27)
Longerons (8)
Rings (5)
Diagonal members (8)
Medium-gain antenna supports and deployment
mechanism
Low-gain antenna deployment mechanism
High-gain antenna supports and deployment
mechanism
PSP supports and deployment mechanism
Solar array supports
Nitrogen bottla supports
Attachments and miscellaneous
Thermal Control
Ins ulation
Louvers
Heaters and thermostats
Attachments and miscellaneous
Electrical Power
Solar array
Battery (3)
Inverter, 400 H_ (1)
Converter, DC/_DC (8)
Power control unit (I)
Shunt element assembly (Z)
Electrical Distribution and Pyrotechnic Control
Cabling and connectors
Junction box (6)
Pyrotechnic control assembly (t)
Distribution control unit (1)
Guidance and Control
Inertial reference assembly (Z)
Guidance and control electronics (1)
Canopus sensor (Z)
Canopus sensor shield (Z)
Coarse sun sensor (4)
Fine sun sensor (2)
1,008.5
180.0
510.0
75.6
77.0
21.0
22.4
38.5
35.0
II.0
23.5
177.3
127.6
36.3
4.0
9.4
443.5
217.5
150.0
I0.0
40.0
20.0
6.0
288.0
Z07.0
44.0
Z5.0
IZ.0
236.3
50,0
13.0
14.0
16.Z
2.4
0.4
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Table F-4. Detailed Weight Estimate--Equipment Module (Continued)
Item Weight
(lb)
Limb and terminator crossing detector (Z)
Pressure vessel (Z)
Regulator, low pressure (Z)
Regulator, high pressure (Z)
Solenoid valve (IZ)
Selector valve (_-)
Transducer, low pressure (2)
Transducer, high pressure (Z)
Transducer outlet (iZ)
Fill valve (Z)
Plumbing set (Z)
Thruster assembly (4)
Residual nitrogen
Us able nitrogen
S-Band Radio
Baseband assembly (1)
Modulator exciter (Z)
1-watt transmitter (1)
Power amplifier and power supply (Z)
Transmitter selector (1)
Receiver (4)
Receiver selector (1)
Low-gain antenna selector (t)
Circulator switch assembly (1)
Diplexer (4)
Preamplifier (4)
Low-gain antenna (2)
Low-gain antenna feed (2)
High-gain antenna (1)
High-gain antenna feed (1)
High-gain antenna drive (1)
Medium-gain antenna ( 1 )
Medium-gain antenna feed (1)
Medium-gain antenna drive (1)
Interconnecting cables (15)
Antenna drive electronics (1)
Telemetry and Data Storage
Video tape recorder (4)
Engineering and science recorder (Z)
Telemetry, data handling unit (1)
PSP video remote multiplexer (1)
PSP remote multiplexer (1)
1.3
56.0
Z.4
5.0
7. Z
I.Z
0.2
0. X
1.0
0.4
Z.0
Z,4
4.8
56.3
Z04. Z
1.0
6.0
3.0
15.6
i.0
14.0
1.0
0.5
7.5
4.0
2.0
6.0
6.5
5Z. I
6.4
30.0
IZ.4
5.Z
17.0
8.0
5.0
131.0
80.0
36.0
11.0
2.0
2..0
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Table F-4. Detailed Weight Estimate--Equipment Module (Continued)
It em W e ight
(Ib)
Command and Sequencer
Command unit (i)
Primary computer and sequencer (I)
Backup computer and sequencer (i)
PSP remote decoder (i)
Balance Weights
Contingency
Spacecraft Equipment Module
46.5
10.5
i8.0
16.0
Z.0
15.0
127.5
2,677.8
Table F-5. Detailed Weight Estimate--Propulsion Module
Item Weight
(Ib)
Structure
Main cross beams (4)
End beams (8)
Center beams (4)
Base panel (1)
Meteoroid protection paneis (5)
Separation system
Propellant tank supports
Pressurant tank supports
Engine supports
Attachments and miscellaneous
Temperature Control
Insulation, base panel
Insulation, engine
Electrical Distribution and Pyrotechnic Control
Cabling and connectors
Junction box
483.7
72.0
48 0
20 0
136 4
52 6
28 6
44 0
36 0
318
14 3
61.2
31.9
29.3
10.0
5.0
5.0
F-11
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Table F-5. Detailed Weight Estimate--Propulsion Module (Continued)
Item Weight
(lb)
Thrust Vector Control Actuators
Thrust vector control actuators (Z)
Engine and Valves
Combustion chambe r as sembly
Chamber heat shield
Seal
Nozzle extension
Nozzle insulation
Hardware
Injector
Pintle actuator
Propellant lines and ducts
Shut-off valve, high thrust
Shut-off valve, low thrust
Pre-valve
Hardware
Trim orifices
Electrical harness
Junction box
Hardware, junction box
Instrumentation
Gimbal assembly
Hardware
C- 1 Engine Installation
Engines (4)
Nozzle extension (4)
Nozzle insulation (4)
Isolation valve (Z)
Plumbing
Hardware
Propellant Feed System
Tanks (4)
Start tanks (2)
Fill-drain coupling (4)
Pre-valve (4)
Quad solenoid valve (Z)
Filter (2)
Pressure transducer (Z)
Temperature transducer (4)
Electrical harness
Electrical junction box
37,0
37,0
408.5
202.5
8.0
Z.0
36.0
26.5
5.0
29 3
4 0
13 0
17 0
13 8
3 5
0.8
0.5
6.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
26.1
5.5
34.0
Z0.0
5.2
4.0
1.0
1.8
2.0
425.2
292.0
50.0
1.8
20.0
10.0
4.6
0.5
i.0
5.0
5.0
F-IZ
Table F-5. Detailed Weight Estimate-Propulsion Module (Continued)
Item Weight
(lb)
Hardware 4.3
Fuel lines 13.0
Oxidizer lines 18.0
Pressurization System
Tanks (2)
Fill/vent coupling, helium (1)
Fill/vent coupling, propellant (Z)
Explosive valves (15)
Filter (3)
Quad pressure regulator (1)
Quad check valve (2)
Burst disc and relief valve (2}
Pressure transducer (3)
Temperature transducer (E)
Hardware
Plumbing
R e s idual s
Fuel
Fuel, tanks
Oxidizer, tanks
Fuel, lines
Oxidizer, Lines
Helium, tanks
Contingency (5 percent)
Impulse Propellant
Fuel
Oxidize r
Spacecraft Propulsion Module
312.8
264.0
0.3
0.9
12.0
0.9
12.0
1.8
1.6
0.8
0.5
3.0
15.0
455. 1
31.7
126.2
201.9
20.4
32.7
42.2
88.6
9,663. 1
3, 7 i6.6
5,946.5
ll, 979.2
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Table F-6. Planetary Vehicle Weight Histories
Condition
Capsule Weight
(lb)
5, 000 6, 000 7, 000
Gross Injected Weight
Less planetary vehicle adapter
Net Injected Weight
Less midcourse correction
propellant
Less 50 percent usable nitrogen
(assumed)
Planetar X Vehicle at Begin Mars
Orbit Insertion
Less Mars orbit insertion
propellant
Planetary Vehicle Jn Mars Orbit
Less capsule
Spacecraft in Mars Orbit
Less available orbit correction
propellant
Less remainder of usable nitrogen
Spacecraft at End-of-Life
20, 793 ZZ, 852 24, 783
-686 -686 -686
Z0, 107 2Z, 166 24, 097
-I, 393 -l, 536 -1,670
-Z8 -44 -44
18, 686 ZO, 586 ZZ, 383
-7,706 -8,490 -9, Z31
I0,980 1Z, 096 13, 15Z
-5,000 -6,000 -7,000
5,980 6,096 6, 15Z
-564 -627 -68O
-Z8 -44 -44
5,388 5,425 5,428
2. MASS DISTRIBUTION PROPERTIES
Center of mass and moment of inertia data for the planetary vehicle
and the spacecraft are presented in Table F-7. The corresponding
information showing the orientation of the principal axes is given in
Table F-8. The system of coordinate axes and principal axis orientation
angles for the planetary vehicle are shown in Figure F-1.
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Table F-8. Principal Axis Data
(5000-1b Capsule)
Condition
Ignition--appendages stowed
Ignition--appendages deployed
End Mars orbit insertion
Spacecraft in Mars orbit
Spacecraft at end of life
Dry spacec raft - appendage s
stowed
Dry spac ec raft- appendage s
deployed
Planetary Vehicle
91
(de_)
+0.6
-3.3
-2.4
+12.9
+13.4
Spacecraft
92 9 1
{de_). (deg)
+8.6 -1..1
-5.2 +9.6
-2.6 + 12.9
-6.3 + 12.9
-6.4 +13.4
-- -3.6
-- +12.3
_2
(deg)
-8.7
-4.3
-6.3
-6.3
-6.4
-7.7
-5.9
See Figure F-9for explanation of 91 and 92
+X
+y -y
-X
+Z
// "x.
\\ ///
REFERENCE SIAIION 0_TURN V STATION 3258.555
-Z FOR THE AFT PV)
Figure F-I. Planetary Vehicle Coordinate Axis System
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Figure F-2 shows center of mass variation with weight for the space-
craft alone, and Figure F-3 shows this for the planetary vehicle with a
5000-pound capsule. Figure F-4 shows the variation of the center of mass
(for the initial case of no capsule} as propellant is utilized, in relation to
slosh stability. The powered flight slosh stability criteria and main
engine gimbal moment arm requirements have a significant effect on the
recommended configuration. In particular all equipment was placed as
far forward and the engine as far aft as possible within the constraints of
the planetary vehicle envelope. In satisfying the center of mass require-
ment as shown in Figure F-4, the PSP must be deployed to the far forward
position.
Minimum c.g. travel is a desirable feature and speaking in terms
of longitudinal travel has been achieved as far as possible with this
configuration. Better capsule information will be required before refine-
ments can be made. The desired radial c.g. offset limit of 0.5 inch at
128 NOTE: 'X MAXIMILIM IS -0.()3 INCH I
i 1,6O
-2.0 12 I _
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Figure F-2. Center of Mass vs. Weight-Spacecraft with
No Capsule
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Figure F-3. Center of Mass vs. Weight--Planetary Vehicle
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Mars orbit insertion burnout is a difficult value to achieve due to the large
offset mass of the PSI:). Efforts have been made to distribute equipment
weight to obtain this value with the spacecraft alone, and so far the best
figure that has been achieved is about 4.9 inches. This represents an
engine gimbal angle of 5.3 degrees, which is just within the maximum
allowable of + 6 degrees.
Estimates of moments of inertia and principal axis angles are
plotted versus weight for the spacecraft alone in Figures F-5 and F-6.
Estimated moments of inertia of the capsule versus weight are given in
Figure 5-7, and this data has been used to estimate moments of inertia
and principal axis angles as shown in Figure F-8 and F-9.
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Figure F-5. Spacecraft Moments of Inertia vs.
(no Capsule)
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Figure F-9. Planetary Vehicle Principal Axis Angles vs. Weight
(5000-1b Capsule)
It is desirable for the spacecraft axis through the high-gain
antenna and the PSP (y axis) to coincide with a principal axis, and also
to minimize any movement of the principal axis in order to lessen
cross coupling effects when the attitude control system is activated or
when the I=_SP or antenna is rotated. Also it is desirable to install the
a_itude control system nozzles on the principal axes of the spacecraft.
Initial estimates indicate a maximum movement (transverse) of 3.8
degrees, with the principal axis being up to 6.4 degrees away from the
PSP axis. Balancing the transverse inertias allows a single level
thruster for attitude control in pitch and yaw.
3. SUPPORTING DATA AND DISCUSSION
3. 1 Capsule
No attempt was made to estimate subsystem weights within the
capsule system. The capsule was therefore assumed to be ahomogeneous
mass, with center of mass at its geometric center. Specific information
concerning the capsule c.m. was obtained from Reference F-I, which
F-ZI
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indicated a possible wide tolerance both longitudinally and transversely.
Simplified inertia values were computed for a range of capsule weights
during the Phase 1A Task B study. This curve is reproduced here (see
Figure F-7) and formed the basis for inputs to the moments of inertia
and principal axis angle calculations.
3.2 Science Subsystem
In sizing the spacecraft a total science subsystem weight allocation
of 400 pounds has been assumed. This weight is consistent with the
minimum value quoted in Reference F-t. More recent payloads are
discussed in Volume 5 with comparative weight estimates summarized
in Appendix G of that volume. For the performance of mass properties
configuration analyses, a weight breakdown, as shown below, has been
established. This differs from weights shown in Volume 5, where instru-
ment weights are selected based on desired performance, rather than by
allocation of the specified weight constraint of 400 pounds.
Weight, (ib)
PSP Mounted Instruments 255
Photo-imaging system 155
High re solution IR spectrometry 30
Broadband IR spectrometer Z0
IR radiometer 20
UV spectrometer 30
PS P 145
Platform structure 58
Platform support structure 10
Cryogenic control lO
Thermal control 16
Control electronics 5
Mars sensors IZ
Drive mechanisms 14
Electrical harness i0
Attachments 10
400
F-Z?-
3.3 Capsule Radio Link
The subsystem elements of the capsule radio link are two UHF
receivers, two demodulators, apreamplifier, tape recorder, and a UHF
antenna which is a quad-spiral array occupying a volume 27 x 27 x I0
inches. A conservative weight allowance of 50 pounds has been allocated
for this subsystem (Ref. F-I). Fourteen pounds has been allowed for the
antenna, 7 pounds for each of two preamplifier, receiver, demodulator
units, and 12 pounds for the data recorder. The remaining 10 pounds
includes the weight of transformers incorporated into the feed trans-
mission line, three integrated hybrid rings, and feed coax and connec-
tor s.
3.4 Structure
The spacecraft structure consists of two main elements, an octa-
gonal equipment module section weighing 1008.5 pounds, and a propulsion
module structural assembly that weighs 483.7 pounds.
The equipment module structure consists of six side-mounted equip-
ment panels, a total of 19 meteoroid panels, longerons, rings and
supports, and deployment mechanism for the various appendages.
Equipment panels are constructed of aluminum honeycomb hex-core
i. 5-inch thick and Z. 3 Ib/ft 3 density bonded between 0. 035-inch alumi-
num alloy face sheets. The specific weight is i. 5Z Ib/ft Z including
allowances for bond and mechanical inserts.
The remaining side and top panels ;;'ere sized to provide adequate
meteoroid protection to the interior of the spacecraft. Based upon an
estimated probability of zero penetration of 0.87, the panels were
constructed from a 2.0 lb/ft 3 foam core, 1.5 inches thick, bondedbe-
tween aluminum alloy face sheets 0.010 and 0. 030 inch thick for the
outer and inner, respectively. The specific weight was estimated to be
I. 04 Ib/ft 2.
The meteoroid panels account for over 50 percent of the equipment
module structural weight and so far as the planetary vehicle is concerned
constitute a weight penalty of almost 1085 pounds, assuming the reference
F -23
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velocity profile (see Section 3. 15). Any improvement in meteoroid pro-
tection hazard prediction could therefore be of great benefit to the
planetary vehicle.
Other equipment module structural items were computed on the
basis of strength and stiffness requirements and reflect the results of a
detailed structural analysis.
The propulsion module structure consists of a double cruciform
beam assembly upon which is mounted an aluminum honeycomb core
panel. The panel core is 1.5 inches thick and 2.0 ib/ft 3 density, and
face sheets of 0. 020 inch aluminum a11oy, with a total installed specific
weight of 0.97 lb/ft 2. Beams are constructed mainly from 0. 040-inch
aluminum alloy webs with Tee section caps ranging in center section
Z
area from 0. 19 to 0. Z7 in .
Meteoroid protection for the engine and tanks is provided by the
base-mounted solar array panels supplemented with additional aluminum
a11oy bumper panels.
The weight estimates include supports for propellant and pressur-
ant tanks and engine mounting.
3.5 Thermal Control
Thermal protection is provided by an external aluminized Mylar
insulating blanket that surrounds the top, sides, base panel and PSP,
antennas and solar array support struts of the spacecraft. This blanket,
which is installed by means of Velcro tape, is made up of two outer
layers, 3 mils thick, sandwiched between which are 70 layers, I/4 rail
thick. The installed weight per square foot is 0.25 pounds.
Thermal control of the equipment is provided by means of heat
sinks and louver assemblies, together with heaters and thermostats.
Louver assemblies (approximately 43 ft 2) which are mounted on the equip-
ment panels consist of OGO type louvers operated by Pioneer type bi-
metallic actuators. The estimated weight per square foot is 0.855 pound.
Protection is provided the solar array from engine heat by means
of a spun aluminum/Refrasil shell that surrounds the engine, plus a
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0. 005 titanium cover around the nozzle extension. The aluminum/
Refrasil shell is made up of a 0.5 inch of 4.8 lb/ft 3 Refrasil core bonded
between two 0. 010 aluminum face sheets. Specific weight is 0.49 lb/ft 2.
3.6 Electrical Power Subsystem
The spacecraft electrical power subsystem consists of a solar
array, secondary batteries, a 400Hz inverter, DC to DC converters,
a shunt element assembly, and a power control unit.
Solar array power is provided by an uninsulated annular array and
three insulated rectangular panels which mount on the aft surface of the
spacecraft. The annular array has the following characteristics:
Power output at 1.67 AU 582 watts
Cells in series 110
Cells in parallel 288
Total cells 31, 680
Total area 165 ft 2
Packing factor 84%
The total weight of the annular array, including the substrate, is
168.9 pounds. Electrical portions of the array, including P on N,
2 by 2 cm solar cells, cover glass, cells interconnects, diodes, wiring,
and electrical insulation have a combined weight of 0.23 lb/ft 2. The
substrate which is aluminum platerib construction weighs 0.83 lb/ft 2.
The characteristics of the aft array are as follows:
Power output at 1.67 AU
Cells in series
Cells in parallel
Total cells
Total area
Packing factor
205 watts
120
108
12, 960
62.5 ft
91%
Each of the three panels which make up the aft array is 50 by 60
inches in size. The electrical portion of the array weighs 0.23 lb/ft 2,
the same as the annular segment. The substrates, which are aluminum
honeycomb, weigh 0.57 lb/ft 2 and are made from 0.010 face sheets and
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2.3-pound per cubic foot core. FM I000 film bond adhesive weighing
0.04 ib/ft2 is used to bond the face sheets to the core.
Electrical power required during vehicle acquisition, maneuvering,
and Mars eclipse is provided by three nickel-cadium secondary batteries
which have the following characteristic s:
Nominal capacity
Average discharge current
Nominal discharge voltage
Number of cells
Maximum depth of discharge
16 ampere-hours
3.5 amperes
41 volts
33 series connected
50%
The estimated weight for each of the batteries is 50 pounds.
Weight and size data on each of the remaining units in the electrical
power subsystem has been estimated using Intelsat packaging concepts
as abasis. These units are the inverter, converters, shunt element
assembly, and the power control unit.
3.7 Electrical Distribution and Pyrotechnic Control
Unit weight for items within this subsystem have been estimated,
for the most part, using OGO spacecraft components as abasis. The
distribution control unit and J-boxes are all Similar in design to OGO
units. Spacecraft harness weight estimates were established employing
the following considerations: spacecraft size, harness function, wire
size, current requirements, shielding requirements, spacecraft system
complexity, and redundancy requirements.
3.8 Guidance and Control
Weights and sizes of units in the subsystem have been generally
estimated on the basis of similarity to units on other spacecraft. The
Canopus sensors are similar to those used on Lunar Orbiter, and the
sun sensors to those of OGO and Pioneer spacecraft.
The dual mode, triple redundant attitude control system was sized
to the following performance requirements:
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Cruise impulse at low thrust 307 Ib-sec
Acquisition and maneuver im- 739 Ib-sec
pulse at high thrust
Powered flight roli control 130 lb-sec
impulse at high thrust
Low thrust specific impulse is 120 seconds, and high thrust specific
impulse is 60 seconds. Tank sizes and weights were calculated using
titanium as a material with 160, 000 psi a11owable tensile strength, a
storage pressure of 3, 000 psia and a safety factor of 1.5. Weights
of other components in the attitude control system were estimated from
the design or derived from vendor-furnished information.
3.9 S-Band Communications
S-band electrical component mass property characteristics have
been estimated largely from similar units on other spacecraft. The
modulator exciters, low power transmitter, and receivers are similar
to MOL units, the baseband assembly is similar to an SGLS unit, and
the circulator switch assembly, and diplexers are similar to Pioneer
units. The remaining units in the subsystem will be designed specifically
for Voyager, with weights and sizes having been estimated on the basis
of function and part count using current state of the art packaging
concepts.
The two low-gain antennas, which are located on opposite sides
of the spacecraft to obtain omnidirectional receiving capability, are
identical, each consisting of a four-arm conical spiral element at the
end of a six-foot deployable boom. The antenna elements are estimated
to weigh 0.5 pound each and each antenna boom 2.5 pounds. The coax feed
for the low-gain antennas is 0.5-inch diameter foarnflex cable weighing
0. 152 ib/ft.
The medium-gain antenna consists of an elliptical reflector, feed
horn with supports, and mounting and supporting structure. The reflector
is 0.5-inch thick aluminum honeycomb with 0. 007-inch face sheets and
1 Ib/ft 3 core. Bonding material between the face sheets and core is
estimated to weigh 0.04 ib/ft 2. The total reflector has a calculated
weight of 8 pounds. Weights of remaining components have been estimated
as follows:
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Feed horn with 1.5
Reflector mounting struc- 1.0
ture
Support tube 1.9
Solid jacketed 0.5-inch diameter foarnflex cable is used for the coax feed.
This is the same coax as is used with the low-gain antennas.
The spacecraft high-gain antenna has a 9.5-foot diameter parabolic
reflector constructed of 3/4-inch aluminum honeycomb. A weight of
29.5 pounds has been calculated for the reflector assuming 0. 005 inch
thick face sheets, 1 lb/ft 3 core, and 0.04 lb/ft 2 bonding material. Peri-
pheral and intermediate rings weighing 5. 3 pounds are provided for
structural stiffness. Weight estimates of the other items are as follows:
Feed horn and support 7.0
structure
Reflector support arm 5.3
As with the other antennas, 0.5-inch diameter foamflex coax weighing
0. 152 lb/ft is used for the.feed.
3. 10 Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem
With the exception of remote multiplexers, which are similar to
SGLS units, items within this subsystem cannot be compared directly in
terms of mass property characteristics with existing units on other
spacecraft; therefore, component weights as shown on the table represent
the best judgment based on design detail.
Although the multiplexers are located in the planetary scan platform,
and are not mounted on an equipment panel with the other subsystem units,
they are considered to be a part of the subsystem because of function and
functional re sponsibility.
3. 11 Command and Sequencin_ System
For the most part, units and components in this =ubsystem, except
for bit synchronizers in the command unit, are not comparable with
existing units. Weights and unit sizes used in moment of inertia calcula-
tions have been estimated on the basis of unit complexity.
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The PSP remote decoder is packaged in the PSP but is considered to
be a part of the command and sequencing subsystem.
3. 12 Engine and Valves
The component weights of the modified LMDE for the Voyager were
based on data based on LMDE Project experience. The total weight for
the engine is 408.5 pounds and is approximately Z0 pounds heavier than
the basic LMDE that weighs 390 pounds. The modifications include a re-
designed head and propellant throttling valve changes to provide a two-
point thrust arrangement rather than a continuously variable thrust
installation.
Four Thiokol C-1 engines are mounted at the base of the cross
beam structure for use as aback-up engine system. The engine weights
(5. 0 pounds each) were based on specification data and include bipropellant
valves. The total system installation weighs 34.0 pounds.
3. i3 Propellant Feed System
The propellant feed system, consisting of four propellant tanks,
two start tanks, propellant feed lines, and valves, has a total estimated
weight of 425.2 pounds. This does not include the pressurization system,
which is treated separately.
The four equivolume sperical propellant storage tanks, were sized
to contain 16,000 pounds of usable A-50/N204 propellant. Tank sizing
criteria were as follows:
A-50 density
N204 density
Mixture ratio
Bulk density
Allowance for ullage
Allowance for trapped and
re sidual propellant
Nominal tank pressure
Maximum tank pressure
56. 3 lb/ft 3 at 70°F
90. 1 lb/ft 3 at 70°F
1.6
73.2 lb/ft 3 at 70°F
2% of the usable propel-
lant weight
412 lb
2 35 psi
280 psi
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Tank material
%
Factor of safety
Non-optimum factor
6 A/-4V titanium alloy,
0. 16 Ib/in 3
160,000 psi
1.5
l.l
Based upon the above criteria the four propellant tanks were computed to
weigh 292 pounds and were each 57.4 inches in outside diameter, with a
wall thickness of 0.04 inch.
The stainless steel propellant feed line weights were computed on
the basis of being 2.0 inches and 1.75 inches outside diameter x 0.020 inch
walls for the oxidizer and fuel lines, respectively.
3. 14 Pressurization System
Pressurization for the propellant tanks is provided by means of
helium gas stored under pressure in two spherical titanium alloy bottles
mounted over the oxidizer propellant tanks. The system is estimated to
weigh 355.0 pounds, including 42.2 pounds of helium. Helium weight
was computed on the basis of the following data:
Supply pre s sure
Initial helium storage pressrue
Final pressure inH tank
e
C ompre s sibility factor
Effective ratio of specific heats
Volume to be pressurized
2 35 psi
4000 psi
335 psi
i. 105
1.14
228 ft3
The helium tanks were estimated to be 29.6 outside diameter with
awall thickness of 0.272 inch and a weight of 32.0 pounds each. Design
criteria in this case being:
Material
Density
{Yu
Factor of safety
Non-optimum factor
Tank pressure
6 A1 4 V titanium alloy
3
0.16 lb/in.
160, 000 psi
1.5
1.1
4, 000 psi
F-30
3. 15 Propellant
The propellant requirements are based upon the nominal operating
parameters for the modified LMDE and the reference velocity profile
totalling to a requirement of 1.95 km/sec (Ref. F-2). This reference
velocity profile is:
Maneuver
&V I W
sp p
m/sec ft/sec (sec) _o
Midcourse
corrections
Mars orbit
insertion
$
Orbit trim
210 689 298 O. 0693
1, 590 5, 217 305 O. 4124
150 493 Z98 0. 0502
* Capability with capsule not separated.
The integrated propellant fraction was computed to be 0. 4806 from
which the required usable propellants were determined.
As described in Volume 6, propellant tanks w_re sized to contain
16, 000 pounds of usable propellant, this being approximately optimum so
far as Saturn V booster capability and contemplated missions are concerned.
Propellants selected are A-50 (50]50 mix of NzH 4 and UDMH) and
nitrogen tetroxide (N_OA). Densities assumed were 56. 3 lb/ft 3 for the
A-50 and 90. 1 lb/ft3f
I-
o the N20 4. Combined with a mixture of 1.6
resulted in identically required volumes, considered a desirable feature
in terms of design, cost, tooling, etc.
The propellant residuals were computed on the basis of Refer-
ence F-3, as follows:
Trapped in propellant lines
Residuals in tanks
Stop and start transients (8)
Outage {valve operation, etc. )
F-31
Fuel Oxidizer
19.8 33.4
23.3 65.2
28.3 34.2
69.5 107.2
140.8 Ib 240.0 ib
Fuel bias was derived from the same reference to be 0.0032 Wp + 1.2.
use
The overall equation for unusable propellant weight was therefore
382 + 0.0032 Wp
use
Two bellows type start tanks are incorporated into the feed system
and are installed in one of the fuel and oxidizer tanks, respectively.
They are sized to provide the capability for eight starts, and are loaded
separate to the main tanks. Preliminary estimates indicate a weight of
50 pounds for the total installation.
3. 16 Balance Weights
Although equipment has been placed to minimize the center of mass
offset, an allowance of 15 pounds for balance weights has been included in
the spacecraft weight. This allowance is made to account for possible
design changes after equipment locations are fixed, and to reduce the
center of mass travel when appendages are moved from the stowed to the
deployed position during space flight.
3. 17 Planetary Vehicle Adapter
The planetary vehicle is supported at 12 points on a tubular truss
adapter, sized to strength and stiffness requirements. It was calculated
to weigh 510.2 pounds, including a spring-type separation system weigh-
ing 36 pounds.
The shroud modifications required to mount the adapter assembly
consist of rings and longerons that weigh 134.7 pounds. An electrical
distribution and pyrotechnic control system of 8.0 pounds was included,
together with a weight contingency of 5 percent. The total weight of the
planetary vehicle adapter installation is therefore 685.5 pounds.
F-3Z
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APPENDIX G
EQUIPMENT LIST AND DESIGN PARAMETERS
Contained in Table G- 1 is a listing of the Voyager spacecraft flight
equipment, including the planetary vehicle adapter. Also given is a
tabulation of associated power, temperature limits, weight, and size
parameters.
Dashed lines will be found in lieu of numbers in those cases where
parameters are not particularly meaningful as related to the item of
equipment. For example, size is not listed for items of irregular shape,
such as wiring harnesses, or power is not listed when it is negligible or
not consumed by the equipment item. Temperatures contained in Table
G-1 are the allowable extremes for the equipment, not the actual working
extremes.
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